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• SMALL .BOY, KILLED SUNDAY ABOUT NOON
Struck By Automobile At Main
And Eighth Street Yesterday
Seen & Heard
MURRAY
We knew net the Ledger and
Times ads had greet pulling p5w-
ar. but tile other den one Pulled
MI the way intim Oenfornia
Ila Douglas aid that 201110 one
uame in and bought a p/ow from
him for someone in Calif orris.
The Inner In Oalfornia had placed
• nail entally to go down to Lens
pace and get the now
Mrs. Medre (hnstenberry writes in
the following on -Hos to Pre-
serve a Husband- It was written
by Emma White
'Ile careful in your sastarten; de
not choose too 'ming, snd Only
tale such as have been reared in
gad more/ amp:where Some M-
EM& art keeping them in • Plekti.
tine others keep than in ha
• ur Thas only makes than gout
hand and Awn enones beSecViral
poor varieties man be Alpe swag.
tender and good by garmainng
them with patanne wen paean -
ed with angels and flainted
kenos to bate. Then, ipso
In • mantle of chant), Warm
With • steady fire of de-
mann and serve with
cream When Chu.% prepared Mee
irtu keep fur years "
Those nrse-ftve wade are inigh0n
important ladies
-
The above Lnand advice of 00111112.
but the nestern brie% seems to be
not to prenerve the huetand. but
just to trade tan tocon • newer
nutlet
Iligs sees be the irtrelow oi a
New York store over a dapple" of
American flags . stobont do
DM MEI
We perked iv the following from
the Prat Baptist Church Blullettn
yesterday We have run this be-
fore but some things are well
worth requiting
- —
Lorin Thou known* better than
I know my self that f arn entw-
ine older and well someday be old
• Keep ate frail stetting talkative.
and pertkulsrly from the fatal
habit of thinking that I mat way
something an every subject and
on every omanion.
Rennie me tram craving to try
to straighten out everybody's af-
fairs
Keep my mend tree from the re-
cital at midi's% derails nye me
wings to get to the point
I ask for grace enough to listen
to the tales of (,ther's pans. Hap
ms to endune_them slab aitilenta.
Rat sal my lips on my (WM aches
and paina — they are increasing.
and my love of reheerging than le
insanities& On Peg* Thew)
MEIER REPORT
West Kentucky — Cloudy and
turning cooler dna afternoon and
tonight Occenion periods of rain
ending Ube tonight. Watered
thundershowent and chime of a
few imially severe thunderstorms
diminishing thorn the enutivarest
this afterninem arid arty tonight
Tumidity cloudy to patty cloudy
and ocsol with a chance of delinle
north portion. Temperatires this
afternoon 40 to low 50n with var-
iable windy a to 12 rates per hour
and oecesional gusts near ttrun -
dentorms over 30 milks per hour
Pritaditaty of rain mittinuing be-
yond thin afternoon 40 per cent
decresustrer to 30 per rent late to-
light Printability cit memorable
Tueeday north portion 20
PM Mt. Outer** few Wednesday—
Patty cloudy and cool.
•
e
A festiveaØa the sane at the Christmas party of the
ir
Ledger and Timid aggIspies Mid Saturday night. This photo was
taken after a inapt organsagigl Restaurant on K en t tackyLate The Calloway Playboys. country and western musk r 
Stores Well Remain
Open Until 8:00 p.m.
The Munn, Chamber a Oom-
ilit Chrilapag
aterce need Altirieion anoustrad.
tng abodulle for Mums", Merelants
team
Atioarchnif to information re-
armed. rant Murray stories will be
cipai each night until 8 00 p at.
start Mg Thunman. Deeember 14.
The cawing tine for Elaturday,
December 23 will fotlow the re-
pave diming szhadtie et 5:00 p.m.
and 8:00 pm
"he Retail Dividim amp/awned
thin Minnie merchants were car-
ryira ttw heaviest inventory in
lebtary. and that shoppers would
tlnd jug about ~yak* they
desired. ?deny meniblints are feat-
ureng pve-Chrielings ales dust af-
ter saving opportunities to ahop-
pera
The esuplifyiret system for
Christmas musk will be installed
at the Bonk af leunay
Dr. Ralph Stengel
Speaker For Meeting
Of Area Chiropractors
Dr Ralph Stengel, president cit
the Kenusenry Aaoaation of Chl-
regraotors. addresad the First
District of the K. A. C. at its din-
ner meeting a the Gateway Re-
staurant Saturday. Deoanber 8th.
Dr Mangell, Lounnille, stressed
to his laborers the ingtortance of
reocenting the opportunities and
pubis. nz of rendering service to
then- manna
Other guests present were Dr.
)rid Byers, Leann ine, and. Dr_
lemon Mckidge Vaney Maim.
Dr John Laver. Paducah pre-
sident of the First District, pre-
Adel • and Dr A. M. Krause, Ben-
ton. vas hoat.
Members present were Dr. and
Mew Pays Mayfield. Hardin; Dr.
Sarah Haag, Murray; Dr. and
litdlors Gupta) and Mn.
Thelma Mond-wen. Calvert City;
Dr at Mrs Bert Dover. Hanel:
Dr. and Mrs Paul Parrett. and
Mrs. Frei Parrots Melt leld. Dr.
Viral Paster. Fult 41; and Dr. and
Mrs. C. A. Welters, Dr. and Mrs.
M. W. Innnonischer. Dr and Mrs.
Jim hider, Dr. and Mrs Jain
Bryan. Dr. Lucille Kallowity. and
Dr. and Mrs. B. E Mckliarvey, Pa-
ducah.
WELCOME _— YOU ALL
HOUf3TON int — A 15-ponsid
3- ounoe boy, who 11110 mistaken for
twins before birth, was born Sun-
day to Mrs Dorothy her —
prematurely He was the 14th child
for her and her husband, Jim.
A henpital administrator said the
ere of the child was "
The heaviest berth ever rerrinied
was that of a 24-pound infant
born June 3, 1961. in Turkey
Everybody thought I was lim-
ing twins," said Mrs Fetcher, 38
Christmas Party Is
Enjoyed By Staff
Of Ledger And Times
— —
Member. of the Ledger daliP
Times staff held a Christian
partly Saturday nett a Mor-
gan% Restaurent on Kentucky
Le
Al the adios received corsages
aa they entered the dng morn
and • gift was provided for each
pester
A bountiful dinner was enjoyed
fchmerina the invotation by Rev.
Carl McDaniel. who is employed
Additional Pieter, Page 3
In the job printing department a
Its. daffy newspeper
The large group was entertained
by the Caltoway Monty Plenbars
who furntstisd Omin try and West-
ern me ak flcr the my-Aston
Present for the atria:nits event
weir MP. amid Mrs Dan Garwood
1/nd allifter Porn: Mr and Mrs.
Chrelle MoDounn and deughter
Belinda; ler. and Mrs R. J Mc-
Minn& and distant, rs Renee and
Marmon ; Mr. and Mm Bern
Workman and detainer Vickie:
Carl McDaniel and thriughters
Lindh and Limn Mr and Ma PM -
ward &Mt and daugnter Terme:
Mr and Mrs. J. B. Hurteen and
chit:Yen Dennis and Patsy. Mr
and Mn, Edward Phillips and son
Larry
Byron Rita and chusghter Mel-
ba; Mr and Mrs James C Wil-
liams; Prank Brandon: Mee Jan
Burtnn Mr 11211i Mm.Milmund R.
Cale and children Hachery • end'
Karen Members of the Playboya
band prevent were Frank Bran-
don. Eugene Kirk and Demand
Turner
Three Students Are
Named As Favorites
On MSU Campus
'five ritiadonts :min Murree
have been chosen as ptpukuity
favorites In an all-student emi-
t:in a Murray State Univerrity
Rift Hurd, 1113 We Extended,
and Vkiki lM. Fairlane Drive,
Were 11•11100 "Campy% Favoring "
Ben lionartaimp. 1313 , t Man
Street. woe named for the second
year as one 01 the eight "Men
on (anvils "
Miss Hurd, a arphranore, ls
minoring in funning Bhe it a
member of Alpha Ornicenn PI soc-
ial sorority
A senior. Mies Mix hies a ma-
jor in banners education She is
a member of Akita Oarnme, Della
swIol erwority
sisn a ern l. is
majoring In bustinears nimintat rat -
inn. He is a member of Sigma
Chi serial fraternity.
vinn;
band, holds the attention of inerysee. Staff ousisbers of the daily
paper and their wives aad. sinners all admen the amistana
event.
Oil Strike Reported
In East Kentucky
CEL.LNA Thwi ref — Dilator
amens have reported that SA oil
strike in Hatiliedge nem Iwo QS
be the Map* almoat in a de-
cade and nay men mill over Into
M is bwo monks lo Tennes-
see
The strike. located on land he.-
eat train Homer Spear by Netert
Heatend about seven mike sooth-
es* of Itenpicineville. K,. is said
to be already pumpire 130 barrda
of al a day Heetand oakl pro-
duction a steadily inanely by
ten to 15 barrels per day
Another well. on Keane Creek
In Oar County. That., h118 revolt-
ally started Aiming me and ob-
servers have predicted it wig mon
begin prockwing all
Heatand, who has drilled 40
wens In the bet 13 yeare, labeled
his strike "poiveibly the beet nestle
in Kentucky since 196$"
In 1966 cel was discovered In
Oreenalborw1, Green County. Xv
tint produced 30.000 berate o to:'
Fighteen Cited By
Murray City Police
— — —
Menem perm-ins Were cited by
the Murray Mike Devitt:nerd
over the weekend. aconrchne to
Its. department records
Two men were neared with
Metal possenton af fine MIMI with
a gerninautomank 22 miller rifle
with cite ot than beim ehanred
with denim whin. intoxsented and
the otter helm charred with
public etrmikenrima and breach of
price
Other Mations were one for
steeling one etr no operators
h71111111 and dieregartrng a stop
erten. one for running a mop den,
three for menden driving. Iwo
for di...regarding a atop Nan. three
for public drunkenness, one for
no cperstors berme, two for
breach of peace. INIe for drivha
while initorkwital, and arse for
driving whne intoxicated and driv-
ing on a revreted ?tense.
Applications Being
Received For Four
Week Nurse Training
Apillioatione are being received
for • tour-week training date for
Nurse Aides sit the Murra.y -Cabo-
y County Hosipitel to begin
after January 1st, 1988,
Requirement's for applicants are
as fotbraten Age 18 to 50 high
saran graduates preferable, or at
lean two yenta of hitch school.
statement fnxn phyniei a.n that isp-
ranarit is in scowl health, and
references
Platee molt e application in the
nursing riff ice at the hoenital.
Staff Photo by Ed Collie
Ribbons To Be Given ,
On Decorations Of
Homes In The City
The Oarden Deportment cif the
atyIlIteranit C7id, hie plann-
ed a survey of the community to
inset the reeve effectively decor-
ated harnes acconcling to the team-
mate.- cernpreed 01 Meedarnea
Hugh Houston. James Harnilton,
Dewey Ranwitle and Clearer Hart.
Me 3 B ethical is chatanan of
the Dignelanent.
Blue and red ribbon will be
irearded in each of the framing
dames: Dammam, wind:ors, and
home and garden as a whole.
The judging will be done on the
erimplicity of the decorations. the
etudrensin elated Judiring wig be
done December 19 and 30.
7.ta ilenfortment Of
Club Holds Party
For Senior Citizens
The Zetn Department of The
Murrsv Wonsin's Chit) met at the
Comm in ity Center on Pram
nein December R. to isra a
Christmas Party for the masa
Manna of that area,
Mrs. Robert Howard, ler spe,
Steve and her denthter,
presented a verv enjoyable awe-
Story tithra the tiesallialla
and ',emboli a the Christmas tree
and its trinwninet
We Stan Erwin dared the 
no setae oneedo and Zeta's 101ald
skang some of the more -pow
mar en rnis Zeta's"- trimmed the
tree while wine et the meets
*nine nortmen for danoration.
Refreshments were served by
Ste hanneen Mrs. Cecil Parra
Mrs Buie Beat, Mrs. June /tenth.
Mrs W P Fttegell, M111
001211. Mrs Buford Hurt ern Mrs.
Hairy Halton
A dist arenas meeting was
held fraimeing Ow party with Mrs
Jack Halley, ctleArman presiding.
Letter To The Editor
Deer leclitrir
The Alpha nrniernn Pt anron ty
at Murray State I fn I verydty wishes
to thank the rrvirchnliA arid people
a Murray and the. surroluiding
areas for Weir nipple< in the
sorority's recent money making
project of seam Cementite/1 wrapp-
ing per The mooed% Intro this
saki, which we hope will he(TIM•
sit azwart affair, will be sent in
support of our National philan-
thropic project , the Arthritin
Foundation
The AOin somrity saddles YOU 11
Merry Ohre:inns& and a pmsper -
ors New Year
Sincerely,
Aloha Olnictidri Pi
John I 1,rvam
John C. Larson Ends
His Basic Training
SAN ANTONIO — Airmen John
C. Lamm. son of Doctor and Ma.
Main Larson of 106 South 14th
Street, Murray, Ky, tee completed
basic training at Laddand AFB,
The. He hes been aavened to the
Air Tame Technkal Training Cen-
ter at Lowry APB. Ono.. kr 'per-
Wised schooling as an intelligence
annalist Airman Lareon a a 1961
erediate of Murray High School.
- -
Final Rites For
Ohs Warren Held
Min& etre for olia E Waren.
alp IS, were heti flundia at 230
paa.01 the Unity Cumberland
era2,,,e.11611 Church with Rev
IL /Mere and Dr H. C. Chiles
61211111111111.
Wren. as peMbearers Ware— Ms
negligee Derwin Weallisiferd,
Mervin IlVegitherford Charles Pen-
nell, Mead Fennell. Kenneth
Heinen. Cleo Cenenn. Joe War-
ren. and Ray Lee Mawr w grave-
side rites were held at the Unity
Cemetery.
Warren. former police officer
and Murray Ohief, died Man He
It survived by his wife, Ma. Opal
Warren. parents, Mr. and Mfg-
lex Warren, 0111111beMis. mob-
ard Latimer, two grandchildren,
and three brother's
The J. H. Chuffed* Mineral
Wine was in chance cc sr-
ntheemente
PASS EXAMINATION
-- —
Otis H. Erwin and Charles 0.
Bondurant have paned the rein -
armee eannitiation In Louisville
and Me now cladithed as real
eetrate brokers.
BULLETIN
WASHINGTON re The
110101e gave final congressional
approval today to it $4.16 billion
author' za t ion to 'continue the
war on poverty for two years.
John Mc.* Burnett, age six. of
103 North tith Street, Murray,
ckeri th:s morning at 640 at the
ieurrin-0 loony County Hospital
after ruff ernig injuries frxn be-
ing grunt by a car yesterday at
12:09 pm.
Penniman Dale Spann of the
Murray Paine Depaament Paid.
siceprding to witnesses. the child
was stnnding between the street
end sidewalk npp-oxierntely 42
feet from corner of 8th Street
when the bevy was hit by the 1964
Block four door, owned by Char-
lene Hagen of Ensaleth Hall and
driven by Jacque:me A Mueller
01 tviegurinne, Id. going east on
Main Street.
The child an% ated or roiled
spproximetelv 25 feet letter the
point at impact to where he come
to rest skew tlw side of the twin
satheling to the pollee report,
The at boy was struck with
the right frunt fender of the car,
Palm said The clever of the car
fracture of. the right shoulder,
fractured bmie in the face. broken
Abe, end a iaceration to the right
side of the face, according to au-
thorities at the Murray-Calloway
County H
Mr. Wadi, age 84, driver of the
car. has a severe laceration of
the lip and tongue and chest in-
juries, anteceding to hospital a u-
1 thorines. They are both listed in
satisfactory condition the morn-
mg
Patrolman Alvin Farris and H.
1E. Wilson of the Murray Police
Department sad that Man, driv-
ing a 1906 Onelin four door se-
eta n. was travdhe east on the
121 Hypes.
Paine mitt it was raining night-
ly and wag fiegy at the erne of
the grocklent. Nadi was meek to
atop siker seeing the sap sign at
641 and ran up the bark on the
east sae ot 641. amnia ding to po-
(C.ealinard On Page Three)
chaatirges "ret° reti*rmsde "diand MSU Band ToAuthorities a the Murray-Cal-
loway County Hosettal mid the M
young boy was admitted a 12' 35
p.m Sundae, and his bnurics were
the head, abrasions on the fore-
head and *ft cheek, mall abras-
ion an the left ark*, end inter-
tatIn 
.Ths boy is gunised by La
they or Marren his father. Staff
het nnhri H Berne* of the U.S.
Me Tame r. a Warren Be....
Cheyenne, Wyoming: one slater.
Lira Oag Barnett. 111111 one bro-
ther Mean Dale Barnett. bath of
Murray: grandparents, Mr. and
Mist Clarence Barnett of Murray
Route Mx seal Mr., and Mrs Me
ar Ilturtuoy: great grandest'
nee Mr and Mrs. W. A. Byrd
cit Parts, Tenn.
Punend serviceig will be held
natality a 230 p.m. a the chapel
ce the Max H Churchill Funeral
Hone nth Rey. Lloyd Wibon of-
ficiating. Buried will be in the
Mike Cannery.
The ifiliX H. Churche ?moral
Home is in charge of the arrange-
and franca may cal there
Two other people, Mr and Mrs.
Downes A Micil a 716 Breed-
way. .hiplin Mo were injured in
an accident at the intersection of
the Highway 121 Bytom and 641
Sunday morning st 7 40
Mrs Bean (Iva), agr 59. re-
ceived • knotine of the back.
Golden Wedding Anniversary
arch Tuesday
rankfort
Dr. Rapti It Woods, PrIaldellid
GC afteray State University, an-
nounced today that the alarehing
Tlendughbred Bind, Paul W. Sha-
han. Director. win represent the
enesellyIn Its. inauguaratne
panda ler governcr Nunn lit
Pregnant eamorrow at 10-00 am.
The Thontughbrad. Oaki and
Blue. marching unit along with
several high mann twits from
West Kentucky left today by bus
and win be on. hand to lake part
In the two-hour vernier
Degrees Are Won By
Three Countians
William B. Htenphreys. Murray,
doctor of erionnion; Carole Stew-
art, Ham( MB. .phyolcal educat-
ion. end Ileith H Taylor, doctor
Of education. Murray. are among
ionic 2.500 MI itnoduatcs at In-
diana University
The lit of degree reciptents —
Sr bachelor. neater. and doot-
011a degree:, — Meknes 66 who re-
ceived their degrees with honors.
L est June, the University val-
uated 5280
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Rickman
Mr and Mrs Edd Rickman of
209 Singh 16th Wan. Murray,
will cbnerve their 581111 welding
ararevereary an Tuesday, Decem-
ber 12.
' They were married in Wenkley
County. Tenn. on Derember 12.
1909, in the home of her parents.
Mr. and Mr. Andy Johnston The
attendant were Claude and Alta
lemption, and the ceremony was
read by Squire Floyd Stevenson of
the same county.
The mimic hos seven children,
Mrs Jimmy ( Saw) Hole,
Woodroir Riciaran, Minion Rick-
man. Mrs. Heide, (Irmo Pick-
ard, Mrs Julius Myrtle Cooper,
Timmy Rickman. and Mrs Roy
I lainthy Norswortli V AU seven
children live in Murray and Cal-
loway County. They have eleven
grandehikiren and five great
granckhildren.
Mr and Mrs. Rittman plan to
spend a quiet clay at their home.
•
as,.
S
•
0-
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
/GUMMED by LEDGER at TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Ina,Zoneolidaton of the Murray Ledeer. The Calloway Times, sold Theroztes-ileraici, October 26, 182b, and the West Kentuckian, JoiningI. 1947.
JAMB C. WILLIAM, PUBLIneliat
We reserve the nolo to reject aoy Advertund, Letters to the Editor.,et Pudic Voice aeons wtucto in our °pampa, are not for tie them in-1Neon a our readers.
NATIONAL RanielinaaNTATIVLS WALLACE WTI = cu. 1109aladison Ave., Meinpbia, Tenn.; Time a Lae Bldg., New York, N.Y..outpost:wool nada. Veen, M.
entered at the Pair Onion Iturroy, Kentucky, for transmission as
Sectead Caen Matter
dikiliCRIPIION ROLM ay Owner in Murray. pee won 3Io. ph mama
11,411 In osnosay and atlatuus samosa per yew, 54.5o. einewbeire. left
•••••• 
'Mao Oatatiandang Carat Amei of a Geounimay is Ms
lainrity al dm II
MONDAY - DECEMBER 11, 1967
Quotes From The News_ _
yay I 5111.1). Klee I Vittsh lit litrh Si.
A - bell bolero! eact.4.1-t4y, DoilLinn., say-
ing tieotoontutos With the v tel. Long to etio tne mouton War
ate posaable but the dimuustration has not-pursued the pin-
Sibdit)
"1 nate to make moral judgments, but I dotal think they
(the odniiiilstriita0ti) Want to negotiate in the area in which
I dung negotiation As possible.-
WASHINGTON - The House Committee oil Un-American
reporting that the Ku Klux Klan is still strong
enough to produce deaths, destruction and fear.
7COmalittee tdveotlinitioias and bearings Into the activi-
ues of the major klans demonstrated nevertheless that Ina118
operate - today, as in the past - as cOnspiracies to deprive
certain citizens or rights guaranteed by the constitution."
FORT WA.LTON BEACH, Fla. - Mrs William Jennings,
describing a tornado that destroyed 220 homes and nine build-
ing in Fort Walton Beach
When It finally hit, there were lightning flashes every-
where. We were all sleeping and I graobed My baby and lay
over him It ripped the roof Off of Our house."
SAIGON Spec. 4 Dan Wolulek, 20, of Kearny, NJ., a
crew member on an Armtired Personnel Carrier (APC), de-
scribing one of Ins experiences in the battle of Bong Son
-There was a VC about 25 feet ui front 01 the tracks down
115'1 camouflage hole.sIde popped tus head up and let loose on
•
a machinegun. He got one of the crew members on this trackright in the heart. We cut knee on hid and got him. Then weLime% grenades down the hole in case there Were auiv morewith tom
Ten Years Ago Today
mato^ ries
Coro contest winners in Use event sponsored by the KUis
Popcorn Company are pict.red 1 hey are Robert Craig. Pier=
McDougal. A H Kopperud. Charlea Outland. Larry Sinter,And Billy Smith.
Eagle Scout Larry Buxton has oeen chosen to represent
the Four Rivers Council ui the annual report to the State of
Kentucky during the Ben Scout Week of 19511
Preston Ordway. business mznager of Murray State Col-lege. was named as chairman of the Murray Hospital Boardof Directors replacing George Hart who resigned the position.
Mr and bin Martin Young announce the Marriage OE
their daughter. Brenda. to Woburn Wyatt, son of Mr andlbtr% Wyatt The ceremony Was read on November 24
,
Twenty Years Ago Today
005it • 1 iN Lo. rasa
Joyce Barzell. ..en year old daughter of Mr and Mtg.
Hollta Bazzell. Farmington, died at her home December NIL
Her dcat4 was attributed to leukemia.
-Our Hearts Were Young and Gay" ia the play to be pre-sented at Murray High School. Cast members are Ruby Atkins,Joann Parker, Joe Blalock, Maurice Crass. Jr. William Mc-
Elrath. Betty McKeel. Thomas Adams, Naomi MacMillan,Gladys McKinney, Nettie Culver. Norma Lovins. Anita Wash-er. Letitia blauptn. Donald Starks, BUly Crago, Don alleDougal.and Bill OWL
The faculty string quartet of Murray State College will
present a recital on December 15 Members are Roman Pry-
datket ytch, first violin. Joseph Goir, second violin, Joslan
Darnall. vide. and Miss Charlotte Durkee, cello
The annual Murray Woman's Club Christmas program will
be held December 12 at the Club hOinie.
legit TING POSTPONED
C Al RO tPi - esuLtt Vesso's
dr • .ii failed to seam
Tliur r .. s t an salessordtaarg
meet .: the Arab LallillugCean-
‘̂Ti'Jglar BOUM _Ir_alla!9:1_,PL..
41(.01°6 YábIjiinamberribip
• he meeting Ws Postiinned
. ne aa or seareitaryoren-sl. Ab-
Heasompas rid the
subject would ctn.! up at 1h
Area foreign iamb= conferee&
saturoay
- ---
Waif POST
F ri throat. ait =sib-
:Toted e. lin as An •tney prat
a loyea nod for Liennel George
H Th - 1.4.. -one ea* cf Catena-
our.
twargestiminffnitlaginssat2
0
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Land Transfers
Kentucky Lake Development
0o.. he.. to Jaen Greer and
Mashie Greer of eambellie. Thin.;
one lot.
Kamarekv Lake Develepoient
Co., law, to Frances C. Clardy
Camitorale. une lot.
Kemblititf 'Ake
Co.,' to PIDer. ear Irk=
Leib 10ta.
Lanniegy Lake bet element
Co.. Id.. to Odom R.. Jaeger and
Math A Jaeger of Raleigh. Tenn.:
owo iota.
Kentucky Coke Demiqpnent
1 The Almanacby inked Pres Internatkusal.s li.foird3v Dec 11. the
344th 6.14 of Ural with 20 to foi-
l=
'The peon is bet AV* n the Lea
quieter and fut. steoe
The morigng store are Venus
and Jupiter.
The evonmo soars are Mars and
Saturn
On the; day m heit.ry:
In ION, President Theodore
Roosev annod hood he v. odd
not be a candidate for another
Co. Inc to Gorden W. Jettnactt 
U1011, effects of the depreenonand Maya= Johnson of Read-
• began to weed in New York
Kentucky Lake Development
Co.. he.. to Jan Wriatethr and
antees Manner of Arlington.
Texas; one lot.
Kentucky Lake Development
Co. Inc. to Carl W Bennett et
San at. Louis ni one 1st
Kentneko Lake Develcipmert
Co.. he.. to Robert 13, Adana=
and or he B. Giadernan of Ant-
son. Tenn one Int
Kentucky Lake Deveknment
Co. Int.. to Roy W Halter and
wiener the Sank of the United
Mates. Unending eill-branch 01-
Bees, closed its &era
In UM. King Mire:4 VIII
abdicated his throne to
=my American divorcee Wallis
Warneid Simpeen
In NM, tour days after Jemares
anon Wean .on Pearl Harbor,
Oonmeas detained a nate of owe
between the Ur.ated thatto. Gee-
=my and Nano
Mary 0. Horner of VemPtilt A thought for the day - WO-Tenn.; in I. tab welter Lard elensulay onceItalltine7 late DeveloOment "Sh Imagerieffen resembled0o, line.. to Georee R Lund of the wings of an meant 11 en-Memelts; Term one Ito tabled him to run. tillitish aot toKentucky Lake Dooekeineed soar."
Co the.. to Donald E Moen Of..
and or Pbyllis A Myers ae
Talk, he.: one lot
Janus Mitchum sod Irene Mo-
nde= to Jensen Lee Scott and
Softies Ann Stott; lot an rive
Penis Rood
Canning County land Co..
to Nod Illerren and Illithath
0. Warren; lot In Pine Sluff
!bores anieviston.
Jesse L Johnson' and Mary Lou
Johnson- to John Clayton Emerson
And Rowena Helen Daemon; lot
in Plainview Aims. flobellTinan. -
rbrryo asiiihnd and Levu= Gar-
land to J T Itdd and Darters
Todd. lot at °saveloy Gaudy.
Norman Ctapepple and Sathitien
LETHAL SOUP
NA/CATOSA, Jason We - Pugs I
stow made from Iliminhai parts
of the poleonon irsa the
I mend at Yenteaskft itestanrant
Ham ,presonoiropeNnogi the.
were ineetvertenny bseladed in the
woman doh and easto Itadov-
0410 atid Knnett Wows ne in
and IS
- ------- -
21.16011 OWINDLIL
LCNDON *PP - Dr Wok
Mune. 111)3 aueceeded the late Dr
Abert Schweitaer et the famous
l'Oer e hospital st Lambarene lead
the fatality may hare to One for
: ck a fends. the Sunday Times
sot
* COMPLETE *
CHRISTMAS TREE
HEADQUARTERS
- %Li suf., OF TREES -
GL IND E I. REAVES
2 'A', - I : .•1 Grove Road
V.insirsoso fla 4W =A Mr - --.4; we go mugs iggyaggy
••••-• --MP- an• -1111111.
Cnipepper to Hart) Con:toper and
Nell Culpepper: lot in Mimi=
Acres Subdiriaion
Henry M. Fulton. Jr.. and Mary
K Fallonto Univerally Clarion=
litudent Center Foundation. Way-
ne M. Wallions. Ralph WIThems.
and John Nanny. owlets, lots on
Clive Hanimard.
X.404111110 Development Co.. lax..
of St John. hid to Vera Cher
fame Sete of Hammond. Md..
.lot in Kentana &scar Valley Sub-
&onion
(Ibsen) L Roberta= and Ma-
ne Louise Bryant to Mate& L.
Nonni and Carol Joyce Smith: lot
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Clemente Crowned
NL Batting Champ 3rd
Time In Four Years
Sy JOE CARNIt'ELLI
UPI iSports Writer
NEW ylCal.K tit - Pittsburgh's
Roberto Clemente bodied .357 111
1967 -and that was good enough
for his fourth National Loogue
batting title and third in the iset
fair years.
Tile Puerto Rican-born outfield-
er had 200 hits-most in the leag-
ue- in 565 trips to the ptate to
rd his highest !Hearne nettingMOO
average. Cliemente, named the Na-
tional Leoguen mat welnable ptoy-
er in 1966, the anti season since
1964 in which he did not take
batong !tondo, maintained a na-
tal domination of 'the league bla-
me title by Porntorehl hitters.
The Pirates have won the in-
eity.arst battling tale in six of
the net eigbt motor with Cla
moot taking honons in 1961 .351.
1964 339 and 1985 .339 In add-
• to this mason Dick Groat
wan the 1110 iffile with a 325 av-
erage =0 MN* Aiou 'wept 1966
WON 11011Ore with • MI mark
learmake emend
Clemente essay mittgataneed
Philadelphia's Tony Ganunies, who
finished second with a 30 me&
a point ahead of Mou Curt !Ned
of St Louis 3as and Honetor's
Rik Staub 333 fuenhed • doge
neon and fifth.
A'renta's Hank Aaron won his
fourth borne run tide and second
In a row with le homers In MT.
A* an al* o tied Lou Stock of St
Lo j.. for most runs moored in the
leenie with 113
Bract easily retuned his bow
stealing lesciernop with 52 thefts.
Be =a thhrwil out 18 times, also
a league high.
Teammate Orlando Cepedo, the
National League's most ramble
player this season. led in mew
totted in with 111. the second time
Ile has taken league honors
tetaiiit leads Doiables
11,aiston's your Rawly 13•.341b
climaxed his finest season in dee
ma ,r,rir. by leading the league in
doubles with 44. Male Charm-
rAtis Veda Pinson earned the
tr.plea tele with 13.
Maury Wills of Plutaburin tiled
• National League record a by win-
tery the stories leaden/Op for the
fourth time with 162 igelgiali
Philadeiphia s Cookie HMOs had
the most sacrifices. 16. while Ron
Santo of Chicago ha 1 12 sacri-
fice files for the amour lead.
Cincinnati's Pete Row compiled
tin longest bitnng streek in the
Natictial Learn ,n 1967. hitting
Ms 35 consenniva manes. Dur.ng
the streak. wig= lasted ucm May
3 to May OE Woe had 41 hits in
105 made for a .390 average
The longed team vett:Mug streak
In HIS/ was eight penes. =thieved
tenor by Phinclenigla and once
by pennant winning St Lad
To, Tom Dann,
Pittaburith took teem batting
honors with a 271 average, eaally
topping runnerup St. Loeb .2118
Cnirago was third with a 2M
mart, with floweret 249 coin=
Cincinnati 248 for !Mb San
Prancer° 245. Philadeiphia .242.
Atlanta 340, New York 21111 and
Ira Artistes .336 rounded oat the
team boob* figures.
The Pirates led In dwee artist-
ical departments-bins 1965. total
temas 2115 and triples 62 St Louis
led in rune batted In with 866
while Chaoaro moored the most
runs. 702 Atlanta took team home
nano honors with Id with Hots-
ton's doubiee topping that de-
mented.
Si. Lands walked away with brie
among title. eapitw 102 beam.
10 more h141 .:s new reel opponent.
Cincinnati
SITE DV thel Nnit
V
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Three Cage Stars Make Playing
Look Easy; Coaches Disagree
By MEd MeMANE
UPI Sparta Writer
The game of baeketban lane
as OW as UCLA's Lew Akendor,
Iodine Stade Pate Marovich
and Niagara's Cainn Murphy make
he loot
In fact. it Gan be very trau-
matic at times Ant sat °oath-
eti John D1104110 of Louisville. Ted
Owens of Kadin and Dean andel
of North Clardieva
All three combos watched their
felithey-noted aped soiree de-
feats Saturday negit at the hands
of teams who believe that five
good players are better than Ion
one setesationai darer
The seconl -milked Cardinals
were upset 88-83 by Leonia of
Mango 16-73 and the Tlatheele
fell to Vanderbilt 89-76.
Mender Leads Sedan
Meemithile. top- ranked UCLA
connnued to pour is on visitors
Wee: end Spfirb
Summary
By United Press International
satarday
rim YORK - Ponner
Prineeten All-America BO Smiley
moored eight porn in hes lovi de-
but with the Nen York Knicker-
bockers
MIAMI. Fla - Jorge Vain-
cotes. the nationO loafing Jockey.
brought home five winners at
Tropical Park. reeling Ins 1967 to-
(alto 414
NEW YORK Queekeil Tree
won the I55,000 Display Handicap
Id Aqueduct by three-quarters of
a leave
-----
LOB ANGEL-1M err Lew Ai-
=dor scored 46 points Op UCLA
ben Iowa State 121-80 for its
25th conmeutive lieu:try
DALLAS rrt - Dalian quarter-
back Don Merideth sunered
broken nose ao the Cosner tie-
faded the Philadepeds eagles 36-
11
MOBILE. Ala 175 - MSc Hello-
k at the Witco Patriots and
Hank Stram of Vie Kind coy
Chiefs were named ;cachet' for the
Jan e Sailor Bind game
01111;RQUESDL. Audit t a TA -
Rick MOM of Rutland,'
Imbed =pond in the men's amide
of the toren= acting 0110113000-
IMP His stare Suranne was third
in the somen's slalom
•„ per„„,,owe- ..s.„2„.13 of 19 poseno
for 136 Soo, Ohio WSWIn arid •-ound f Sterling ars Inonneeneo wood boostedseveral Indon moindia ringing in I their overall yricort to 9.1
=conference from 300 to 500
feet.
AN SERVIC.1 MOVES ON APACE- A Part Am et roma on snowy runway of a Moscow air-after rev -rat o k. trial landing, Retent Iv • hisr Soviet airliner did the 'rime at NewYork and Ws ishington. They're moving toward New York-Moscow flights. Wattreplinto)
sirounan atillP•nre. tuna aolag I ow • Ma • un• a.•••••••••  •••••••••••• • non.5 an se..
Eastern Wins 27-13 In
Saturday Bowl Game
- •
MURFREESBORO. Tenn I it -
Eastern /Centurky trUnmed Hall
State 27-13 Seem:ley as the foot-
ball Cartionals failed for the aec-
ond time in three yaws to CalfT,
away fenn 'he Clinneind RI,
Howl with a victor,.
Hall State and Tanneaere nth
heu4.1ed to a 14-14 lie in the Po.
post-sedun mem.
Eastern K.eirearty Vert.
Jim Gince named Be. game •
outer omit ng Mayer. threw
touchdown pews and mat o
eseits for another sone
Ted Tailor got the Cloioneiv'
other touchdown she stealing a
handoff from Hall Mate quarter-
back on Heath and racing 36
yards into the end lone.
Ball Mate word' On a three-
yard run by trifbiatk Amos Von-
met anti a 12-vain namper by
quarter',
to Los Angrier'. Peaky Pavilion
by trouncing lows State 10-60 be-
hind a nopoint outburst by Al-
candor. The notory. =a the 37th
stet:ogle 'eceibe Bedew not their
third in a row thia mason
Moravich and Murphy, two of
the finest soplikAnorcs ever to play
college basketban. also continU.id
to overwhelm their woos:rico.
lillentirtch poured in 51 points as
LEU ran Its record to 3-0 with
a 90-56 viotory over Imolai La.
and Murphy scored 37 points as
Nisieara trimmed Iona 100-76.
Maravich is currently &venoms
47 points per game for three con-
tests and Murphy- 43 per game
for th:ee outings
LotiL VW! t0.14 36 poiros from
All-America Wee Mond, but it
wasn't ersnigh to overcome the
Wilelcate' well-balameol attack
Junior Terry °amber and *mhos
Jam Sarno and Don Adana were
the span:dugs of the WOdidatie
victory at -MOW Madluen. soar-
ing In 17 and 16 point re-
ined ivedy
Tire Chime rnsourn crowd of
11,6Cs was treat.. . a Ankle up-
set when Luiy..ta b towed at-
tack upended Inwood Ram-
blers used a feet -et to on=
Oben height dandy. ee with,
Corky Bell atel Bill Ba-ortartner
each connitarttnif 16 Mons end
Doug
and Jun Taiwan =ippon in slat
1 14, 13 and 12 respectively Kam=
Jo Jo White tapped all scorer,
with 25 points
Vaoderbet Victory
Vandertint, ranked No 11 lot. 18
point& ea* .kien TOM Hadaii.
Kerum Campbell and Bob t or-
rein and id mare from BoW yen.
and to main defeat the far-
ts= Larry Maher seined 36 putout
for North Oirolina. but the Ise-
heals newer got closer than four
points in the sacond had.
In other games nitioathet the
lop 10 beano, Ns :3-endied Hen-
sten definied Lagoa:
ranked Purdue are: WesMserton
44-'77 and talans-smaad Insan
College whipped Coamenticia 76-
80
Ail-America Men Hayes scored
25 points and grabbed 20 rebound,
to pace Notirtorit t,rt sopa°.
nowt R cle Motin: .d in 30 I
points and his b.,' . I porton
DM 11[War added 26 '
armakers ironed Sr ore nigh'
defeat is the hands ef .he Hoek- ,
ias; and Bob Outlet ' a bal-
anced attack Irian 11 c.-tio as
the Emits thiirted
Dandson teat M. noon 9.-70.
Permenne topped It •:a:3 16-61
Kennet) defeated r:ontolearus
84-49, ot Jahn • ei: ! Southern
Cantorma 83-55 end ride brat
Alabama 86-80 in 0th, r nieJor
game
@DT:4'307,1;ff,
A•••••••••••••••=•••••=1•11•1••••=.1.
LOoT KIVLK
Lae( 11..v tr Cave, two rulke south
Of Bowing Green. Is said to have
been a Witte of the James lino
"hens, meanly= °throws. Lost R.v-
er is the Mortest and deepest
rage In the world. a000rding to
the late oartecnott, Robert Ripley
te‘e a r Not." Et
pew s Into the ground 3.3 miles
south of Bowing Green.
:tse this, sound
DAIRY FARM
PLAN
10
raise
mdk
output
to
false
net
income
Sere Is a practical PROVEN program
for steedliy Increasing your murk,-
Oen and profits - and Improving
Ilts quality ef yew herd as well:
1. WNW Is% or your cows to A. I.
Proven artist Sires USDA retinas
en If..,. bulls are factual and un-
biased - your awawiest ossur•ncs
of grime the thal. of performance
which A. I. swan pessites.
2. Brood 71% ar. your taws to
selection of psdigre•-ptitellegll Young
Select Sires. 'These now bans have
Id pendia to top ww. Mit A. I.
Prams glees. They saw as spoor.
Waft is ladredins sew vigor Isto
year ask seta Is sassrater IWO
slaw prograssMr-mindsd dairymen
is PAWNSIsispotc,t,•1.
& mist 71% is 100% of ssisct.
Drat heifers to mak* -must" ie.
placements; to replace the low V
to 29% of your hart Ii, cull vie
heifers: and to have springers to tali
4. tiblentain Camplets arauction rea-
rs* la WE* aid atairam woe
prattwara
& Fag pessrly sew stave** Is
gee MOW ereenagi tun opprilwialp
to premass Naas.
G. haw* to• kind of management
Sat noses dr• most of your top
Wenn porno
NO Weleethe are sonelsod from /el-
tom-Mg progeon - hure sreart
Retails" unproesser terse win put
Arm sinslabla draft se poor
prelest.
nawareaber errs he.. to kelp 14
owe Way possible is Eras Ms
swan sea end oolu5 yolk
for you.
J. C. KEMP
TECHNICIAN
MARSHALL-CALLOWAY
ARTIFICIAL BREEDING
CO-OP
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-2954
gm 0111110e I Is. KeniedirrArtdmiel assass Asa.
ontinuous Showing
From 1 p.m Daily
Give "Books of Happiness" this
Christmas! There's no better gift
for the moviegoer - )5.00 at both
Capri and Drive-1n boxoff ices.
TODAY thru WEDNESDAY *
• •••••••••
owook.u.vouto
* ONE
TNIET'INS DYNAMITE!
HELLS ANGELS
ON WHEELS CernRow MA TUMOR ADULTS ONLY
Allefilhalliegeme
HOUR SERVICE*
spECIALe.: Mr1 N G OFFER!
• -
* Offer Good Tuesday and Wednesday, December 12 & 13
TROUSERS
and
SKIRTS
PLAIN
0
19
ONE-HOUR
MARTINIZING- F.aat Side of the Square -
*ONE HOUR SERVICE*
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MONDAY - DEM113:7R 11, 1907
Television Schedules
W SM - TV WLAC-TV
Channel 4 Channel 5
Monday, December 11, 1967
MOND•Y ILVENINiv
WSIX-TV
Channel $
u Dateline today I Newsiest
: 11 Sports. Weather I Weather, Sports:30 The Monkees Gunsmoke
:41 '
71
:00 The Man from
:30 "
:111 UNCLE
1
I'Monday▪ Night
I Movie
.4 :00 The Danny
11 :16 Thomas Hour 
:30 " 
-41 "
The Lucy Show
Andy. Griffith
Family Affair
ri
tr•-•,r.
:00 I goy
:111 "
•30 "
-45
I "
I Felony Squad
I "
I Peyton Place
Carol Burnett Show I The Big
40 10-041 News
•11 Weather. Sports
:30 Tonight Show
:46 with Johnny
Valley
Big News I 10:44 News
Weather. Snorts I Roland Wolfe
MIUIc $ Movie [-The Joey Ilishoti
I Show
:00
ELI j
' :16
Canon
I •
I "
1 "
Tuesday, December 12, 1N7
00 Boyce and the I Country Junction I Familyr .11,1 Early Birds
:45
00 Today
thli 110 Tod*" Y ;:45 " weather
'Theatre
I Highway Patrol
News. Weather
The Row Show
1
1
"
t111 
Captain Kangaroo I ":.1110 Load Nora - -4-- • " - -4 ILToday " I Nte litmettee:43 . 1 Room with
- :00 linen Judginent The Mut 
it I Tempt-title-1i:16 Douglas I '10 Coneentratlem Show I "41 " I . I "
:00 Personality ----"T-Andy of Mayterry How'. Tour:it " I idother-In.Law.30 Roth:wood Pick Van Dyke - Game •46 Squares I Dayt how Show l "
,tie Smears* t I Love et LIM 1-everetodra:15 " News I Tliponlr:30 Eye Guam I Search for Tem I Donna Reed.411 " I flefidinst Light 1 "
• TONNA! MITER/100N PROORAMS
• 00 linon show World at NYon I TM Positive•15 erlth Jud I Stnithlg con• I ":10 eolltns A• Ma World ••Itt Moor. noels I Terns "
:al Dam of Our Lore ts a IGiiv The Newlywed•11 Lives fliniondoned Thing I name30 The Doctors I Art Tilnkletter's I Dream alit.15 I TIMM. Party of '1117: News
Another World-rTe tell-the Trott-T-rfeetieral
Nowa
Tots Don't Say I FA re of Night I Dart Shadows
Seeret IkonsI The Dating
-
IIM :15
:45
. ----t. 1-754 Match flame_ aii Til: " News'Ri‘ Fltitetone•
:45 "
:181-1ait's Italie Ain-.4 :15 Deal
:Se Ralph Marry
.46 Stew
•
6
Pasewon1
Came
Prise Mora
The nla Show
L5":":310 Rat"thr-Briali-
. •45 ley Report
-1-Te4ar Janata., &
Weather I the Norm
E'Vell Ins Neves lihavertek
with Pre,
Tr/RUMAT WIMP° ThOGRAMS
sa
•oo MUM. Today-"tcwasat
•15 Sparta Weather I rrov.Mr Priori.
:IS I Dream et I Teeth Valley Days
.41 JOIL•111111 I .
thorrisetes Goths@
E- -7114-1everliher-li1 Marsha! mei,
. 15 " I "
-se • I Red Fltelltegi Near
•45 0 ''' I "
The Invader,
:if idevis 
1-,
16 " I .. "
.111 " I flood Morning NVPD
45 . I World . "
1-crst TV ItepoiTte-riFaihrwood Palace
I
I ' •
41
:1111-11/761-Nerwo
---11  :125. aroother, . seem
•45 " I
•,.. .
:45 • 
I
I
i 
.
___... ._- 
1114-Wevre
Weather Rowell
I Million I Merles
. ,
111•181 News
Roland Wolfe
Jeer Mallon Shaw
SEEN & HEARD . .
((nrillniiril From Page 1)
beaming sweeter aa the years
by.
Taut me the Ohlimw hem that
awastaiwilly * W possible that I
may be mistakem
g Keep me reatonably sweet; Ido
not want to be • sant - WM@ Of
them are so hard to Ire With -
1141t a wan" old person II one of
the er0Weeng WI/WO the devil.
Make me Ilms.11114. but not
moody; bdpfd, but nnt bomy
With my dud gore of wisdom. It
seems • pler not to IMP It sal -
but Thou knowart. Iced. that I
„ want a few friends at the end.
ID
Service For Mrs.
Armstrong Sunday
Funeral serviette for Mrs. P. M.
Armodrong were held Sundae a:-
lorry/cm at the cheeeli l aethe J.
H Chunital Phnend with
Rev Herrt Owen and Rev. Doodle
• Wheatiev orritiothw.
Pallbearers were, JIM Bdooming-
berg. V•11hurn Hurl BO °ennui,
Rd Prank Wait. J B. WThion. arid
Kent Mil,er, Burinl WILS in the
Murray Cemetery
Mre. Armarong. kinnelly of Cial-
lowity County. died soddenly Pri-
de. night.
BUTNIVOTX are her husband. P.
M. Armstrong of Rettliand; three
" daughters. Mill J D. tVilecon, Mrs.
Dewey Orr. and Mrs Linde Mor-
rie; stepdaughter, Mrs. IC.attrrine
Seaton; !We eons. Charles. Monad,
Ace, Joe Pet.. end MAMA Mc-
dyne etePione, Phillip
Armstrong, Heiffoid and Orris
Mciteenchls: brother. Phis Mor-
•
Bernie A. Shively
Dies Sunday Evening
71CINOTON y 4r11 - The
tinivessity of Kentucky belay
mourned the loss of ateletic dr-
wtor Bele& A. altvely. who died
arida* Sunday eveninor after
stafait* a heart Aback He was
Shively nuffered • abaft at his
home about 4 pm and Ina rushed
to elt Joseph's Homed Mint He
died after • alosai birt NW.
tarot him tem
Midway. a fissallaall Rice A-
Americo guard on the famed Il-
linois team of the Red Omni,
era. became Kentucky's athletic
Matter in MS and led the Wild-
cats tains Into bke thine COM-
prtthloth.
Basketball north Adolph Rugg
wad, 't send an I ware ea doge
ea any two men dieing the peat
15 years. and we moat have talk-
ed a thrmand times about retir-
bur together
-Midi comes as such a Igor*.
He was first in his field and hie
contributions to the ?IAA were
pose* greater than any other
Inure "
Shindy served on preverai NCAA
tournemerst and be nommittees
and was tournament director in
198111
Rupp mid there had been •
possibility that a esme Tuesday
with North 01111ITATIA may be call-
ed cc, tea later said the rune
Mead be played as etheiduled Fun-
eral seraph were tentaUvely eet
for 1010 am. WI% Wednesday.
billithaagkii-seerawee
THE LEDGER TIMES - MtRRAY, KENTUCKY
TIME
OUT
- by -
GALE
GARRISON
The Calloway County Christmas Tournament opens up
this Wednesday night, and from the teams that are in it, itshould be one of the best that has been held at the school.For those of you who might be interested here is a littlehistory of the annua: arfair.
The tourney was first played at Calloway in 1961, afterone year at Mayfield when it was decided that the Redbirds' tcourt would not hold enough fans.
Wingo was the champion that year, defeating CarlisleCounty 52 to 47 in the finals.
ton; het Astir. Mrs. Eerie Pester:
19 grandotthdren; two great grand-
children.
The J H. C7hurrhill Flineral
Halle was in charge of the ar-
rangements.
The tourney opened on Thursday afternoon with Sedaliawinning over College High 81 to 24, in the first game andWingo defeating Murray High in the second game 38 to 36.In the night session Calloway defeated Hickman County74 to 60 and South Marshall lost to Carlisle 82 to 53.
On Friday night in the semi-finals Wingo advanced witha win over Sedalia 42 to 30, and host Calloway was put outby Carlisle County 51 to 46.
The Lakers then took third place by defeating Sedalia, 84to 54 in the consolation game, and Wingo claimed the trophywith the win over Carlisle.
In 1962, Hickman County won the opener, defeating Wingo49 to 44, and Mayfield won a close one from North Marshall52 to 51.
The Lakers won the first game on Thursday in a overtimeover Symsonia 65 to 60. Sedalia took the nightcap from FultonCounty 58 to 57.
On Friday night in the semi-finals Calloway advancedwith a win over Sedalia 63 to 47, and Hickman put Mayfieldout 79 to 58.
In the consolation game. Saturday night, Sedalia defeatedMayfield 79 to 58, and Calloway took the championship oftheir own tourney. 55 to 37, over Hickman.
The Murray High Tigers were defeated in the first gameof the 1963 tourney. by Sedalia 65 to 52.
Mayfield advanced to the semi-finals with a win overFulton City. 75 to 63.
In the Friday night games. Ballard upended Symsonia 71to 82. and Carlisle County defeated Calloway County 88 to 72.The semi-final games were played on Saturday afternoonwith Mayfield winning over Sedalia, and BlIlard winning overCarlisle County 57 to 55.
That night in the consolation game. Sedalia defeatedCarlisle 97 to 70 and Mayfield took home the big trophy witha win over Ballard 61 to 59.
There was a break in the tournament in 1964, when Cello-way went to the Trigg County tournament.
Action resumed in 1965 with Murray High winning theopener 55 to 49 over the Hopkinsville Attucks, and Trigg Coun-ty taking the second game 82 to 61 from Sedalia.
Carlisle took the first game on Thursday night from May-field 65 to 69, and hoist Calloway was put out of their owntourney by Benton 49 to 44.
The Tigers advanced to the finals with a win over Trigg66 to 58. and Carlisle was the one to meet them as they de-feated Benton 57 to 48 Murray High was the runner-up thatyear as Carlisle defeated them eight points 64 to 56.Last year Murray was put out the first game by Mayfield66 to 40, and Carlisle was defeated by Hickman 80 to 64. OnThursday, in the lower bracket Sedalia defeated Fulton Coun-ty 67 to 62. and Calloway defeated Lowes 63 to 40.In the seml-fina.Ls rYtayfield and Calloway won to meet inthe finals. Mayfield won over Hickman 63 to 53, andyVallowayover Sedalia 77 to 52.
On Saturday night Calloway won their own tournament,for the second time, by beating the Cards 58 to 53.
Three of the teams that are playing in this year's tourna-ment have won it before: Calloway, twice; Carlisle, once; andMayfield, once.
Murray High has made it to the semi-finals once, in thefour years they have played. Hickman also has made the semi-finals once Lowes and South has only played one time eachIn the tournament and were Put out the first game-.
The best way in the world to find out if you have anyrenders it to make a mistake I made one last week, and sportsfans, the Ledger dr Times has several readers all over thecountry, and a whole bunch in Marshall County.I said that Mutray and Tilghman were the only two teamsthat were to play in the Calloway Christmais Tournament thatwere undefeated. I found out (by way of abceit 14 differentpeople) that South Marshall was undefeated at that time.I am sorry for the mistake, but glad that there are somany readers spread out around the area. Thanks to all whotook the time to call or write and correct my error.
moosuswirerscorsinwskt
I Murray Home & Ig gg Auto Store g
i I
Santa Claus
Will Be Here
Wednesday Evening
from 6:30 p.m. to 8:00
Northside Shopping Center
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(Continued From Page II
lice who said there were na wurn-
ing lights at this intersection.
Damage to the Cadillac was on
the front end.
, Saturday night at 11 pm. alt-
other one car accident occurred
at the 121 Lytta.s.s and 641 inter-
section as Allen Russell Pryor,
2115 Hazel Street.Hopkinsv tile,
delving a 1987 Pity-MC.14h two door
hardtop, was going east on ,the
121 Bypass.
Patrclmen Martin Wells and Ed
Kreght of the Murray Police De-
partment mid Pryor failed to
stop its the stop sign at the In-
tersection of 121 and 641 highways
end went across Highway 641 head
on into the bank knocking down
the stop sign with red warning
Naga on it.
Pryor was reported not to have
been injured, according to the
police report. The car was dam-
aged on the front end.
Sunday at 6:25 p.m a two ve-
hicle accident occurred at North
Oh and ClLastnut Streets, accord-
ing to the report filed by Patrol-
man Dale Seann.
Vehicles involved were 1981
Pond 14 ton truck driven by Den-
ted R. Thorn of Akno Route One,
end • 1e85 Musung two door
hsithop driven by Winton Jones
of 812 Lynn Drive, Lexington.
Pollke sakl Jones was going west
00 Cheania, stopped for the stop
sign, and said he locked both
ways and did rrat see the Thorn
truck going south on 4th Street.
Jones struck the 'Thorn truck in
the lea rear aide with the front
end of his car, Police mid.
Demme to the truck was on
die kilt raw Ade and to the car
on the front end No one was re-
potted intured.
A two oar collision occurred
Saturday at 6 18 pm on lelgtteray
641 South and was inveaagated
by Sgt James Brown and Patrol-
non althea Phillips.
Kim Eddie Pennington of Mur-
row Route Three, driving a 1965
Chevrolet two door hardtop, go-
ing south on Highway 641. was
ping to make a left tern but was
weer in doe right lane, Palloe mid
Pennington told Police he did
via
,disammummeessalanosamovoisseatedisomeweasemossesaawsrill1111011111111111111.11111111.4..
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The Calloway County Playboys entertained at the Christmas party of the Ledger and Timeswhich RIM held on Saturday night at Norgan's Restaurant on Kentucky Lake. Front left to rightabove are Day/nond Turner, Frank Brandon and Eugene Kirk. Two members of the band are notpictured.
not see the 1961 Ford two door
hardtqp driven by Roseniu Don
MS/ter of 215 North 2nd Street.
Murray. that was in the left lane
and Pennington struck the Miller
oar in the front fender, accord-
ing to police.
Darrow to the Pennington car
waos on the left front fender and
to the Miller car on the right
front fender. No injuries were re-
The InterdectiOri of hkrth 4th
and Walnut Streebs woe the scene
of the three car colllelon Elaturday
at 12 -48 pin, that was invesetigatecl
by Patrolmen Dwain Elkins and
Dale Spann. No Injuries were re-
ported.
Oars involved were a 1961 Chev-
rolet four dcor BeflAiir owned by
Clara Stubblefield and driven by
Clarolyn Louise Stubblefield of Al-
mo Route One; a 1964 tan door
hardtop driven by James Melton
of 800 Joy Street, Paris. Tenn ;
a 1982 Hugh tom cioor driven by
Earls,: Miner of 1106 Mulberry,
Murray
Polka aid the Stubblefiekl car
John Tubbs Dies
On Saturday At 85
Jcihn Tubbs of Benton Route
Ave died Saturday at his hone.
He was 85 years of age arrd a
member of the ELM Grove Baptist
Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. De-
tithe Tubbs of Benton Route Five,
one (Slaughter. Mrs. Augusta Leach
of Benton Route Fete; two ant
daughters. Annetta Paul of Ben-
was going east on Walnut Street,
had stopped for the atop arm,
but did rat see the Melton car
traveling north on 4th Street. The
eltubblefiehl oar pulled out into
4th street in front of de,. Melton
car. dot hit the Stubbiefield car
Ii the right rear intoning It a-
round into the Miller car that
wee legate, parted at the curb
co Walnut Street, according to
the police repot.
Datnage to the Stubblefiekl car
'was on the right rear fender. to
, the Melton car cm the front end,
sod 03 the Miller car on the left
new quarter panel.
Staff Photo by Ed Collie
tens Route Five and Lillian Snipp
of T.wes; one son. Rural, Tubbs of
Murtreesbona, Tenn one brother.
Lundy Tebbe of Akno; two grand-
chiklren; edght step griandched-
ren; nine great grantkhedran
neural awoken . we be held
Tuesday at 1,1 am. at the Union
Ridge llogibsit Church with Rev.
Ileseward Ittererta offlelating.
Burial ma be in tha Testy*
Hill Cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the 14rin Funeral Home
of Benton where fnenclA may
Murray Lions Will
Visit Arlington Club
The Murray Leona Club will vis-
it the Artirearn Litho Clk* to-
night. December 11, President
George H Ligon announoei.
All intereated 'Lkires are mired
to meet in the parterre lot In
front it the Business Building of
Murray State Untretwite an North
18th Street at 6:00 pm. No re-
servations are needed President
LIM Lion pointed out that thia
trip Is In conneetion with the
dank% governor's contest.
All-new Mercury Montego
has 4 extra inches of riding comfort
in every 2-door hardtop.
Three competitive car lines fall considerably short ofMontego this year. As the chart shows, they give you 4 inchesless wheelbase. Less rear passenger room. Less trunk space.Montego doesn't think you wont to be sold this short.Besides, we're solidly committed to the Fine Car Touch inspiredby the Lincoln Continental. Which means giving you more.We think you'll prefer Montego's 116-inch wheelbase forIts extra riding comfort and Cougar handling excitement. Sixof you con pile in without feeling like a crowd. And there's atrunk that's at least 20% bigger than our competitors'.Mercury's got it! Come see the new Montego while yourMercury dealer's in a "catch-up" mood.
Mercury Montego MX 2-door hardtop
Compare 1968 2-door hardtops.
Mercury Pontiac Buick Oldsmobile
Montego Le Mons Skylark Cutlass
Wheelbase- -116- .112' 112' _ 112'
length 206.1' 2C0.7' 200.6' 201.6'
Width 76.0" 74.4' 75.6" 76.2'
Front leg room 42.5' 41.2' 42.8" 42.7'
Rear leg room 34.0' 32.2' 32.7' 32.7'
Trunk spoce ICu. Ft.) 18.0 71.5 13.7 14.3
tee
Mercurys got It!
•
The Fine Car Touch inspired by the Continental.
MERCURY
4 Christmas gift ;darn from your Mercury dealer.
A Don Gurney Cougar road racing tot for $5.95 (says $6.00.)
A Bari Starr NCAA football for $5.95 (save $6.00.)
Sports Illustrated's "Wonderful World of Sport" book for $5.95
(save $14.00.)
A Montego hardtop in your choice of holiday colors.
MERCU RV
LINCOLN
HATCHERS AUTO
SALES, INC.
515 South 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky.5
• • •
The Per* Road Homemakers
Olub weli meet at the home a
Mrs Dewey Grogan.
• • •
Ihaeray Scar Chapter No. 433
Order al the. Eastern Stor
meet at Me Mamma Hall at 7:36
pm
• • •
Berewe Tucker, Alice Wai-
mea at the home al Mrs. ere and Maze-none Frost Codes
Mutt. Oni Elm Emcees, st A/ the Plea Methodist Meech
ar p.m for • dinner natecang. WBCS MX meet at the home of• • • Mrs. Autry Fainuer. 1304 Wens
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Wia saki have
a Chreansas party kir children
at the members at the dub house
di 630 p.m. licatemes ma be
Madman& Badey Gore, Bethel
Ractionison. Chad Stewart Wil-
liam ansett• and Bobby Ns Craw-
ford.
• • •
The Theta Depertment at the
blur-ray Women s Club will meet
U the club home at 30 p.m.
HostamsviM at Illeadames Ralph
Temenser Robert Hapluna. Cha •-
les Bede, aosi Rabin Anet
• • •
The Maio PTA In:1 mere
6 30 pm at the wheal The heed
ano girls chorus eel primes the
poerain
• • •
Mrrw, Wizedinee vat have •
se
MOB rocra
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Social Calendar
?bone 763-1917 er 75.1-41947
Ilesday, December 11
The American Lemon and lay-
ion Ambare wilt hold thew la-
n chresunas clinch Pare 1111
the Legion Hal at CU pm
• • •
1 k Pitagant am.skimanims club vat meet at
• • •
Teeeday. December 12
Seemly Sanolm &hod
Cams of the FLie 13aptist Church
will have a &Me: meanly tit
the Woman's Club Home at 6:30 lira matte stttlialled., at ten
• • •
the blame et Mirs. Kaska Janes at The Canoes/ Oceedte Retired&,,m, Sr a minuet essimeme Teachers Asecclation MR meet at
Clefts not to exedra one dollar will the Public Library at two PM.be etedatiged. Charlie Learlier a-til be the speak-• • . er
The Coldwater Method/it Chunk
VA003 will meet a the home a
lies &mac limeane at arias p.m.
Gans ma be cxenorah! and sun-
Mine friends remand.
The Programme Homemakers
Club veil meet at the Hutiday Zan
seven pm. Gifts wig be at-
changed_
• • •
The Suburtan liomemobers
tell
BM/
Clutt
Boulevard. at $31) am
• • •
Chyle I and the Paall Doren
Arnie af the FOse bilethochet
Church W& will Mee a joint
meeting at the social he at two
pugs
• • •
Rata lama Pio Ti have Its
Christmes party at the bone el
Meri. eying Thome&
• • •
Circie fl the Rest be
Cburce WIsei TOIL meet at as
boon a Mrs Omar aLlYerls. 311
Mirth 17th Street. at 2 30 pm.
• • •
cgiikken of Kinury Schad
will torment • piegrain at ChM-
was gangs sa Use meeling el at
PTA at am en pm
• • •
Wedassam. lbseember IS
The Cumberland Peisillierionhent anon mamma at use WOW Women a ase North FiterrealPill at 6% pm Grove Churce w•O have let- — — — at-
k ,iazosk akt
mi.e • X'fitE
31NOSTOF THRE TS 11) TEA CPIERLY APPARDITLY MAST
IT WOLIN HE SAID HE'D SET Ita
SCHOU. MIRE IF EUNTLY MET LUNE
Tc.A0A1
THE 1
9.7-DOLLAR
WEDDING !
THUNDERS
TO ITS
CLIMAX-
110•9401.• 
nun Christmas parity ai 12 noon
I the Trims* ha
• • •
The Arts and Crafts Club win
Inelet 94 the bone a hini. New
Waters at 230 pm
• • •
The New Concord Horneenaters
Club will mem at the home a
Club veil meet at Ma limn. a
lata. Bun Walkereen Ser a potluck
imichean. - .
• • •
The Paiesune Methodist Church
%%BCH wa: meet at the hone of
Mts. Surkeen at ten am.
• • •
The Wesleyan al the Wo-
men s Society. of Ohrietaan Service
U the First Methods Church will
met with the Ruth Wileort Circle
at 6:30 pm. in the meal hell at
the church for a pm kali dinner
and joint meeting. Each person
should bring a one ollar gift to
! be auctioned
• • •
Theesam, December 14
The Fldelis Surmise School Class
U the Fine Baptist Church e
ham a potluck Chrtstrress centler
et the Mauve at neon. Mr& Lloyd
Cornet vii be the pad epaiker.
• • •
The Msearne Okei eel meet
at else home cif Mrs. C. C. Lowry
at 230 p.m Mrs Harlan Hodges
wila present the program
. • •
The Dcrottet Circle of the First
Baptist Church WM8 wie meet
alL the home of Mrs. Ralph Tes-
server at ten am A pocked Sun-
Mean MI be served.
• • •
The South Murray Hammakers
ChM sal meet for a kinollman at
Ole Milder Inn at 11:3a sat.
• • •
'Me Plant Baptift Chards WM13
we hold aa regular oaten at
the shun* at assign pill .
• • •
The Head Woman's Club we
Lots of Husbands
Are Faithful
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I suspected my a.n allowatte. Mach la aV•
• • • teetand cd tieing untrue to me, i.v. as much as MY WSW. big
at I Went to a Mayer about a never seems to have ear
1r-dry. I arn aul•uys helot,* telin
uL aith maxim for pia. cigarette.
and movie* If he would a& me
for a repair "loon" and peg me
beck.. I wouldn't maid. but be &l-
imas aly6 be lilt his money in
ills other pants. Bea reel groovy
atherwise and I featly dig this
guy How should I handle It?
DIOS HIM
DLAR DIGS: If you give him
any mere money, you left your
Mann /II year ether head. Lead
him bus fare and tell this greem
guy to go name and get his vat-
1e4.
I scPuration ivor d orce. My husband
denies any unfaithfulness and he
wean us back tegether again. lee
bare child/sm.)
My lawyer toid me that every
men la untrue to his wile at one
lime or moldier. and my husband
Is no excepuort He mid the Mae
trusting a wife itthe better it Is
Sr her husband. It MEM Made
Mg same
is this true, Abby? I lust can't
believe it. My hueband ls a rood
father. and he said be sae hap-
py with me in every way. My
iiwyer says I have two Makes.
Go tack to my husband for the
• ildretie sake and put up with
his chealing. at divorce ban and
Moe my I:1'11101nm alms Please
my sometime to he me. I love
my husband. but I an ao eon-
guided M D4 PIA.
DEAR M: There are pieuty Si
faithful married men, and year
liniesad maid be one of them
The only thing ou can be see
U la that year Ley er cheats at
Ida wife. Give your ''and as-
inine chance.
• • •
DEAR ABBY: I wort. and make
a pretty good salary. The guy I
go with is ate In college. and he
held Its regular meeting at the
dub room at seven pm
• • •
Friday. Deeember LS
Dintriat 11 al the KSA-LPN will
lune a Christmas Page at theStalthe Inn In Warm/ at 11:31,
pm Per reservations earl Salle
illesemaker.
JUST FOR
THAT—NO
TELEViSION
TODAY
—ANI'Nf.14:Lc_ TIED-TO FOLA
I 4FOORIAt Et) MULES, AH-ottilf-
PRONOLINC.ES THIS DOOMED
YOKLIM 60'1, AN' THIS Pi L.:THY
CORNPONE TWIN —
MAN AN"--GRoSt-WIFE.ff
-
,
••••• • ,•• •••••-•••
0 /VII
_
14:VE
AIE 1#1
THE DES7itt1_110/4
OF T/147 St.t0f.
RANKS ,t2, A
EDER '.1 C)-USE,
CHIEF. 56
NATUR ALLY-,-ke MA. 'L J'S
INTERE‘lev.
WE'RE PRND
70 NAVE ̀ CI IN
TIVS CASE
MR. CROFT,
NO.
S. WHAT :S
SADDER —AM
VOWNL_P '10' KIN
-uGH.r-KS MEP?
, ttlg g•IMCIP tgre g gligg• MP, .44..•  •-••••••••• • •••••. •
• • •
DEAR ABBY: I am at arld my
wife is a Utile older. In our young-
er yaws, unfortimately I me too
busy macaw a Untie to }earn how
ID play carda. My complaint Ii
Oat my wile foes ma with a
group af ladles who hove been her
Waking friends and they play
ands an Sr average a • Moe a
stet.
I rave no objections to that ex-
cept ahnelimes axe cement get
tease mall I ogle* in the morn-
ing. In Ihe gemallime I in Mona
She tags Sr ellgr and ledge up
10010 dr Sr glen% and at her
age ber reflealle elald he steam,
dawn and if dm gebs ten an ac-
cident. theit is all I need.
&Le ales It la bee 'Attraction "
I my, -Why can't we do scene-
thing together for diversion,"
at thinks In. sellieti. Well. If
worrying, about her * ailltsh• then
IM MEW lessie ping Ode with
your &newer, but dose ye my
name or town. I will be gewerch
ed by your advice. aserse
DEAR geLFIMI: Are malliele-
hely worried about your WV Or
are you a little )(alms Mame
her ediversioa" dies not lasilde
yam? Don't expect your wife in
give op her card *eying al ter Si
theme yews. Maw yourself at
them nights. and you weal be ei
lasely, resentful. and werriell.
• • •
CONFIDENTIAL TO "'T and
When 1 mid, "Year werrelage
THESE ARE 'THE CRANK
Lf•TTERS, EH? 11.1. SEND Ticm
TDTHE LA8 FOR HAN,WRiTiNG
ANALYSIS .
riss  
INC$140613/E!
••••••••
I"- "4i Iitlt'J 
4••••••••Mx.-../
HE MARRIED
7,4 INCP.ILDIBLEr
50 HE'S i%ri.
TH' PRF-DICPC-
sp.W4 (Noma
COME. TAUL!!,i;
CO h
Mrs. Masako Cornell Of Hawaii Speaker At
Hawaiian Luau Held First Baptist Chtirch
"Whether you are eating or
whether you are drinking. you
me to do it ail tat Sr glory of
Geir I Corinthian! 10:31 (Mont-
gomery) vies the...scripture printed
ca the that wee at the "palm
tree" pownwns used at the "Lu-
au'', lisiwailare tenet or banquet.
given be Met Fine Baptist Church
for Beengia students attending
Midler lade Unevenety on Mon-
shy. Deoember 4, at eight pm.
In the Meech Selbowstap lima with
eigligraellela in aiteniaince.
I. 
Illadli-ene van greeted by Ha-
waiian* ineidans with Sr teadition-
al "MOW and preeetitai a lei for
their res* and a halms flower
Sr Weir our. While amaioing
manyanee arrival. gaenes were
ploped around the roan by Hs-
swam buys Ralph Teaseneer ILL
Chile Kerb, David HAI, Imo
Tarty H. Mese Included throw-
ing darts at a swinging pine-
apple. gisching lea at a sake, and
aimplog Sr bamboo rhythm
ethics.
Dr. H. C. C2xbe. motor, &eked
Bev. W. IL Raw. Br_ pastor of
Bellevue Baptist Church, Owths-
bona, to load the invocauon..
The "Aloha" II % Hempel was
elven by Robert Charters Miller,
Youth Litrecum at First Haptist,
who introduced the folowthe genets
at Sr -Mad Ltaiu Thble":
Dr. and Maw Chiles. Rev. and
Mn. Rene. Sr : Mrs Ernest Kan-
dy at Livermore. mother of Mrs.
Rene; W. R. Howard, minister of
mum, and Mrs Howard. Sunday
School teacher af freshman and
sophemore University galls; Re..
Thai Westford moodattonal We-
dmore% and Mrs. Warlord Mar-
vin Maris. chairman of the Dea-
nna, and Mre Hams; Rev. Liqyd
Cormil. B8U Du-ector. and Mrs.
Cornell,, guest speaker from Ha-
waii; Mrs. Rai.pii A. Temeneer,
glundier School teach* crl the jun-
ior and senior thibrersity pet;
Milani C. Miens. gamin, School
tainher af the Undwasilg boys,
nod Mrs. Adams; GS NNW. Uni-
versity Trainbee pas ilillder;
Mrs. Jobe lkothir. dumb wpm-
ist. and Mr. fleakeir; Mrs. adder
Sheriey. IIVSM president, and Ur.
Starlit!: Meg Kameneenehe I
,Irenneth Adams' and his hour
thud& Acisne) ishose comical ant
introduced the entertakenent Sr
the evening
Prorirsing enterudrunent were
-The Hoyle Drummer-. Dennis
Clioutersn. at um °aura drum to
Sr Hawaiian song,. "Am Chant-.
"The Coati /layers-. Havewicia
songs by all the guests. 'The Rae-
al Oddest". Lour Leirveraste toys
trolly to get leis over thew aimed-
are
Butane Brown came from a
hugh gerseappte to twirl lug the
Won to the long. "Haweiliati
hes MID shame, to oseceed." 1
• nsessawily alms it would
probably end in divorce Three are
IliMay marriages today that are
*ter failure., the undismayed.
•
Troubled' %rite to Abby, biz
Mee. Los %ngeles, lagell. For
a personal reply, Inc lose a Mamp-
sd self - ad deemed envelope.
• • •
Far Able s book et. -How to
Have a larec, v Wedding," send 1111
to Abby. Box 00700. Los Amiga
CaL 10060
ANTI.Viff preeidential candi-
dnte Eugene ateearthy, the
Minnesota Democratic sen-
ator. makes • campaign
r1"•••rb (upper) and listen-
ing in ^apt attention is actor
Robert Vaughn, "The Man
t from 13,14 C I. E." It's the
Chi.::, m,oting of Confer-
lea Of Concerned Democrats.
War Chant". 'Itie Royal Quartet
composed of Linda Da.rnee, Bev-
erly Pachal, Audrey Ricisandson.
and Olerida Pace sang "Aloes
"Me special guest was Mrs. Ma-
seko Cornet of Hawaii who In-
spired the group with her mes-
sage. -Haw Oalls" and showed
mitred slides a the 50th eesee,
Hawaii. "scion-Jig many pictures
U etairehee built In part in He-
wett by the thine Moon Chita-
nee offering token tech Christ-
11141.1i ty aoutnein swain onirtheiito support loreign edmions. Other
p.c".• e's showed Henrstliul cus-
toms, dress, flowent, end Induat-
ries.
The benediction was given by
Rev. Cornell and 11116 followed by
W. R. Howard arming
Your Eyes Upon Jesus" at a Vat-
light teas focused upon Feller's
"Picture a Christ".
The Luau menu consisted of
fresh Isle of Havasu fruit, ban-
ana.. otiounutte, avacadom pine-
app.te, tampartnee. and grapes.
weaned island nuts and palm
st• .3c. pretzel rods. poi, clam dip,
and paradise Bowers, daisy chips;
ittricapoo ethnic! Sr,j -pineapple
gratiefnilt juice. trophaal sabd.
fruit codotall end rated oico-
nut, hem end pineapple kebabs.
Letni-Larni dessert, coconut. pe-
can, eartunel, lawn, and choco-
late pies furnished by the WMU
circles, brie:saes U asexted cold
drinks
Servnig Sr Sr Luau were igen-
tor High girls wearing 1-1B,WILIMEI
IMILMIUM Wrin were inanucted by
Mrs Denim Wkietteiet. Um Bar-
bera Rube:stem, Mrs. Rubin Janice,
and Mrs Robed Maw. Ladies
a. ho prepared the meal counses
were Meadernes Noel Malumn,
Jerk Kennedy, Owen Bialnsten,
S. L. Horn, Ragan McDaniel, John
Keel, Charles Mercer, Sr., and
R. A. Blinker.
The tables and decorations were
authentically Heavalan. Orme cov-
ered the floor where the emote sat
around the triangle niggard tables
alth Kink ihuneheeneha s throne
at Sr apex at Sr triangle. Down
the center or each section of
tables were magnolia leaves alter-
• by Aphelandra and orange
blosamed croseanciza.
In the center at the trainee
was a ecol with leis floating in
the water where coins were thrown
into for the Lathe Moon Obtlet-
Mae Otteritsg. Hesd to the pool was
& lane blue pieta bast filled
with keel oak* thinks. On Sr
wale were mega, travel fuldtml,
pictures at Ileoweai, surf boards,
r•A.s, flowers. grass Meta and a
seine Which held seisahalla and
the hibmeas flowers peen at the
door Ho. ..an plants enbanced
. the candirliglited room.
The King and his yestor wore
traditeonal Hawaiian ceothen. The
peseta mane as benchcambers or
wur muunwma
Robert, C ?Aber, Youth Dreher,
said he would Mos to thank every-
one who coneributed lbernilian
articles. Scswera, gram, and m-
peeled:, their time end talleistto
the suocees of the Luau.
•
ingilestMaladalklaWINCOSIONAMINSIMICANO
OPEN till 8:00 pm i •
UNTIL CHRISTMAS !I
a
•
•
•
These Three Businesses in
SOUTH SIDE MANOR
LAD & LASSIE SHOP
THE PLACE
il '' THE SHOE TREE
i!
, • •train WM Ati istiiiMia 101103111111,11,0111*
i *WM 0111410V11111101111111 WSW terwavirtarserreninonmisirsumemil, A
1 c_ 0UNTRY SEk GIRLS SPOILID? ARSOLyif.1Y1 Ii 
1
1 
I
I
l
II
ai/
a
Hooray for the team of Traditionals by Country
Set..- siim pant in almond green, crystal blue, or
orange peel herringbone wool. .rib yoked turtle-
neck white edged and belted in matching
colors. Pant, 3-15, $00; sweater, 12-40,
* Open Each Night Until Christmas
fr" Plenty of Free Parking Injlear
0" Free Gift Wrapping
The
Clemmie Jordan
Shoppe
Murray Highway Mayfield, Kentucky
a
a
A111.43110710.23$tenyoxyrismixr, 144 MI in sis ad 110 Mg *31Ialee
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MONDAY -- DECEMBER 11, 1907
FOR SALE
CLAXTON FRUIT CAKE, by the
Mean Club. The beet fruit cakes
essallessie for he beet canoe.
Chelsinnas baskets kir needy =-
Dies. Pick them up at Roberts
• Reelty, 505 Main Street or call
753-1651 for free debvery. 0-11-C
53 ACRE FARM 12 miles from
Murray. Good 2-bedroom frame
house, other buildings, 7 acre cons
baoe, iinproved pasture end hay
and. Cali 753-7676. 0411-C
GE PORTARLE tape recorder,
2 rnonths old Cab 753-7822 0-11-C
SANTA HAS THEM! Real cute
• pups, five weeks. Dactiehund. Wet-
maraner, Ml A1CC. Stud service
and pcoctle dipping Learwe 436
2173. 041-C
- -
HANDCRAFTED CANDLES, all
types and :Arm Dor woos. cent-
er pieces. Individually styled
Ruth's Designs, phone 753-6605 be-
terra 7:00 and 11:00 a. rn. and
1:00 and 4:00 p. in. 1)44-C
2 USED CB SETS. Would make
someone a great Chriatmas elft.
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
CLASSIFIED ADS BEI RESULTS
Leach's Music Store Fhirryl 0-13-P Streets. D-12-C
'66 OTO, bargain Tinted glass
Ml around, meg wheels, 4-speed,
real sharp Phone 489.2180. 0-9-C
ANC WELMARAIWIR Putt•es.
rnonttms old. Ideal ChriaLmas mew
mita. Will hold tonal Christmas.
Phone 642-3666. Perla, Tennessee.
D- 12C
--
PORMIC-- A D1NEITE Set, like new,
table 36" x 60". 6 ohm's. PhOrie
402-870e, Hester Ctiarltun 0-12-P
CHRISTMAS-- TREWS- for rale by
Murray Optimal Club Proceeds go
for !Mous oleic project., in die
oxiinainity, taxation of sale, Chest-
nut seal 10th Waste. D-12-C
W'ELL KEPT CAAPETB shod the
notate af regular Blue Lustre spot
class**. Rent electric shempooer
al Rushes Palos Store. 13-15-C
1963 PONITAC Houneville and a
1966 Fore 2-door hartlitop. 'fly
and btry from Cam; & Taylor at
6th es Main Street. 13-12-C
1962 FORD ()Wane soden 111158
Buick. Inset oar see at Cain &
Tu.51er's, Gull Statam. W1 & 151dit
FOR LEASE '
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
Approximate Sixes 30'x85', 207[85' & 50035'
inside Finished to Specifications
Best location in Murray' One-half block from
campus Plenty of free parking
U interested write Box 32-N, c/o Ledger St Times
D- 12-C
^
A 1962 "CHEVY U" arid a 1964
Olcla 98. Two great buys from
Cain & Taylor at 6th it Main
Streets. 0-12-C
1063 EKVIABX and two '64 Chev--
rolets. Real go-met:ales frorn Cain
& Taylor, 61h & Main Streete.
D-12-C
BY OWNER: Esti* Mean 1965
Ford pick-up. Call after 5:00 p. m.,
763-1578. 0-12-C
_
1967 RUPP Muil-Bske, Honda 65 cc
engine, chrome fenders, like Law,
priced tO 0-U-P
_
1964 CHEVROLET, 307-300 h. p.,
2 - door hardtcp. 4-weed; a.!-
so 1962 Ford, 2-door hard-cp. 352
cubic inch. automatic tramenis-
akin, both in esosilent condition
Oall 753-8428 alter 6:00 p
D-13-P
NOTICE Scale's alme proi,
announces de birth of 6 Slane,
kittens, ready for Yeletaines day.
Stud service manatee. 753-7770.
13-13-C
1949 DODGE 1-ton flat-bed truck.
Good motor and body. Miller 43e-
3843. 0-16-P
_
Cogs and I Filly Colt.?
mo• tif& old. Moller, 3 moles north-
west of Kirkeey, 489-3843. 13-16-P
FOR SALE AT McClure's Antique
and Crtft Shop on Highway 121
South of Murray on Concord
illichreist. Phone 753-4770 Have
eleven lanips converted into elec-
tric lamas. Akio afferent parts for
oduverting different kinds of
shades. burners and tripods Into
eleienc lamps Caaestware. dinner
bells, tea-kettles. old furniture, etc.
New 6*st-seller
COM :11% rrr
6y MARY PARADISE
ndv•i publi•hed by ene•rdrearin. Ise 0 115r7.
by Li B. ham; Distrieutse by King Features ryntlasta I
CHAPTnlic 21 there was GO Lime Cos the IolaPartlitge e.00d in .vaik down to the women is-" the dusty road pulling at 'ger she was sorry abut de-bts moustache He was tired. serting A:ice and hoped Nat clai-ms leg sealed badly and ne ' than were not frwtiog tel herdidn't care for Mace ins wife btrt lii the meantime they wookl'when she was distraught like hare to manage with the cointhis He almost felt repelled be Panfonoturf of the other wwinerher, with her untidy hair sad and children.gown She had come to meet • If was • '18100 she usuallyturn like this deliberately, as atanaded to soot out of barthought angrily, to soften Mon mind Tonight It came with oh-"Now come, my love, be gen_ bearable vividness, and whea •If you insist on cooling footstep mounded nehInd her. sheback to the house It's more than cried out in shock,
likely it will be Etty or Fanny -fa It too Much for youor Daisy the next Ume I know nurser came Doctor Macpher-you've had the odd shell down
here at the 'eager, but not a
tenth of what we've had in the
town ,There aren't many casual-
tiee yet, it's true, but there's
plenty of damage betng dense
to property. I wouldn't tare a
moment's peace about Oa. Bo
bear up old girl. This can't
iast forever '
"You don't care," Alice' said.
"Now be fair-"
"You wish I'd never come to
Mat eking"
man Yoko.
"It's you, doctor You gave
me a fright--
asked If that was too mocio
for you,
'U was Ell gel- over It."
He held out • lighted cigar-
ette.
"Here Have a puff of this
Nicotine has a calniing eftect
Eltzabetb took the cigarette
and drew the smoke unwarily
Into tier lungs It made aer
choke The tears streamed down"i certainly do that, alma her ei:eeka She gave tne doctorinto the nudill- of a war' You hack his mgasette and got outwere stark, staring mad and if her handkerchief to mop hertnything happens to the girls cheeks.
through your stupiiiity I'll never "Between the two of you, ,
forgive yea" Berties temper you'll corrupt me ' she said on-nest, very controllanie. was , steadily,
Iflaring "The two ot us?"
IAlice's, eyes were very blug ,_ "Torn Wheeler gives me whits.very stricken, in her white fare My. FUld now voU encourage me i
-Nobody cares for me she In the evils of smoking
sem "Not even Lizzie, now idled, i There wan a little silence. •
met that Tom Wheeler ' "Wheeler a not back ye?"
'I rion t know about ro.,. -How did you Know be wasWhetter, but Lizsie's working' ir'sner'
like a black t5on't you know I "The town's small. We're alttin v. mar,2, wounded Cam* Into waitInc for news. We know who
'he hospitaLZ' The alight widen- might bring It back." His voice
mg ot his wiles eyes. indicating was fin' and factual. "I expect
ii increase in .her pain, made you'd like letters from room.
his temper fade a little yourself Have you • nullity
"Just be a as more realistic,' who vaill be an about
my iove, he begged "this can't! YOU?'
go on for much ieneer Tomor- Was Ille prying? No, only in
row's Saturday On Sunday you the perfectly genuine way of.I
can come home for the day Per. wanting to know more about
hapiChy Monday it'll be all over. her She dad noticed him look•
Plumer it force will have got log at ner quite often
through ' "Just my brother and he'sAileen lloullers drooped as with the army somewhere Inhe turnedeaway. Natal. I've worried terribly that"You could try being' a little he might have been at Elands-more re:ills:De yourself Your legate. I don t know -how I'llson will be born before Plumer ever hear if belt safe."
or any relief force gets here." 'Then you haven't anyone in_ Pertie hid her by the afoul- England "̂
tiers and had spun her around. "No." she said calmly. "My'Alice' Is this true'!" parents are deed I came to6:-.de was euddeniy so weary Sonth Angel to pin my brothershe could scarce& nod became I Was alone."
!• "1 don't know for sure. I -I. too.- said Doctor Macpher•think so. After all. It's why I son. "I'M alone in the world I.,aine here. - suppose I should hare married
There's no perticillar reason I I
• • •
Tom Wheeler had net come didn't except that I hadn't foundhock MO the influx of womd• the woman I'd give up my free- 'im into the nospital Filltabeth dom for."
nad. nee. working all di,. and L'itdn't ... Hadn't . He was.,halt the night She had taken talking In Ow past tense
to sletirt.ig at the bellaital, *Mee "I thought It was only thePram hp woe, ad, linen by ensued 51,d2aari In, r parr
ven-aa win' •-• •ve up freeclom."
pltratNtil am-. ca
I "Did VIA! Mars an old-fa-
Spooned ides Well, nurse. Back
,to our ph,-
• • •
Elizabeth Wax constantly arix-
,ous whout Alice said the chil-
dren. but Sister Casey allowed
her no tune to brood over them
Tbe baspltai was getting fuller
all the time. One ward was now
devoted entirely to fever cases.
Wh•n the wounded were
brought Ut after Major Gtalley'•
attack on the Boer Imager, Liz-
etc was stile to look at their
bloodstained bandager with leas
of the sickness feeling of dread
She was becoming accustomed
aer seconds. if not to the detach-
ed attttude that Sister Casey
said was essential to good
nurse
She was almost becoming so
professional that she looked at
the patients wounds before
their faces. That was MOW the
came to get such • shock when
she sew that the bearded blood.
drained face Wirtz, unconscious
on the pillow was Tom Wheel-
er •
His- body was emaciated, his
cheekbones stood out like
knocklea The stubby dark heard
made hurl look like 5 strenger
That was why she nada( recog-
nized nim immediately His in-
jury, fortunately, was slight. A
bullet had gone through his
right hand, coming out cleanly
and there was no infection. But
there had been • severe blood
lose, and that, combined with
exhaustion and near -starve t ion,
had brought him to this state.
At least that was what Doc.
tor Macpherson was saying in
his Impersonal, clinical voice
"Give him plenty of beet
broth, Sister. He only needs
bedding up.
He moved off to the next hest;
It he had noticed Elizabeth a
white face, he gave no sign But
Sister Casey came back to give
her • tart order.
"Don't stand there *targeting,
nurse. Get on with your work"
She obeyed quickly, knowing
that Sister Casey an astringent
old maid, was likely to nlOye
her to another yard if she guess.
ad her Interest in one of the-
patients But her nom', shook
as she dusted and 'idled anti
straightened mods lien rerriOlre9
the itsual dreary brat nets ol
dirty linen Every now and thir
the walls shook to the crash of
an exploding %hell Old Crvisky
had been persistently active
lately. indeed the sitielltrui was
becoming On familiar that ono
scarcely allowed It to interfer,
with what one wits doin,.1
(To Re Continued Tmnorrole
Ellial•efh Paten, in %ale he
Tom's ninissurarsees.
ny D r. idea.
Now open 'till 8 p. We INV
antiques. 0-13-P
EXTRA NICE Piano Phone 753-
5865 days and 753-5108 atter 4:00
p„ in, D-13-C
NOTICE
ILECTROLUX BALM & Service,
Box 213, Murray, Ky., C M. Sand-
ers, Phone 382-3176, Lynnville, Ky.
Dec.-32-C
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL! Olft
boxed dusting powder, $200.Hol-
land Drug Co. 0-9-C
* NOTICE *
NEW STATE APPROVED
SUPPLIMENT TO
MEDICARE
Per Information
Contact:
GOLAN C. HAYS
1665 Olive
II-1TO
CiiNCER rNsuRrugcE. ta 1 25
yearly for family group; /016 00
far incliviclueds. Pays up to 17,000.00
for treatment. No age limit. Wa-
bash [Ate t,nsurance, Box 283
May-field, Ky. - 0-12-C
GIVE
an
ORIGINAL
from
THE GALLERY
GIFTS - FRAMING
May f ield Highway
4 )I1C Block from 5-Points
Hours: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tues.-Sat.
Sundays 2 to 4 p.m.
HOR.5,'FS FOR SALE, horse train-
Ins; riding lessons, boarding hornets,
at Golden Five ambles, 753-130.
Jan -10-C
POR RENT
I
1 I. 2, and 3 BEDROOM apart-
' manta. Call 753-5673 or 480-2363.
Ei-ii-c
_
2-BEDROOM unfurnished apart-
ment. Electric heat and air-con-
ditioning, 7084 Payne, near Chest-
nut Street Shopping Center Adults
oily, $61 .00 per month. Phone
753-2336. I3-13-C
WEDDING SERVICES and party
ea Roth's Designs, Phone
753-6305 beteeen 7.00 and 11100
a. in. and 1:00 and 4:00 p. in.
D-14-C
P0a. YOUR AUCrION Niles 000-
Welyne Wilson at Spoon &
Wilson Ins. & Real fatate or call
363.5086 alter 5 p. in. 11-1TC
-WILL DO CARPENTER wort. re-
modelling, rooting. Reasonable pri-
ers. Reliable week Free etairnatee
753-8260 0-13-C
FREE FREE Christmas Tree with
,each on-filter and rubrication
Merman cars. Clifford's Gulf Ser-
vice, Five Pointe Phone 753-9001.
D-13-P
HELP WANTED_
ADULT MALE or female to act
as local manager for the Courier-
'This Yob requires shoat
31 his, per week and pays 650.00
salary plus cionuntailon. For in-
'erries5 ante Searles Puller, 502
Cornell Place, Louisville, Ky.
13-12-C
PER6ON TO STAY occasional
nights or weekerods will boys age
12 and 14 Call 730-2628 TPC
- ---s
LOST & FOUND
LOST Man's Hawaiian shirt, km
or near Murray High It found.
please call Beverly Paeonall 766-
3899. 13-11-P
POUR-ROOM downetaus apart-
ment Availaole now. Day phone
753-2573, rughts call 753-1628.
0-13-C
5iirv was Oftered
ROOFS REPAIRLD ia roomiest',
oullteup Lingle - gravel. Lois
oust - Free Estimatei in-State
'tooting Co. anal 758-6Wai TPC
SEWING AND Alterations, Rea-
sonable, 100 Broad St. 0-11-C
THINKING Or BUYING a camp-
er? Why not have It custom built?
Also kitchen cabinets, and ftn-m-
tore repair. ?bone 436-5534. 0.13-C
WILL ROOM and board elderly
person in nay home. Cali 763-31104.
0-113-P
WANTED It.. BUY
WANTED: Used Monkey Bars.
Call 753-1/05. 0-1I-C
1964 or 65 CHEVY n, 2-cloor, 6-
cylinder, straight shift. In good
oominich Call 753-8438 after 6 00
p. in. 13.13-P
CARD OF THANKS
We w:sh to extend our heart-
felt thanks and appreciation to
our many friends and relatives who
were so kind to us in ma hour of
sorrox Many acts of kindnew
and sympathy In the lam of ourLOST Large white Collie With levee „nr, ham "beam use Hale,
light brown sputa Answers to were deeply Appreciated 00proiall-name a laddlie Anyone knowing ly do we than& each one for theClam' ahouts call Lynn Sotornan, pmyiers, vilts, songs beivaltUI'753-3316 0-13-P Hovers. cants and food, those 1
14111) Welted sa Pollonoreto• rif
amid H. Jones, Murray Calloway
°aunty Hoepital. Rev Jerrell
White. the Max Ctourceall Funeral
Hoene, and Popiar-flerfing Daptiat
Olinda. Col bless each and every
WANTED
PEOPLE TO WIN free Jewelry.
Call 763-5764 for informaino
R.ITP
PEANUTS
1
-sissiammosaissaa.assits700180111111011661110stiss..s.
one who biped in any way. Thank
yo 'tL
The Fein*
Hog Market
"%Mr /MI
1TP
Federal State Market News Ser-
vice, Monday, Dec. 11, 1967 Ken-
tuck*, Purctosse Area Hog Market
Report Includes 10 Buying 08a-
Receipts 2726 Heed. Barrows and
I Ckets Steady to Streng; SoW, 26e
Higher, Mostly S:eady
US 1-2 -200-230 ais $17 75-18.50;
US 1.3 - 1.00-230 Its $17.26-17.75;
U2-3: - Z10-250 lbs 116.50-1726SOWS:s 
CS 1-3 - 24340-280 the115.50-16.50:
US 1-2 - 270-350 Ii. 114,00-1450,
U
US 1-3 
300-450 lbs 113.00-1400;
US 2-3 
lumbis $1132 00.0011143.600:.
EPIDEMIC
LONDON .rrt --A %tame echool
wen ordered closed today as part
of the government battle against
at epidemic of foot and mouth
• that has reeuhttd in the
slaughter or 385.000 farm.aninials
STRIKE ENDS
LONL ON Pit - A 48-hour strike
by Br.: ,:a Overseas Airways Corp.
Oak .3I the state-cnened car-
rier $13 intim and grounded 32
flights mit a umicion, ended co-
day.
sgialigAsilhaAd;r4siAdillifillgalaltlailirisi ARMS /ISAilatillidlia4ilhit.009S630,1103106
i LARGE SELECTION OF 
a
g.9 Northern Spruce and Scotch Pine ISI!, 1CHRISTMAS TREES
LEAVING? - Washington re-
ports have It that Defense
Secretary Robert S. McNa.
rn ira i above) wants to leave
his exacting post to become
president of the internation-
al Bank for Reconstruction
and Development, a move
not foreseen In the Imme-
diate future. Four names
crop op as possible replace-
ments: Gov John Connate
of Texas, Deputy Defend,
Secretary Paul H Nitze, for-
mer Deputy Secretary Cyrus
R. Vance and USAF Secre-
tary Harold 13rown.
11.49 to '4.98
BUY THEM EARLY WHILE SELECTION LASTS!
OWEN'S FOOD MARKE1
1409 West Main Street
OPEN SUNDAY FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
And We Are Now Taking Orders for
I PIT BAR-B-Q SHOULDER - PIT
BAKED HAM and BAKED HAM
13-12-C
WillfiliailiallikSaildaiDISASSIIIMI I IRAS AellaiLARISIIRMalkliaani•
Isrozar -N
Of-CIDEO t 'TAKE
UP A COLLECTICN
10 %ND YOU 10
OLOAPC5..}
BULLET/N---
A GORILLA JUST
ESCAPED FROM
THE ZOO
AI4D JOT 10 5t4CI) WU HOW
SOC_ERE I AM, I* 60,4•6 TO
START PUTTim6 IN A NICKEL.
taikT DO 401) 11411K OF 1144T ?--
I BETTER WARN
  EVERYBODY
HEY, DOWN THERE ---
  DID YOU KNOW
A GORILLA
ESCAPED?
`MC CATCH StVVIE SLE.7P H2RE,
MR. R1/NTLY. THEREU BE NO SCHOOL.
TEACH THIS A#1uRNIN8 - AND
FOR MAO A MORNING TO
COME, IF YOU ASK ME .
Ida
,i01107
4
_
e.g. 4•7 3.521:5,
2.44
YOU'RE SO KIND To
ME...ALL OF YOU... SO
VERY KIND...
I
 
vu,
Or-
.)
;
• 4
AH F)AID`10'
2.7 DOLLAHS
FO' THIS
WEDDIKI"-
fl-
SETTER
ei,WORTH IT.f.r
•
OH, IT WILL. BE,
MAMM`i!". IT STARTS
Vs/1F ME MAKIN' A
REMARK TO THE
BRIDE WHICH GITS
ME BEAT TO A
PULP BY THE
GROOM ff
• •
•
THAT'S BECAUSE wr..fzc
SO FOND OF You, SON..,
NOW CLoSE YOUR EYE ...
YOU'RE ALL
TUCKERED OUT...
'n--1 PLIrS TH' CROWD INTO A
PARTY MOOD -THEN AH REMOVES
MAH OWN APPEN DI X,WH I LE
WALK I N' A TIGHTROPE
ACROSS BOTTOMLESS
CANYON -51.11041DFOILDr.
Ti-tASS FO'
TH' WARM-UP!!
BUT WHEN DO
TH' ACK-SHUN
biART ? -
\
•••••••• aef""'
5
•
1. 4
PAGE SIX
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I SHOP SAY—RITES BIG 61/i PRICE SALE'a
-
Afr
_
L
I WHERE YOU SAVE UP TO 50% ON CHRISTMAS MERCHANDISE N-O-W!!
TES LICDOBIL a TIMMS — MURRAY. KEPiTCICKT MONDAY - DECEMBER 11, 196'7
MANY CHRISTMAS DECORATIVE ITEMS MAR_KEP DOWN TO SAVE YOU MONEY NOW!! SAY-RITE...
&Ma MO tog "L IzZi W• Imo as 1 Scis sail Ili; VA C•11:10 ; rra MAIM Ma X•1 as nos no sna sal nits MS Mid VIA Malt611.10111111611 01 IR mossise-i sui1M1.81 NMI MAIN MA MO 1■111/1411101101W• Z13 OM MS KKO• KW =A Zit 151-1 %KM Ma ICS ne
Say-Rite Has Stocked Their
Store Full of . . .
CHRISTMAS
CANDY
Chocolate Santas, Stockings, and of course that
Box Candy for Mom! From 1 to 5 pound Boxes
ai
a
Priced to $ave You More
at Save-Rite!!
a
i $1.19 VALUE
- 6
ROLLSa
CHRISTMAS
WRAP
a
I REGULAR
I $1.79 VALUE
I (Indoor)
It
a a =A go Mg" 1  7°3 = 1 Intim no ininni In -, tla mina lona C,ti Ina Ins no US IIISJOA soansas ma wss Ille MOM Old Otti IM• A1013111‘ Oa ma imaska mailiiing Mira J277 ma Ma ma Al 1411/2.1111Iii WA ma NM %ZS smt4 Ise mg sa ma Iva 17-7 Ma va 72.1 using I :2 i segi • 10 4 I a ki 1 immetie a MA SalMillii 111INki tZt 4 v.11 Kii MK tegi .24 ic i las IBM Ma 7i 
I
I GAY COLORFUL ILLUMINATED 1 a LARGE SELECTION OF I
1 Quality Fresh Nuts a a
i a
i 3 BELL CLUSTER I- * PECANS * WALNUTS 
a
! 
a
aa II 1 CHRISTMASa i * PEANUTS *MIXED NUTS !I Light Set. . a..
,
ALL REDUCED 
a
1
I
1 1
1 g TO $AV YOU MORE 
1
1 FOR THE DOOR or IN THE HOME 1
{ 1
a a 143/111111111•1101ki A la Illi WM 11•31ti = 4 •Oci OR WI JIMA:LW a MO MI WI
II ,-• Iiit IBM NM IIIMI NOM OR OM Mk' • sa no Oa 111111131Kki MO INK ARM IS3 cs •
1 
a
CHOCOLATE COVERED 1--- s2.49 VALUE -•• 
1
I I COSMETIC COLOGNE I '
i
I 1
I 
By LAUREL '1.00 VALUE
I YOUR FAVORITE 
a
I
1 I
I
CHERRIES a . .
I 
1
i $1.44 aii
.i
39c B.. i
., 56E ,a
II Names like: Revlon, Ambush, Max 1
Factor, Windsong . . . all at
Il .
I
i
I
II I a DISFJOUNT PRICES! aarm is. sms vac ttosimsaa mg ea ta I,. a maw swesismomg iter pa swum an ramolligrnfitIOVIKIIIK 11111111SOMMIIMILIIKO INK OR MK !WWII so .77 Ws els •-••• tor vow Tog pm yetz k rzr •••‘ vs want= t7g mew mos g77 gvilivila Sat Maw Mr-AM MI NO SW /VS POMO 110$ IOW IIKU ran* OW 1011 MIMI 1-4 rOK la az ra s ,, II II
i Ii
a LADIES 1I - 007 or Sun Up Ia Large ,Selection Of 1
I 
1
I
I
I
I
I
Ia NYLONS ' 
i;,, AFTER 
iai
I
i
it TOYS l
1
I 
I
1
I 
I
I SHAVE aa CARS - RUCKS - DOLLS . . . YOUR CHOICE ii; SEAM OR SEAMLESS MESH ia a REMEMBER DAD! $1.50 VALUE 1 4 ;a aI 
I I
1 
1 I
C
1 
I I
1
;
C 
;
1 
C 
1
I
1 
1 1
I
I I
I 
PAIR I a
i a I I
i 
i It
A 
a aa ammo noa no lt2 lag Wills Iva snq 11‘3 3113 ,:g 4 vs Ma ail no nt ' '-, , 7-st mo *a no " " :-', 4 234 224 "Imo 101°01M MI mi ma NS "kill" Illa Win 1/11115111411 01117161 mi Mom 77....2 sa as no = • as nea ma sna no a 4 toss as ma as as a • as• ass al ma sa A vain* as no mks 1111-3111111111114111511 13 a 1 us sin poi ses sionalnas vg MIN 3
'
isAv.RITE
CARDS
NOMA ••• 3
CHRISTMAS
Light Set
1 a
g v,
1
I.
RECORDS
; All your favorite Christmas albums by
your favorite singers! Eddie Arnold, El- .1!
via Presley, Perry Como, many more!
aat Say-Rite . . .
a
YOU BUY AT DISCOUNT PRICES
THE RIGHT WAY TO SAVE!
1106"13
IIH
lib
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In Our 1111th Tear
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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, December 12, 1967 10* Per Copy
Circulation
Both In City,
And In County,
Vol. LXXXVIll No. 292
NUNN WILL BE SWORN IN TODAY AT 2a
'Seen & Heard
Aiouncb:.
MURRAY
We've rest the Mowing before,
but it appearsd mein in the re-
can lame itMa Woodmen maga-
zine.
"E. E. Kenna tda movie
pro:tuner atone Mac was col-
lecting rare baba. He become
euoh a end) et it thet sesocates
decided to babe him down a bit.
They treed an unknown or to
inn them as lunch to the studio
crinarrelmary, Introducing him as
Tir Melte an oid °wary doctor
from the valiey "
"The produoer. as expected. men
got onto the subject of aid hocks
• "Pervonally, I an't land them,"
mkt the doctor -They away!
sine& Pact a I just three, out
an aid dermal Bible that been
around the halve for yearn anew!
11 certainly was moldy "
Gernil/1 Mk?" echoed the
raze-book fiend. pricking up his
ears "Who prtnced it?"
"Oh. I dont know," pawned the
doctor "Genevan name — Oaten
• — stimething or other "
The producer's face turned an
soapiest:lc red "Nninint Guten-
berg " he maimed to ask
'Than it -- Gutenberg "
"Good Fria man! the
producer "You drew Z siren
Oome an, men nee a Ana
We've gat go lind it! Ins the Olin
enbenr Bible rv. knediablen
"Hoid on son" aid the dat-
a oalnity "nen if It Is
eri-en:never -It eis Bible It sal
worth anything now. eediar-
anew called Marlin Luther has
.tibied his name MI over !" 
the °ut-
Special Program Is
Planned By PTA At
University School
A specal Chriamas program will
be pressered at the Murray Uni-
versity School in the mune awl-
itcrium on Thursday, December
14, at seven pen., sponsored by the
Parent-Teacher Anicciation.
The sixth grade, Mew. Wattage.
teacher. will prevent a Christina&
pay under the direction of the
student teacenr. Pam Danes Grad-
es one chrough f-ve will present
stews with the plan dinectal by
Jain Ed Fetch.
Dan line Ancient teacher, will
be directing the Junior High sing-
ing and the orchestra
AS punmn and intereated pr-
ate rue nntted to mend. Thae
it no adminiaton charge but a do-
nation win be token for the PTA
scialladap. 4.0M1=11•111•••-•-
Golden Wedding Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Almous Steele
High Winds, Tornadoes Rake
Wide Area; Fultm Is Hit
by I•atted Pres International
Some remnants of Terninesee,
Kentucky and Indiana solay
cleaseed up tornado and high -
lend 'l'little niuch gni the
Mt of the nation braced for a
sentry csalseatt of ahem
Mob dimwitted as a a.m..
forces amok the twin city area
shortly beton noon Mcntlay, ague-
O  ti eionsiderante immerge dam-
ape in Routh Paton and in East
Ns injuries hese been reported.
The min force at the atomt op-
parently drunk in the toe:bitty ofThe man whir directs the "war on the South Fulton Baptist Clinch,pcwertv- fiervent Shrive, and his where the steeper wee destroyed,five pratoMal aeristanta are each a huge tree uprooted and thrownpad more than Oenend WIlbun 
— —C. Weennondiand, our Vietnam
Cbeirraleider TtelifY. Me ElheireT TOPS Club Will Meet
•
gets, 130.000, ha Deputy Director
three AdaIetant Mentors
$27000 each and another Amid-
ant Director $36.000 Osiers/
Weetanoreasitt's salary is 134.013 a
year
'MI young sear of today Mould
inn be hinged by the bemded
(Cantbseed on Page Three)
IMPROPER MUTTLER
Jack trials of taws" wee fin-
ed RIO and mots for awing an
linpraper mufaler an his air and
$5 and mats for dieretpudIng a
Ma girl toiliatield City Oourt
this weebend. Illocanillni to the
court report to the Monday home
of the allerfield Meneenger.
At Community Center
The Oommunen Center an Eilis
Drive will be the scene at the
Tops Club Chriateree entluck din-
ner to be heed tonight (Tinsley I.
TOPS Club rne011)0111 Mould br-
ing • covered dish and a gift for
) &nattier member Gifts will be
I exchanged after the cleinte
Time fcir the dinner Use been
ast at aix
IILIMIKAGE SALE
A rummage sir wilt be held
tiaturclay. December starting
at amen am at the Amaral
Leman Hat Tbe sole b being
eminence' by the Airrio Homeenak-
ste Club.
Murray Lions Will
Meet At Ken-Bar Inn I
'111.Murray leans Club will have
its annual Christmas party at
Ken Bar bin on Tileably. Decant.
bee In seven pm
Iternbers are reminded to bring
a gift for the patients at Welt.
ern Ettate Hcapitat
MIST CANCELLED
--
The Girl &nut Ansociation in
Murree web not meet during the
month itDecernteir The next
meeting of tat. Amociation will be
held January 34.
ONE CITATION
Only one carition west booed by
the Mums Police Deperiznent
yeeterdely and bat natl. This was
fix speeding and dievearbng a
aten nen
Greene Steetton. member of the Murray Op Undid Chn point. out the adrantagee of a arises -
mat tree to Mrs. Dan Boon The optimlet Club is *filing Chstattrta• trees this year at a lot on
• 1, ennui, Street. The proceeds from the sale will go toward Optimist Club youth projects.
Staff Photo by Ed Collie
across the hotne of Jenmy Janes
sod cream houses extensively dam-
aged.
Dastage Elsa Fibrin. as far
as could be determined contested
at clowned treat, bent sertals. and
broken windows.
A wintry West baring arra
arid northerly ands Mew alma
the northern Iltiellut VIZ the
Mr. and Mrs Almost Haab it
Murray Rage Pow will celebrate
their fikt,' ten Wedding anniversary
wall open houee at the hornet of
their sari. Dad Steele, Meadow
Lane, Murray, on Eine:ivy, De-
cember 17, team two to four pm.
The ample wee narried Decem-
ber 16, 1917 at Porto, Tenn.
They have
•
four ceuldren. Dirt
Meek of &Surrey. Bobby Meets of
Oklahoma, Mrs. Cecil M.sels
it Murray Route Four. and Mrs.
0n, ( wane) King at mom
Route Fair They have eight
granichieben and two lied
pantiddeditio.
AO Maids and relatives
Adult Choir
Will Present
Sacred Cantata
"Dav.-n of Redeeming Orate", a
mend cantata by Ruben Grahame
ael be pnetsented by the adult
dazes. af the Para 11.1111.1 March
next Sunray, Deo ember 17. at _510
pm el the Manch ainetasitry.
The esitilits lor Weed
yokes with wpreno, sem and ten-
or solos, drarnandaly pressoks the
Mori the birth it Chad. A
narration. kritempensed throughout
the cantsca, sets the mood and
afters an effective traradtlon from
one saki or chorus to ancther.
The narration spoken over an
omen acoompenknent.
eciklais fier the probes= are
Insinbara de the adult choir. Um
Versus Man ail arm the so-
11111110-11111ba Mks Menne lecOants
be lbw alto sablet and Eugene
Biwa aing the tenor solos.
Dr. aszszti E. Price all read
the neamilion.
The My -voice choir will be
aomeingeded by Mrs John Howk-
er at Ihe cone& of the new Tbree
Manua Custom Alien Organ.
This specials Ciatnas musk
proms will be under the direct.
am of W. Rudolph Howard, min-
e/at of nark of the Fara Baptist
Chureti
None Hurt In Two
Car Collision
Mira where the Ilasitasr Raman A two car mbar! aninted lastvital to attend the reception_mimed of mid wave annelidan night at 9 05 pm. on 12th Street,melba for torneht end Worths- scoirding to the report filed bycra Immediate Action Fleatimain Ed Knight of the Mur-Travellers warwings were up for Requested On By-pass tea Pake 13"Par1ment(Canthised en Peer Three Oars arneved Ogre Ha "%Tona-
1 To Halt Accidents waren two door driven by Oirl 8
Thattgeon at Route One. Erb/y-
arns, and a 1964 Oldenchile four
door owned by Lorain C Fisher of
2619 Ceark Street, Paducah
Thompion ma going south on
lair Street and ha the left rear
end of the Feiner oar that was
parked an 12th Street headed
south. asarrding to the Police
Datrage to the. Tbrimpean car
woo on the Ask* altle and to the
Faber car an the left rear.
MILyOr liOiMCO Er.a.s !WA taken
steps to halt the rash of acrid-
lain etch end at the new by-
He in requested irnmediate
saint by the State Highway De-
pastraent to order to reduce the
accalent ride
A number of wrickeits including
ane adaity, have occurred both
at the by-pre on 121 and the
by-pass where It intersects with
1,36 641 nceth.
The telegram to Mr. Jack Oen,
Dania Engineer. Is as foRtws:
-Far the period from November
Ilth thin:Rah December 10, 1967.
there have been 111,n1/1 itetIdeZtd
with one fatality and nine injuries
on the 1.21 by-pass in Murray.
Four sockents were an the seat
end at the intersection of ell.
Urgently requent Winker lent at-
this tot ersisonen.
tnve requeited Murray Elect-
ric System to Install etreet ant
as an aid to molbonsta. Also re-
nter," nen ocinidireiteon of 45
meets per hour weed lab.
"Your nompt action may Wye
live."
nOilnen Ellis
lits nor
Annual Program Is
Set For This Friday
On Pridelt December 15. the
Callaeue Minty High School will
present Re annual Christmas pro-
The Laker chorus, as well
as lbs Frahm= and Mixed
VS sing. These will be
ellneted by Mrs. Lucinda Darnell.
Ilse Taber been under the dir-
ection cd Mrs. Carolyn Pirue will
abo pertain.
Cane and enjoy hetrthe such
gnats as "While crnintmes- and
-Teas th. Night before Chain-
MI6" and morn dine' favorites.
The progreatm will begin at 1 30
p.m. in Jeffers. Gin and there
will be no anninton cluirge
--
C1111ISTMAS PARTY
District 17 of the ELSA licensed
Pranced Nurse* vii have Its
.....CblWadele Party at the 1 lottday
-het ID Murree/ cm Friday. Deerve -
bee 15, at 6:30 p.m.
Ftherrations may be mode by
team Sadie Shoetnaker.
Murray AAUW To
Meet At SUB Tonight
The &ninety Branch of the
American Assocestion at Miner -
sity Women will meet in the
fsculty lounge of the Student
Mean Bueng tonight nInencier
at 7 30 pm.
"Values In A Changing Viteit
In Government" vii be the sub-
ject of the prognun. AR members
are urwed to attend.
SANTA CLAUS
than 01•4114 ye be present for
the Story flour to be held at the
Munsin-Celloway Oounty Labrery
on Wednealay. Deoember IS, from
Umee to four pen.
An pre-school we children are
Mated to attend.
WEATHER REPORT
Weft Kentucky -- Partly cloudy
and cool this afternoon Increasing
cloudiness and not so cod tonight.
Wednesday mostly cloudy and
turning cooler with dance of or
• rain Highs this arfternmn
tipper fAs to lower 80e Southern
winds 12 to 20 males per h er
b-eight m the 40s it
Wednesday 46 to 52 Pnlyabiln. al 1
meneurate ramfail Wonnenky 30
per cent .OutIngt for Thursday —
Cloudy and moiler with chance of
occasional periods of rain.
Kentucky Lake: 7 am. 364.1,
clown 0.1: beim dam 3134,' down
04
Hatirieg Inks. 7 a.m.. 354 1. up
02; benne darn 3005. down 0.1.
Sunrise 700. eureet 4 40
Moon tests 3:00 p.m.
•••••.
LOUIE B. NUNN
Report Issued By
Breathitt On Four
Years In Office
FRANKFORT 171 A 100-page
"retort to the people of Ken-
tucky" was issued Friday by Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt detailing ac-
oomplehmente of hie four-year
administration atilt% ends tocley.
The bailee kricludee vernally
all amects at sate forareenant
In a preflace, Breathitt maid he
haa tried to demonstrate that
atans government can face up to
its reeponablaties and problems
and that it is soil a vital function
In the federal system
"For four yearn our &naive 
In state goverument has been to
move Kentudry forward with vigor
and inegination. to make It a
leader in American actrvity and
phogreas- Pireadats add.
He add the government has
oonoerned brit sith both physical
advances and human resources de-
"t only have we made signifi-
cant adaurces In mad-building
and in dapeal mnanxition thr-
oughout the commonwealth" Brea-
thitt mid. "but we've also empha-
sised prows in edundlon, equal
appoetuniter; jobs, public hesith,
mental heath and welfare "
?a addition he added that "we
have kept ter pledge not to in-
t:nage OW& taxes."
Three Are Included
In Biography Book
Ounitandwu Young Women of
America, .an annual biternalihkal
compilation cd 6.000 outstanding
young Millen between t/te ages
it 31 slid 36, contains a biogra-
phical &etch at three kcal WO-
MOM
IndlUded In the bock ere Maas
Maxine MaCluts. 1700 Olive
Street, Mila Lynda Carol Renner
it 707 Mart Street and Mrs Rosa
Ann McOarr Crate, Panions Point,
Gladstone, Queerseand, Australis,
Inaugural Ceremonies Give
Capital A Festive Atmosphere
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1.70 — Om-
servienve Republican Louie B.
Nunn, who campaigned against
the nohnson adennistraticn and
the war in Vietnam, becomes the
first GOP Kentucky gunner in
20 years today at inaugural cere-
monies nt the state Capitol.
Nunn, 43, a country lawyer frcen
Censgow, wiLl be cern the seventh
racr.
Republioan at the history it the )
Fineness State to become gayer-
He sus scheduled to take the
oath of office at 2:30 p.m. EST
Letter To The Editor
Dear Editor
On Monday zst, December 4,
our young Siamese cat, was pity-
ing in our nine as he often did.
When we celled him, he was not
to be found. Despite the fact that
he tatut wearing a mien and a
tag cci which was plainly printed
our phone number and despite
the flea that we have offered a
reamed in the newipepers and on
Its- radio for the mot week, we
have heard nottung. We have rea-
ion to believe that someone in
hint Since this oet was given to
us four months ego as a wedd-
ing present and sinoe he was an
ideal pet and a wonderful com-
panion, we would greatly enjoy
his relearn. Howeva, the purpose
at the atter is not to bemoan
our personal lose. It ix instead. to
warn other pet owners who pet-
ting* are not aware, as we. being
odium students who are not tull-
e/me residents of Murray, were
not aware of the nit number of
pets stolen In this town. This was
nought to car attention during
car swirch during the ha week.
We hope that by your being aware
of dam darn you can avoid
the wit'.,,, experienc.e we have
had recertify.
We don't expect this letter to
make any Impreelion on the wr-
ath who Us. our oat; none of our
other public pleas have. But we
would like to ask the help it era
at you Who might have any infor-
mation whitever concerning this
young back and white cat. PLC-
haps you lase noticed a strange
oat in the last week If an, any
infunnation before Friday of this
week would sincerely be appreciat-
ed. as we are leaving at the time
for two weeks in our home towns
We had locked forward to tablrig
Us- oat with us. am we always do.
May you who lave our oat hone
a Merry (*ninnies. Ouse could
havebeen merrier.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Edward Veasey
719 ei Poplar Street
753-7414
following a mw-bets- parade and
I two thumb services. -
About 20.000 to 40,000 persons
were es-peeled to view the ln -
augurstion on the steps of the
Capital building.
Nuoins elevation to the $30,000-
a-year poetical gives Ftepublicans
a 26-34 edge In the reiticens state-
hams.
'The -R6publicen return to Prank-
fort wall not be onneriete. however.
Being sworn -in alongside Nunn
will be Deniccrat IA. Gov.-elect
Wendell H. Ford, Mho 43, of
Ownistren, a pea rational pre-
sident it the Junior Chamber of
Co/panelize.
?Ord will have the advantage of
having a Democratic-controlled
state legieleture Denrcrats aSo
won three of the seven remaining
atatewkln offices, including at-
torney general_
The oath of office to be ad-
ministered to Democratic Lt. Gov.
Wendell Peed in front of the
Cagan today SW win be a re-
run. Ford was eworn in at a pri-
vate oenemony in night to the
Franidort home of a friend. drug-
Stared F. Flom.
State troopers and Frail:fort po-
licemen were on ckay at 6 am, to-
day to direct venters to parking
amen thatdowntown and thew
to deskarated pulping rusts on
the out:Eats. Free shuttle bus ser-
vice between the outlying parting
ars2MG and divoistlawn ail be pro.
tided all Ma.
Al the events of the day, in.
eluding the pentrie. attired cern
(Cantisined en Page Three)
* * *
Cattie Lou Miller
To Be Assistant
Of Wendell Ford
FRANKFORT ur — Lt Gov.-
elect Wendell Fiord arinounced Fri-
day that outgoirwr state Public In-
formation Cbminessioner CentUe
Lou Miller will be his acerani-
atnanne agentant after he takes
office Tuesday.
10es Miller, 44, of Prankfort,
currently SPVVfX as special anent •
art to Gov. Edward T Breathitt
In addition to her public infor-
mation duties.
She has etent 18 years in var-
ious executive partitions In state
travernment and netnews.
Ford maid Th he and Repubal-
can Gen -elect Lcule Nunn "are
In agreement nut Mies 1.1213er's
servers Mould rat be logt to the
citizen' of Kentudcy
Under Mien Milken guidance,
her department has non several
netional &muds for promoting
tourism in Kentucky.
Member, of in Kappa Alpha fraternity at MSU and the !linnet are shown with some of
the toy, they collected to be repaired by firemen. When repaired the tont win be distributed to
needy children for Christmas. The group carried out the project as a cotrununitv service.
Staff Photo by Gale Gannon
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cf tee Murray Ledger, The Callow lad. :TheoctJuer It% 111211, and in. West =IMMO- a. amereagp
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JAM. E6 C. WILLIAMS, PUS/ASHES
We mare. tat r.ght to nowt any Advertising, Letters to the Kcillat,
thatilic .Soe it enlace, in our opinion, ars not far Me best in-
terest cif our readers.
NATIUNAL liSklabialfTATIVEZi. WALLACE WITMER CU., 199I1
Madam Ave., blemptta, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New Tort. N.
siembeesuo Slog. Detroit, Mich.
tutored at tar Post utiva, Murray, Kentucky, for transtnissiun as
becumt Cam Matter.
OUNIECH.IPTION RAINS By Carrier in Munn>, per sera Anc, per went&
bLIS. to 4.A'alloway and muumuug countess per year. 04-60, &matters, wet
- - 
"The Outstanding Caves Asset of • Commealry is tie
integrity ad us Newspaper-
TUESDAY - DECEMBER 12, III?
The Almanac
by railed Pr= latersathmal
Ty Is Tuesday Dee. 12, the
346th clay of 190 with 19 to tot-
The moon a beieween the first
quarter and full stage.
The morning stars are Venus
and Jupiter
The everting Mrs are Mara and
hiturn
On this day In l7
In 171d. Ludwig von Beethoven,
/IL peed 19 cents tar has hret
- music bereast
to 1901. a wool= mileage was
sent atztes :tie Atlantic Ocean eir
the Bret is Onglehno Mamma
ILK... - "11.1111 theeehellelel,the,
444.-
:143Eilli ‘Al% beiecsise Sea ,.ine aeon Louis Hershey vim"' ""'"'
sass Liu. 4U txmatillion nandLing arait cases in the courts 
an
 ciPainlinr •-• 
Quotes Iron The News
could cut into the nauon's manpower, since an individual is
naelnitbie for the (trait wnett tie is in custody Of the courts:
iS e would nave nazi quite a time at Lexington 11 someone
said he was gtimg to enjoin Paul N,evere from waking him up
because he didn't want to shoot at something red."
SAIGON - Sei, Charles Percy, R.-L11., talking to news-
men about a Communist mortar and rifle attack that pinned
him and four others down for about 20 Minutes early Tuesday:
"I can assure you 1 never gut lower to the ground in Ira
life."
MIAMI BLACK nL - AFL-CIO President George Meany,
aelegates to the AFL-CIO convention he strongly fav-
ors President Johnson's toreIgn policies
• Do you know any musises are not coming? It is because
we have gut the missiles to throw back
MADRID - EdelMiro Garcia, one of seven Spanish repat-
riates who spent almost 13 years in North Vletnam, saying
there is no such thing as "thougnt" among the North Viet-
namese people. .
-What can they think? They can't think. All they want is
freedom and they don't have Ana. The government has them
completely tied up '
A Bible Thought For Today
0 let the nations be glad And sing for joy for thou shalt
Judge the people righteously. and cistern the nations upon the
earth. -Porthn 67 :4.
Hoaever men react tile) ILA 41 realization that they are
dealing with an Authority with which they must come to
terms.
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER • TIMM rtLe
Mrs T. J. Heil, age 75, Mrs. Prince Hughes, age 77, and
Wallis Overby of Los Angeles. Clinf, , are the deaths reported
today. 
.
Capt George F. Giceon has returned to Walker Air Force
13a3e, Ranitell, New Mexico, after having been called home
due to the death of his grandmother, Mrs. Elmo Burton.
Berths reported Mende a boy to Mr and Mrs. William
Ted Lawson, a boy to Mr. and Mrs Howard Brandorl, and a
daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Max-Brandon of Lone Oak.
The Murray Lions Club held its annual Christmas party
and ladies night at the Woman's Club House. W Z. Carter
AX the tovistmamer
Twenty Years Ago Today
LtA”.1.11
Employees of the Murray Manufacturing Company voted:
deceMber 10 to accept the International Molders and Foundry
Workers Union off North America, A.r of L., as their bargain-
ing agent The vote was 180-47
Max Hurt was guest speaker at the annual football ban-
quet for the Murray Thoroughbreds held at Woods Hall
A chorus of more than 250 voices will present Murray
High Seniors annual Christmas program on December 18.
Maas Mary Elizabeth Roberts is the director and Miss Janet
Smith will be the accompanist
Mr and Mrs. Ray Buckingham have returned fn,m a trip
to Marphy. N C, and Chattanooga, Tenn
READ THE LEDGER'S CLASSIFIEDS
'The Hen In +serves. Sew' of Covremlnet
hose
In We, John L. Lewis reh-
ires), Ms United Mine Workers
tram the American Parkeesion of
Labor far the seettind groe.
In 11811, the Ford frinundatica
sere Om minion to the nation's
pelleute hiaspitai, oallegee and me-
diae: sax= It was the lareest
angle philanthropic ad In *oral
tutor>
A thought for the riley - Amer-
ican humane Henry Wbedir Show
once said "It is better to know
rszthing than to know what ain't
Racers Lose
To Bradley
83-78 Monday
By GALE GAMMON
The Murray State Racers feB
to defeat for the second Woe Ni
• row as :hey bat to BreMey
to 78, In a arm piayed at Pearla.
Met d.
Brattier Dulled out to a 12 point
lead at the half tame mart Uwe
fought dr a Racer oceneback to
WWI DY the flee at margin
The Brave' held then longest
lead with rust over 16 minutes
aft in the came. 59 to 43. Mit
the Racers beigan their drive. with
Billy Churnbier getting hot. on hie
lamp shot and cut the lead to
four points 73 to ells Ni the next
tee minutes at play
Murray could get no darer then
four points. Int ded get volth.n
foto pate, Ilinee more only to
run out of dies before they could
manage • him that sould take
them lane Um bled.
Ibis wag the lifth victory for
Inedelf. geld die third ass for
kluente, miiiinet fear wins
Both team het • good pereent-
age needliey connected on 31 of
W from the need few *34 per
cent The Racers hit 52 7 per
cent as they hit 311 of 67 at.
te•••••
The refferenor earn, from the
free •hrow at Bred*" hit 21
of 34 and Mursey hat only 4 of
13
The rebounds hurt also as big
Dick Cunningham pulled in only
Mx some IS or 16 under his game
average Headley had 32 in this
deeartment while only got 36
The Racers Mel four players Ni
*sea, furures. with Bay Olsten-
!tier leadsm the way. with
Toni Moran sowed 15. Hon Minutia
had 14 Dick Cunnterhcal had 13.
acid Dom Phonation ten
s' firrstli of Bradley LoOk woe-
Limom for the mght with 31.
enloweel by L. C. Brown sr 0 21
Wane Betts and Joe Allen eacb
netingl lb
- The Racers return home Wed•
nearby roast to play CutveY Work-
o.. thee p 7 .is.
641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE
' -one ratt Inert
Mee mere (verve
• et titre rat is) Re t Ht.? -r %MB- •
2-11PlErgiFiEri-7/7J2TE/2/2/21-7LIF,
ontinuous Showing
from 1 p m Daily
Give "Books of Happiness" this
Christmas! There's no better gift
for the moviegoer - '5.00 at both
Capri and Drive-In bc -.offices.
* TODAY thru WEDNESDAY *
THE IRE DYNAMITE!
HELLS ANGELS
ON WHEELS ini:0 OR
Ai ,m* TUFIM ADM. TS ONLY
/22/2/2/-
Row York 7 4 1
Seance .7 4 1
Eliffalo 4 9 0
3 9 1
1, Woolens ithisim
W L. 'I.
s-Oaltiared Ii 1 0
non Diego 9 3
/Lamm 0 ty I 5 0
Denver I la
e.C11a•kne divans. OW
fteaday's r'-tell-
Kai 23 New York 7
Oakland 18 liouseon 7
bflarni 41 Ran Mtge 34
()tilt frames eh* issled
ifiddiers Geier
tlisn Diem M H000rn
!Only Pane sawn:
fisindas's (.AIT,*
Kilos)) at.' at flyover
131, ',tot, at Oakland
'Only fplernAs scheduled)
AFL
STANDINGS
By I haw Lateraatienel
Nem Oleislew
W. L 1. Psi.
818
05
as
as
Pet.
217
.777
.816
Nil
UCLA Gets 35
Votes By
UPI Coaches
Sy SANDY PIRISANT
UPI Sports Writer
NM YORK ititt - Undefeat-
ed UCLA* Amara with ease In
both biasing and basketball. re-
oeived an overwhelm:ti:. sot() of
=trident* from the nation's mach-
es today wise pave the Bruins all
16 first flies votes as the coun-
try's imi came teem after the
second week of the 1907-08 ma-
mas
Coach Johnny Wooden's Brume.
who alsu renewed all 3.5 first place
nab Ni pre-me mon voting end then
dipped ehalsoly Wet week Mier a
tight battle in the season opener
against launiue, mime beck with
soother perfect report card and
350 points-one point more tisan a
week ago-1m tide week's MUM-
Ing by UOlLeCi Prees
Board of Coaches, based on 19111Mill
through TX,c- 9
Increase Winning ,Streak
Lad week the Bruins inalraid- a
lot rmre like the team riding a
31-garne winning streak. the IOW
est in the meson. Friday night
they dubbed Mohan State M-
N me came back 34 hours Meer
to rip Iowa State 121410 The
Bruins have not loot at Petite))
Pavilion since the building was
constnielled three years sgo
Loalwellle. Mil& MO week re-
ceived the only first piece vote
that bomb gone LO UCLA this
seemin. ambled freest second to
Wirth attar being Upset by un-
isokid Neetbreeeterts 811-83 Sat-
urday Meta. lowerver the Card-
loses' season mart to 2-1
Houston, with ea awesome soar-
Ing and rebounding power. mov-
ed up a ma* moo the runner-
tip spot by garnering 396 poen:
21 more them a week ago-to too.
UE:LA bg 06 point& The Cougars
locremed their record to 4-0 af-
ter stopping Ibexes 54-48 Segue
day =an In the fest real tag of
the minsaign.
Veaderellt Meese Up
Vanderbilt. largely on the dreg-'
sib of its 110-76 tee tnaan8inyer
prevloody filth-ranked *gib Car-
• mede die biggest gain oh
the week. ranking all the way '
from Ilth to third The Conenm-
titres. 3.0. drew 182 poszas to beat
nut Louoville which picked up
153
Boston College jumped four apota
tip to fifth after =whine notar-
ies over ConneMacut and Lein.
mouth in Me Elegies' Ors two
games cd the seabon.
Chme behind meta Kentucky
seal Princeton Adoiph Rupst's
IIIIMesie 4-0 soared Irons. 1311 •
week ego to sixth with 112 manta.
just litany enough to move ahead
at Princeton 3-0, which received
11f ps.rita more then • week ago
bet remained seventh with 111
Alter kering to Vanderbilt North
Carolina 2-1 slipped from fifth to
eighth with 74. tamer ahead of
Dalrldatet Milth Moved igi
Hirst Idiom to inn& Slab 72 and
Tennessee 1-0 Mien was idle
bat receteed 80 points--15 more
diem lad week -to retain loth
place
I
I
I
ananaitens
Register now ... for this
wonderful prize, a Port-
able TV for your very own
at no cost to you!
-*-
Register Now!
NO PC R( HA • 3.
REQILIRED
- * -
To Re (.hen on
December 24
-*-
TV SERVICE
CENTER
312 N. 4th 753-5865
As Always, A Working
Man's Friend
OPEN TILL 11 P.M.
EACH NITE TIL XMAS
- *
1 YEAR FREE SERVICE
- NOT 90 DAYS!
FREE!!
PORTABLE
TELEVISION
1
'5501 531150
Five College Stars Named To 19th Senior Bowl
To Be Played On Saturday, January 6th
Ala. 355 - Live AL-
A:mind -football players were nam-
ed today on a pommels! South
squad forgot lath annual Sen-
ior Bowl here Jan. 8.
The star studded squad inctud-
ed All-Americas split end Dennis
Menem and defensive back Brsbloy
Johns a Cotton Bowl-lxurid Ala-
bama: guard Harry °Stewart of
Clemion. center Hob Johnson of
()image Howl padicipasol Tentwin
see. and took* Dumb Byrd of
North Carolina She. whirls phyla
Es the Lima* Ikon.
The dem isall be warned by
Hank Slam of the lamas City
Chiefs. Strans makes Ni. fine Ms-
peat once in the poet d aemon Dl..-
Sic WhiCh marks the peateasionai
debut of many of the nation's top
collegiate plapers.
Hoiovak Heads 'Northerners
The Nora term. MIMI MI al
coahed ler Niko adovak or the
Boston Pidelets. Ira be antsins-
ced 'later tab week
The *GM sand ono Inoleast
two wooed tents PA Assena deo-
wee.ounnuebsdt the amentand
of Florida ante-ob) veld arm*
signal attlater dudes with Dopey
Warren she Wend pi& Tennes-
see to Its Mk 1 national mains
and a Stilithelatern 0011.81841hOs
ohannhoggliip; and linsbaciUT D
tramietiMIL Dowd Himsn,
burn
I is
font. Virginia Taub; Hob (loud- w
Alabama and Prettily linen, Au- I
El Paso, Bun Bowl participants
,Taip Itemisers
liammond. who was Use No 2
collgglete total otter** leader. and
Warren have • top Hight receiver
amps wan /Lomat Mond by Au-
burn's Freddie Bob Good-
ridge, who set Vander-Mit record'.
and Virginia Tech's Ken Barefoot.
Plammond arid warren. Min paw-
ed for more than 3,000 yards, be-
them during the 19417 sea-
son, sold eel,. hely from Ttearies
Bobby Ellthen. elb0 is listed as a
running Ind
iitemens ths wwwung team
receive 111.0011 earn and $150 earn
gam to members oh the Ming
squad. The /tooth leads the aeries
with 11 memo. tu six losses end
a tie.
The game from Ladd Stadium
appears headed for another sellout
et OAS. X Ind be nationally
idlnessid over IOC.
The South send:
Defensive linemen-Dennis By ed.
North Caroilnn State; Oft% NAIL
Baylor; Dan :31arttn, beaslimppe
and Marvin upsnaw, Thinks
Linebackers-Bred Carr. Tetras
U 13 Poet. Jimmy Keyes, Mis-
sissippi; D. D LeTA16.MLonu
Wale and Tarim). Roussel. Sou-
thern Mirrosettspi.
Defensive batlis-aoherts 'At -
tins. Ci rambling . Andy Beath.
Duke: James 8111. Team Ads1 mid
Hobby Jahns. Alabama.
Punear-Jim Hales.
Placeklckeirs-Jtmasy Keyes and
Marvin UPdmiw.
PROM PENH, aunbodia -
ibrigapore Prime Minster Le:
Klan Yew en.ied hi wesitirrit
will to C6:11000&A Fridley night and Felix* Norodom Hhannuin Cann
Wilt far home He was men off by Wean dant at MOIL
Major Colleges
Basketball Ratings
NSW YORK MK mi• d
Press InternaltScoun seri week-
1 zasUGg•
Sot the 196745 samosa with first
place votes and records through
WWI a/ Dec. it Ni paretineeee:
Point
t 35 4 3 -0 )
14-0) 206
l3-0) 182
(2-1) 163
Tams
1. UCLA
2. Houston
3. Vanderbilt
4. Louisville
5. Boston C...).1xL.e 12-in 130
6 Kent tiogy (4-0) 112
Prineetne 0-0) 111
11. North Carolina 12-1) 74
9. Davideon (4-0) 72
10, 'lemma*. (1-13) 70
Second 10: 11. Kangas 50: 12.
Indiana 46; 13 Wytenung 40:" 14 •
Lorca. 30; 16. Purdue aB, 16. 4
Dayton 34; 17. Clauennua 111: 18.
St. John's 15: 19 toe. Duke and
Bradley 12 each.
IllfritilfW110010001 111INANNIICAMICOMAMa
Ends and raolinws-Ken Bare- ;
Offense linemen- John Boynton, /
Shop Downtown
II
012•6011. and Innis Maple, Art-1 If
amiss.
D Lewis ai litimbeippi Mate. Centers- Forrest Forrest Blue,
The ZLdiass team lotiludes Nimes- de
hers of light bawl teams- 
l. 
MI- 4
barns. Tennessee. TIMIS Anti Qinuteriseirs - Kim Hanunoted.11
whih phya in the Cotton Bowl,
Plundas State, headed he the (Ni..
tot NAN; 0.11104 LemIlv Bowl;
Tannsene, Maurice Moorman,
Tune AAtit, Harry Otssewski ,I1
Auburn and Bob Johnsrn, Tents's-
nuomina back.-Bobby Duhon.
Tennessee.
Pkwithi Wage and Dewey Warren, le
North Omen" alae•; Itenienpvi nesse: Jan Hags Southern MC-'
and the Inevenele at Teens at chalet: Ronnie Jenkins Georgie. 'LK
OVERNIGHT SERVICE
Between
LOUISVILLE, MEMPHIS, NASHVILLE and ST. LOUIS
and
Murray, Benton, Hazel, Calvert City, Mayfield, Fulton
Paschall Truck Lines, inc.
Louisville _ 584-2448 A4emphts _ 525-1415
Nashville 256-8007 St. Louis ___ CE1-3275
Murray  753-1717
LNTERLINE TO MOST POINTS IN UNITED STATUS
MAYFIELD
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
HEADQUARTERS
For . . .
Courteous Treatment
*" Greatest Selections
." Convenient Shopping
• Greatest Savings
SHOP DOWNTOWN1 i '
il MAYFIELD, KY. ;a
, I
•
'411101110111Mit.UMIIIIIII/MilitiligiMitlinitlati
9611 LTD by Ford 2-Door Peo.vil Hort:Sop
Here's a Better"Catch Up' idea:
Only Ford offers Hardtops-
formal and fastback-in 3 sizes
Fun-sir• Fordl Action-sire Torino! Sport-site Mustang!
It's the hardtop choice nobody can match five fastbacks
arid nine formal hardtops in three different sizes! Deal
now while your Ford Dealer's catching up.
•••Prd's follaise hardtops feature top-cif-th•-11n• lustre with
formal or fosrbock styling. XL is the classic, full-size fosrbock
that pans you a choice of bench or bucket seats. And there's
no Intro con for Ford's fastback styling! LTD, available in 2-
and 4-door models, is Ws formal hardtop counterpart. All
feature disappearing heodlomps and strong die-cost mile at
no extra cost. You'll find a full-size choice in Golosis 500 fast-
backs and hardtops, tool
Or (60011601 the brand-now Torino and the modestly priced
fairione. They're the only intermediate-size hardtops that lot
you choose between lormol or true fastb ick styling lot no extra
COsTII Both seat six adults in total comfort. Both give you a full
116-in. wheelbase (longer than 38 competing moderisl.
For 1941, Mustang gives you o choice of the best-selling hardtop
lo the world or the best known fastback of oil. Only Mustang
gives you all this at no extra
cost bucket spots, floor•mo,lrifed
stick shift, wall to-will co,peting
ond 3-speed fully synchronized
transmission.
Nobody gives you a hardtop
choice like Ford. Make your
choice now while your Ford
Dealer makes up for lost time.
Me *mem, GT hotbed'
See the man with Better Ideas-Better Deals.. your Ford Dealer.
PARKER MOTORS, INC.
Murray, Ikentticl:‘
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Che United
oral week-
nil redoes
with first
Ls through
eralhease:
Pain>(34,(,..0) 296
(3-0) 162
(2-1) 163
(2-0) 130
(4-0) 112
(3-0) 111
(2-1) 74
(4-0) 72
(1-0) 70 '
as 50; 12
ng 40:' 14
Due 36, 16 4
u...1 16: 18.
Duke and
Jilt. Cam-
a •
S
EH :ii ttee•:30 11s* Dieters:45 "
143 :114 Another 
a
.
ll :15 World
..1 :10 You Don't Say
46 "
TETIZDAY - DECEMBER 12, ic67
Television Schedules
WSM-TV WLAC-TV WSI7E-TV
Channel 4 Channel 5 Channel 11
Tuesday, December 12, 1967
TUESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
:00 Dateline Today Newheat
:15 Sports'. Weather Weather. Sports
:30 I Dream of Death Valley Days I Garrison's Gorillas
:46 Jeannie 1 "
:00 Jerry Lewis Show
:16 "
:30 "
:46
Marshal Dillon
Red Skelton Hour
I -
1 "
I The Invaders
1 "
:00
:16
:30
!Si
Movie
1 •
Good Morning _Iii T P D
World "
00
:16
:10
:46
CRS TV Reportn I Hollywood Palace
1 "
1 "
1 "
:00
:16
:30
:46
10:00 New,
Weather. Sports
Tonight Sheiw
:00
:16
:30
:45
News I 1000 News
Weather. Spnrts I ROULTIA Wolfe
Million 5 Movies Joey Bishop &how
.. --1— -. 1 .. t. 1 .
Wednesday, December 13. 1%7
WEDNESDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
- - On Royce me the Country JunctIon-rfairilly Theatrerhi 150 Early Birds with Eddie Hill
. Highway Patrol
"
-45 I.
:00 Today
:18 Weather
in Today
445 "
1-Country Junction
With Eddie inn
News. Weadeir
The Road Show
:00 Today
:11 " News
:10 Today
41 "
Captain
Kansans*
:00 Snap -rudiment,18 "
:10 Concentration
45 "
The Wks
Douglas Show
•
Romper Room
with Miss Nance_
Pick A Show
Temptation
:00 Personality
1 1
:30 Hollywood
11.• ,45 Squares
:00 Jeorardy
46
:16
:10 Nye
" 
Oars
Andy of Mayberry
Dirk Van reyke
Show
TA).0 of Life
News
Search for Tom
Gelid We
Time. Your
Mother.M.Taw
Pountly Game
Everybody's
Talking
Donna Reed
WEDTITIMAT 1111171110,0013 PROGRAMS
:00 
21 r The Neon World at Noon; i ,,, Show with anteing Cony :4305 ur..JuddConillins. As The World
Tunes
— - 
:00 Days Of Oer Lon in • Many
nasallsiel Iladtag
Art LindetteWs
Nam Party 
%TWIT-the Truth
New,
Edge of Night
The Paulen
1-The Neerlywed—
Gam*
Dream OM
of New.
amoral
Respite I
tZJ 
:00 Match Gams
.15 " • Nemo
.10 The Itlin'tstonim
:45 "
The ifteeret
htorm
Pareword
ale tat's Make a
-Tt 
:15 Deal
:10 Ralph Rimer
:45 Show
:00 "
• Hantiev-larbdr-
: 1 "
:45 ley Report
WIBB41111117kriMENING PlIDOBANS
:It Sports Weather Weather. inert,
30 The Virginian last in Swag Caner
TM Dallas
name
Pile* Mow'.
TheIlfa Show
Peter Jeanne
and the WPM
Maverick
:46 "
To. Pee /now
" Weather
Eve/ling Noun'
with Cronkite
:00
:Se
:46 "
• • .1
a
fe •
t
11141111CO for
worship
11 Scorn
12 Wanted
14 Great lake
15 River I., Gomm,
17-Preposition
1111-Novelt7
19 Sculpture by
Mk lelansehe
20 Man's nickname
21 LatM
cesdunctlen
22 Carbine plaid
23 Une of Mallen
currency (p4)
24 Loads seam
26 Part et ear (pl.)
22 Female ruffs
28
29 Inclination
31 FrigMen
suddenly
34 Regrets
35 Vehement
36 Conjunction
37 SUCCOT
38 Sliming woman
39 Man's name
40 Preposition
4 I -Interior
42-High cards
43.1tented
45-All /
47 Coins
41 Acts "or
DOWN
I-Chastise
2 Dry ,
J
Benny MUNI** I The illeessid Km-
" I deed Tears
ale Evert Special
:11 "
:SO "
:411 •
Gross Mews
Re sad lb.
Rat Patna
Wedaesday
Mena
:611-----lihar Year
:15 Life
:30
:41 "
:00 10:00 News
:16 Weather. Sports
10 The Tonight
:4$ Shove
•
:11
:30
:46
Deane and the
Ceases
leg Nowa
Weather. Sport,
1111lion $ Movie
• 
e
1040 Nemo
Roland Wetde
Joey Ettehop
I Mow
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Idled es ure Syndirat,e,
1-1(neve at
cards
4-Untrosse
lit-Pares
324 state (abbr.)
13-Irritate
145W
15-Tile of respect
11-NM secondary
1111-Strip el lesilitar
20 Aroma
21 PIIINIM'S
MOSMOV
22 Worni
23 lino" .9..4
27 Possessed
29 In mu•. high
30-110e1 animel
31-Man's
nickname
12 Obscure
33 Dance step
34 Three toed
sloth
35 Tatletructure
37 Remuneration
38 Enst
39 leak through
40 Obese
41 Near
42 Word of sorrow
44-Addltional
47-On• who
disperages
51-Electrified
particle
52 Prepare for
print
53 .Vast ages
54 Fish eggs
SS Dampens
56 Woody plant
57 Newt
mem
1.Fre• ticket
2-Landed
ERE LEDGER & TIMM!!
Funeral For John
Mark Barnett, Age 6,
Is Held Today
* * *
Futiend services for John Mark
Bartlett, age Ws, are being held
today at 2:30 pin. at the chapel
of the Max H. Shunt= Funeral
Home with Rev. Lloyd Wiloon of -
Deleting.
Par-beareas are Kenneth Thur-
mond, Billy Hutchens, Lyle Pride-
more, and Lloyd Todd. Interment
will be in the Hicks Cemetery,
The young boy died Monday at
8:40 a.m. at the Mum' -CallowaY
County Hospital after having been
injured Sunday about neon when
he sae struck by a tar on Main
Street at OM Street.
Survivors um his mother of 103
North &nth Street. Murray, his
father Staff I. John H. Barnett
1
of P E. Warren Air Forte Base,
Calamine, Wyuning, steer, Lim
Gail Barnett, and brother, Myles
Cede Barnett, of Murray. grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs_ Clarence
Barnett and Mr. and Mrs. Isle
Ten; peat grundparents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Byrd
The Max H. Church Funeral
Hksne is in charge of the arrange-
ments
Mrs. 011ie Beaman
Dies Early Today
haw 01Me A. Beaman of Lynn
Ortwe succumbed this morning at
2:46 at the Murray -Ca/Lowey
County limpital. She was 94 years
of age
The denemed is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Malice :inns of'
Carina Ind.. and Mrs. W. C.
Caldwell of 1.1,1081 Grove: two sona.
Din Beaman of Hazel Pact. Mich,
and Brent Beaman of Warren,
Mesh.; our alster, Miss Loma Kel-
so of Muaray. . caw brother, John- 1
ny Keno at Lynn Grove Route '
One; aix greened:taken nine great
grandchildren.
Funeral service: have been
scheduled fur Thursday at ten
am, in the chapel of the Max H
Churchill Funeral Home with Rev
Duna Meth* antedating. Inter-
]mint will be in the StrikingSprings Cemetery wtth the ar- 1nen/anent. try the Max H Chur-
chill Funeral Home where friends
Med °la
Crick Family Lives
In North Carolina
and Mrs. David Crick and
daughter, DI11/118 Mk:twin are re-
Whig a& Sperm Lean N C ehrie
Click in atationed at Fort Bragg,
north Cautima.
Crick entered the United States
Anna in Otabobw INS and tack
his bailie tniintrw at "bit Camin
MB He en" statorwd at Port
Cordon, fla... before being trans-
ferred to Port Bragg.
The era dia. am of Mr and
Mrs. Marl Wade crick, is a grad-
uate of Caliceway County High
Odin& He is married to the far-
mer Mirk" Jones dauseites Cl
Mr. and Mr. William Aare Jones
of Mites Route 'Mgr daughter,
Dans Mehl*, is six months of
▪ Mr. Crick's pariliga Mr and
Mrs. Mari Wade OMB and dhil
drift. Deborsh. lailifes. and Dan.
will *ewe Friday sia WO them be-
fore the Chrteolas beiges
Pee these WM Wail Ilke to
send Meta Christmas Wide their
address a David Orkil. 1409Nue-
way 87 ?lents, Wily Ms Trailer
Park. Lot 31, liming Lek N. C.
SEEN HEARD .
(Continued From Page 1)
beatiaas who deinand a better
world and canitribute flatting to
It except four letter words. LSD,
and thini rate art. The °Meats
and "hippies" who are &a quick
to criticne society but unwilling
to assume any resportabany for
Improving it are not rapers:alga-
l:rive of AmerIcau youth They
should be considered far what
they are - unfortunate, naiad-
justed individuals, some with great
intellectual ability. wtho are com-
pelled to the riclict6oue in order
to avoid the obsourity Which, deep
in their innen.eives, they feel they
deserve.
"The vast maYority cot young
Americans are quietly, diligently,
and honestly preparing themselves
for community leaderirtup. They
nave a deep sense of morality and
oitizenehip and constitute the best
Maori/led, mut articulate and eau-
carted rum we have ever produc-
ed." - Rep. Chairies S. Outlier
(Ciallteornia .
Three Squirrels early this morn-
ing C42T3eli 00 like aniabsts. 01
all the groinailtics you ever saw
imd this going an at fifty feet
In the slig.
bardeskag woukl lw an under-
statelnevit.
First fisherman: I tea you it mai
that king! I never saw such a fish.
Second Sithennan: I believe you.
Istereellag caller tees morning
who apined VIM he is preparing
now for that tisne when he might
retire. He was in tus earty 50's
His idee amodes atth ours In
nee reenact A man is int going
to take up • lot of hobbies when
he retiree if he does not now
have those hobbies.
This tenser is developing hobbies
and interests DOW while It. ineta
stating, then etien he does re-
tire, tw merely emend on
there Interests.
The ssaidest Mes we Pane read
when we hair of sonsione reties
Is -Mr ad and so experts to pet
In a In Cl fishing now that ha le
retiring" The truth Cl the matter
Is that a week of alining will
just about ratiely any man's de-
sire for this sport when he hes
to have it for A daily Wet.
A sea egad get Menettid to
stews beads he retina then
sewn he does retire. he ell have
!something to taw his activities
an. Interests *maid be varied too
sod them Smith be several Cl
them.
lest Cl a mash time is agent
wortima end V Mt Is suckten re-
Bred, ben. he in with hts maw
runrdng and enOhm to pa
We'll repeat this remelt at Bob
Oansicknes Iiaim you send
oin the first :rlia around. -Politics
makes Menge balfelowa except
1 in Means where bedrdlows make
suange PoMits--
=GI. - Communist North
rean Peninsula, rennin relielbles
TIRE ON BOAT
Emmen Omega fhtng smote* gums
Necked a South Manion Reims
boat neer the Nordh-liough borer
Meade. killing two flithamen
and wounding OM adieus. The
gunfire came hen the northern
Mb of the military dmairoalkin
line on the met ONUS. Cl the ICe-
31390, Seoul mid.
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Murray High Will
Face Trigg Tonight
Caleb Bob 7oons Murray High
Tigers will fate a farmiciableeloe
from Trigg Caurity tonight in the
Murray High gym.
Ckunetime for the B-Tearn game
will be 645 with the vanity game
fUllowIng immediately. Murray
fans Mould see the Tigers in act-
ion tonight Mae they are show-
ing knprovement with every game
of the season
Trigg has a 3-1 record for this
year and the one lofts was in all
ovestime. They have a fast team
and this VIM be a tough tat for
the Tigers tonight. "If we can
beat this club, it we mean we
tam ingscreed maw the start of
the sesem," Clonah Tbon saki.
Well haw to hone a better ef-
fort, than make Teghnum to
*tn.- he Addis. Htnatawias the
Tigers are a better match against
That than Tilghman.
The Timm play next in the
Calaway Cloudy High Tourna-
ment in the first mine on Thurs-
day night against MaylleirL "Were
la:king forward to meeting May-
Red again and we feel we have •
good chance Cl beating them this
time," the Murray coach said.
Murray 1-11gh needs a road turn-
er.* of acuminous and botetera for
the tournament game to be held
in the Cialarway Mgt ern.
Death Claims Will
Futrell This Morning
Detah °Maned the his af Will
Faarell this morning at 1:30 st
his home on Murray Route Pave.
He was 83 years of age aux1 his
death f aUctwed an extended Ul-
nas.
Mr. Futrell * survived by three
daughters, Mrs Johnny Anderson
Cl Muni* Route Five, Mrs. lea
man Coleman Cl Detroit. Mids.,
and Mies Theirna Futrell of Misr-
say Reste Five; two resters, Mn.
Nora Ciaripbeal af Mummy Route
ilex and Mrs. Eunice McIntyre
Cl Aiben. Okbhorra, our hdf bro-
ther. Eddie Rushing at Detnet,
bilkli.; two grandchildren; 10 peat
grandthildren.
The deceased wail a member af
Mm That Baptist Church.
Amend services will be held
Thursday at 1:30 pm. at the
chapel Cl the Max It aburotall
Funeral Home with build to be
in the Outland Cemetery.
In charge Cl the arrangements
in the Max H. Murtha Funeral
where frame may call
NOW YOU KNOW
by Vatted Preis Isternatimal
The current Republican party of-
Ike* adopted its risme July S.
WM Cl • mass meeting in
an. 1h., Mich., of fanner Whim De-
mands end Prer-Soalem
For TIGERS only . . .
long a lean Panirtela
so KING
EDWARD
rn•ric a's I. • rpost Selling CVO,
Now-SAVE 35 to 60
With This Brand New,
Fire-Tested
SENTRY SAFE
Only $130.51
Sil KW",mormw
'Sea.0.„;..-241/2. a 17h. w 11';
-1 5' a 12' a Weiglat 175
See it-todart
Neel 34-111 trotter el be Cadd,
alw csee&y..1•11.• Mirk8 draws.
Carries Underwrites' "CUSS. 
°41.1".." 
•
0esse-t45• If 17'4'i175';11010 -34
11. g W. Paget: 240 Oa
Only 965,55
Sall 1-1-11 laret verde. el OMNI 3-3
Underwriters' "C' lobe( ela oven SHIM
tris•sare feetvre. Donetuleas Outeirte-245•
1714' . 11'; hiside-Ir a 12' a 1114:
Megat: 330 lbs.
Only $57 50
Roy's Lock and
Safe Service
101 E. Main Street
Business - 753-8749
Residence - 753-7758
ROY SALENTINE
-•1111,01••••••••••••.-
NUNN WILL . . .
(Continued From Page 1)
monies, publik reception at the
oagatol and four inaugural balls
are also open to everyone without
invitation.
Both outgoing and inoorning af -
Doers began the day by attending
abut services at First Baptist
Church. at 9 arra, and then First
Chrtstan Churth Cl 9:30 am.
Parade Starts at 16 ana.
From there they named to the
marshaling area Dor the parade
at Main and Vaishingban Streets.
After leading the parade - sched-
uled to benn at 10 am. - to the
Capitol, Nunn and Fc.rd win leave
the liar of march and review the
remaining units from a special
stand.
The official swearing -In °ere -
mettles are minded to begin at
2:30 pen. on a knee wooden plat-
form erected in front of the Cap-
hot. Nunn has Matted all Ken-
tucky legireators, the state'a con-
gressional dekgatiori. manY other
OOP oongressmen and aS of the
nations 26 GOP governor's as his
I maid guests.
After the ceremony, not expect-
ed to het longer than an hour,
the new officers will altend a
special reception Cl the Ortendo
Brown House.
At 7 pm, tke new officers MS
neamealble at the north doar Cl
the Owlet rotunda. allege they
wfb form the pubhc recening tine.
At 9 pm. the four inaugtell
bails will begin In addition to the
one at the Capital, where the
governor and Mrs. Nunn vrill lead
Mr grand march at 10 pm., balls
will be head et the Ameriam Leg-
km Po& the National Guard Ar-
mory and the Vetenans of Pareign
Want building an Selond Street,
All Balls Open is Pail*
The goverrwir and his wife will
Isnot at each ball. Al are own
to the public, with formal draw
optional.
The new governor wall be earn-
ing more money than the men he
is repbacing The 1906 legidature
rabid the gammort salary hoes
*11,000 to $30,000 • year, and the
lisulanant gorerwar's hum $12,000
to MOW.
Other dhows* ratsta, effeative
Jan 1 include the attorney gen-
eral and superintendent ot pubtk
initruotion.to $20.000. and corn-
mietioner or agricultur',. secretary
Cl stele, date treasurer audium
Cl Public macaw.* and cleric of
Omit at Amami, to 518.000
Honeymooners At
Virgin Islands Retreat
St. THOMAS, Virgin Islands TPD
- Oapt . Charles Robb and his
bride Lynda Earn Johnson were
hconeymesoning today 1,800 miles
from Washingtan at Laurance
Eicckefellera hideaway at Cancel
Bay.
Theta arrival We Sunda.), caught
Virgin islanders by surprise. To-
day heavy security pr....nitions
were in effect to insure their pri-
vacy at the Rockefeller estate near
St. John's.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Ser-
vice, Tuesday, Dec. 12, 1967 Ken-
tucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 10 Buying Sta -
tions.
Receipts 839 Head, Barrows and
Colts 25c Lower, Sows. Mostly 25
to He Lower.
1113 1-2 - 200-230 Us $17 50-18.33:
US 1-3 - 190-23a Ur 51700-17.50:
U'S 1-3 - 230250 lte $1825-17.00:
US 2-3 - 240-280 lbs $15 25-16.25:
BOWS:
US 1-2 - 270-350 In 513.50-1430:
US 1-3 - 300-460 his $1230-1350:
US 2-3 - 400-800 Ile 11130-1250.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Preis International
Draftrm men into military ser-
vice began with the Prerieh Re -
madam in 1789 and a French
law in 1798 requiring all able-
bodied men between 20 and 25 to
tighter.
UN(X)YER TOMBS
ORIA, Italy tyre — A group of
Iftyptian-Bke pre-Chrietian tombs
has been found on the outskirts
of this small town in the hid
Cl the Itaban boot, seseedagiets
announced Sunday.
TROOPS WITHDRAW
ATHENS 11711 The filet °an-
t:intent ce Greek Motets withdrawn
from Cyprus landed at the cent-
ral Greek port Cl Voice Sunday,
the government announced.
Illialathiallethrileamwargegerairtier
PIO
'Alf -3 pr-
The Monkeys ? ?
NO . . . The Friendly Staff of Leach's Complete Music
and TV Center in the Dixieland Center.
GUITARS. . .
by Gretsch - Fender
and Mosrite.
- C. F. Martin and Company
COLQR TV & STEREO . . .
by Magnificent Magnavox,
If It's Musical It's At . .
Leach's Music & TV
Dixieland Center - Chestnut Street
roma Watiame vide* Mad tiateliatebillataill TM BEI1111111111111WM elitgatille MENDS MC limarbatkoleitlig tat t
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HIGH WINDS . . .
(Continued From Page 11
the Rockies and In Maine. Nev
Haneyehiae, Vermont and Partial.
of New York and Massw-huallie
as freezing 211111B threatened to
make driving Insarebaus.
Gale warnings were posted a.
Yang the Atlantic Coast faun Maeda
part. Maine, to Cape May, N. J.
Flooding conditions we report-
ed almg several South Carolina
rivers.
Thirty-one states from the Mis-
sisaapi Valley to the Atlantic
Calve were deluged by run spir-
aling from the northeastern storm,
Several hornets were damaged
near Geneve. Ky., Monday jjght
by a twin-funneled tarnisillowand
other Mgt winds caused eibifiarive
darnarae at Fuaton, Ky., 'tad. ad-
*cent 9auth Fulton,
30 hornets were damaged
atre'S.
Five apparent tornadoes
struck in In dlana, but no
were reported
Tann:to-hit crturnimittlit
Florida parrhanciae cleaned ell $12
mince) chmsee came by Stony
the South from Arkansas um
botirtlion• while rain spread Ts,
Florida.
Egth3W alas heavy enough natty.
lever Great Lakes region to Oar
some schocis In Mictuanut Mon-
day, and portions of New England
reported ancunedations of four to
five inches.
One to two inches of new mow
fob In musts of Montana and
Wyoming in the mkt% of the
wintry storm moving through sou-
thern Wyoming and the Colorado
lbe
mountains.
bitter mid already bad
reached Dube. Mort, by 2 am,
NW shwa that day recorded the
!nellian's /ow of 4 degrees above
asin
Al were greviously paid $12.000
a year
Bo aoconlincie wen another con -
atibutional requirement Norm has
Odd he we impair* Allan M.
Carrell Cl Ingsville as his ad-
jutant mend shortly after the
itiauguration ceremony The Con -
antublon requires this poet to be
Med Imineditilielly" after the new
gcarestar Odom dike
NAMED FOR HERO
ly
Miami Sty was named by men
who served tinier Oliver Haz:i..rd
TRUE CHRISTMAS
, VATICAN CITY t711 - Pope
Plat YL•flarte....ri- urged Chrlations
to renwielber 'the true weal) h of
Cheattm ts is rehe taus and inter-
ior ' and impleard thorn rye a:
make it -too ostentatious a hot -
day "
,..,.39,99‘,,wcammysimmaygt,
a
c
4
0
-
WAQ41 POUR
•
TUX 1.51:00118 a Tunas — MURRST. MrUCKY TUESDAY — DEMMER. 12, 1267
ed with a remptinn atdie Fire-
man a Oath SOW. In FALCO:WC
N. Y., he lb* grain's mother,
Mm. Walken litaakine at Falconer.
The bridal couple was presented
with sonny rererl itlfts and a buf-
fet supper was mewed.
The bride% family, Mr and Mrs.
Franklin Dibble and suns, Ralph"
4,111•••••-
6.1••••
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . ., i
hr, a w t  
SOLIAL LALLND1R
seder. peewees, 12
The Beehani asnitity &hoof
Ones of the Firat Baena Church
will has e a cEnner meeting at
the Wonien's Club Boum at 830
pm.
The BinZionty Ominly Ruined
Ta- heo. Ansieutmin wall meet M
U. PLIsm Istintry at two pm.
atsse ihisaser at be the sillisek-
m.
•••
The Paris Road Homemakere
Club end mote at the home of
line. Dewey Coogan
Murray at Chapter No Nil
• • •
Gins at the lantern Star
meet at the bleasanie Han at 738
pm.
• • •
The Beene 'r.. Atte Wid-
en, aria Mary:eerie Frost Crucles
of the Peru Methiebee Church
WSOS ws8 meet at the home at
IL-a A tstry Fa! I. r. 1304 Wens
Bou-evani,at 9.30 am.
• • •
Coale I and the PAU-a Doran
Circa at the Fun Metholaft
Month WOOS win hew a joint
anaten pt the aniel hall at two
• • •
Beta thigena Pte Vu hew. le
Chiusano party at the home at
Mew &Ana, Thome
• • •
Cecie 111 the Peru Bevan
Church Whinw meet at ita
home of Mira Oscar aegires. 11197
North 17th &ram. si 2:30 pm.
• • •
The children at Sabin
woi present a program at Cana-
nem needs at the reastang of the
PTA at an cc p.m.
Wadaiteday. Demesne, 13
Tne Comber/we I t• T.'. A r
WiATA515 at the Nona Pleasero
Grub e cl.urth will haw tta 1111-
Dna: Otineume party at 12 ACIA1
t Triangle Ina
• • •
The mei aod Omen Onb MIR
!newt at the home of lira Mega
Waders at 220 pm.
• • •
7•••/•••
/thane 753-11117 er 753-4847
at 2$0 p.m Mrs. Enid= Hedges
well preterit the program.
• • •
The Dorothy Ounie or the Pint
Baexast church WitS will meet
at trie home of Mrs. Braph ne-
wt:the at ten Mat A punnet Wit-
ham wit be served
The S3Util id-reay Homemakers
Cribb the meet for a luncoton M
Lae Monday Inn at 11 30 ant.
• • •
Toe rant Peadhan church WMS
.w1i hold AA reetilAr geeillig Al
the°tooth at semi p.m
• • •
The Haat Wonian's Club wt
bad int regime rosiest:3g at the
tan round at eitt p.m.
• • •
ashy, Ineember 16
Diairia 17 of tn, K.S.-t-LPN
nave a Canatinas PAM- at the
lasissist Inn in liorray at 6.3e
pm ler reservations call Sadie
• • •
Mambo. Demohn
The Rush leanday &MOM alaas
M he Fzet aapuet Claurett will
ouhacit aomer at the home
of Mrs. Ballad Reatiaithon au
n m. Mom nines. and bead will
be fur:maim&
• • •
Won:goes Society Of
Christian Service
Has Regular Meet
The Mace Waters Cane, lbw
Dan floonoesn. abournion. Pre-
allted the Program at the De-
ethiber gennat meeting of thr
11lonsites Ilocieus of Uhnistann Sar-
dine Of the Arm Ilieeborias Chunk.
Um. amniaM ner. SIM
diesnien, was to Marge at las
peograsn. Mrs. Janie ii. &loans
save *-rie devonisi.
Mrs abater iniruduced thine ask-
ma part to kie peograni Hnt
C. B. froetl. the tins epenter an-
nourami the subsea of the pm
great, - Linen/meat of Chrieninar.
• aid the melon of the Mar
an this asthma was to awaken one
le the new enanour anew the
faiths autoing over the hortioc. to
gon • Wiser underatanteog of
other laniss lindloandiense each
one to danionstrate Vattinplating*
The Hem Othourd Hammehen iaCltheteg. elle) ell the "1"/ 
at
Club wiLi vases at she bone el °Ile '—
MM. Chases indraidadd at MD 
Other ;waters uri the subject
were Jan Bahian Mica Mei'.
Doc Robeeim and Am. Robert
potagns. Mrs. Cam amitile and 
ItA' As AMY : 1 am a high D t tit MO TH ER : Anew year
whoa! fetatemen and Meng dausluer's fixibee "X" amehee
Its .—.--.nhom austroot & Jim"' gr°111) litmah 111"111 WerY
Mra Ream concealed Ude Pro; Feld* There 15.
ratia prayer 
a 
at iliqr
! Mrs Goan Card' preulent. Jine lb" lam° 11") as 913.61111-
r gram
aded at the Matinvis SOI19011 1111**1
toLowed proanun
anions were matte Int zeprej
rotative* of toe milieus Mass
to the mitivities at thr cad. AM
nob part at the pew await WOO
male membesabil 01111611403! 4W
ins Radian* Tu.
Sin Max Madura. a van Regas-
her cif the Beane Taoism Crab
was sgroauoed
Becurnmendations trum the me-
nerve commatee were rand and
//gs Curd diammed the meeting
with rimier
the
• • •
at
landomM 
The Hanes Ovotre ammoWleim
Club oil mom at dm hem at
Um Bom Billirateun for a MAIM*
• • •
The Pulemase Minindlet Olithth
W1b01145 wan maa se the karate at
Meit—hir -SUMetm at tem am
• • •
The Waskyrud throb cut the TA
men Soma, of Christian Beni.
of the First Methodist Clam* wall
ma with the Rid& Wane Circle
at • 30 p.m XI the soder tail at
the chinch ex a pot lush armee
and Joust meeting lads person
should bring a one dear pa to
be atictioneti
• • •
14Theriday. -•
rum. gundeg Schad Olsat
of the nog Ihmitin Church all
have • pathetic Chrideauma dinner
elt the chundi at nom. line livid
Cornea seri be the guest sneaker
• • •
The M.aeturne Club ea meet
et the horny of Mis. C. C. Lowry
CWF .Morning Group
Meets In Home ()f
Airs. Gene Landolt
The fauna/rag group of the
Christian %Varna:ea Pielowithip of
the Firm crv ..io . Church Ina
Tumble, in the home of Mrs.
Gene Iandolt with Mrs Ed Diu-
MIA& ebalrouth, Prelidene. 34ht
AIM QbertertnOnA. recregarY. lam
the Intnet and correspondence.
A report on the nag:0am at the
slat sal shut-ins leis given. and
announcement_ - Made concerts
kag of the ounighltion of the kW-
stk. be not to Viet Nam by
Serum anthiamai Mm. 0 B
annie, . and ars. Batley Gore
NM Mamba ailen, Iltearian. It-
• the nissfing pnianim and
urged members to me the ohumh
Intahr Hareri lo "forting to-
MIMI !Mena** Oalfraldr Madera al
the CWF peemema.
34.1-5 Jairiee C. gbgi gage the do_
votion dung Nreateue 111 So the
basis of her talk date totem ed
She revies ed several CbrAlitAnAA
stories and bola MAO Mindlimu-
ed the fact that CheislimeeIa
more than money and g41&—ti
means aboa-ing love for the Cheat
whose birthday Chniernee at.
Mn George Hart. preodent. of
the CWT. wired MB dhairch women
to be at the general =wow
December 19 at 11.30 in. the
thurch library and be rawly to
nen the abut-ins.
Clew present were Madames
/yard x. Wayne sneeks, W A
Earddh. Heber7 Taken Don She:.
ens. illatemm. James axine
ariexami Tlessiceek. Fend
WItheas Soaks
Miss Linda Kay Dibble Becomes Bride Of
Orville Jack Haskins In Lovely Ceremony
At The First Christian Church In Murray
MA& OKVILLA
The nmeniary at dm Farad
Christian absinth mei aka Matila
for the weeldhig W Dbis Lerida
Kay Until& daughter of Mr. and
Mee Franieln Mete of Mar-
• nay. to Omen Me* RmM am
• • •
Parsamode
Mr. and Mrs Paul Cursurd.
hem spent the wasteland stlia their
was and family. Idr. said Mrs
Zane Cunningham and
np, ad Bowling Green- UM
Agent asturdaY Naantab.
WALLIS DRUG
Phone 753-1272
* Pittl...,CRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Have It — We WIll (let 4t — Or It Can't Be Mad
the MAGIVAC way of life
The finest built-in central vacuum clean-
ing system for your home!
TINSLEY'S HEATING & MR-CONDITIONING
— TelephOne 1'53-4,857 —
---tilliValwilliol.111110110Pliestinarameereineemman
=1, -7-
Get Gang's Help
for Handicapped
By Abigail Van Buren
ly automata and • ittie misgmng
unitabsocal ti ma same this
to be roam Alain. he ready M.)
Seagune wefts Amid nun Out
▪ Ay prudent a, be keep* tang-
ism mann me raking me to do
mad damn. Ake whims hem If
tie bens has eyes. trie cake. be
tan t ban his mai) Abby. I go
to rave • good Wee. did I teat
Isal iseibacam ma ail the
thaw. I aunt wad to tea him le
ges. km or auntiong like Met W-
eald* 1 hate to hurt Ms feeling&
Ma vines can I du/ ask /mpg for-
wont me around.
1 nave even oureidered droggeng
out of the group, but 1 dun t
to 
 want
oerauso it (mad be • iot of hat
.1 u weren't far tins kid. Now
can I get rid 4 him nicely?
PESTERED
DEAR r eis YE L D : That yam
wend write with each a pretties
dom. y se to be an extremely gen- ,
lithe armixearted par. Sarni
tho group aa adult 00111111.11.11.
and a Lee leaders among peeve.
Why not try lb organise a meet-
ing to Mamas Um problem wag
then? II wand be an art of sea- Prialegliai to Abby, Bog
Mae kindness (not only to altt "gair.• 
.. 
"NIL 1W
hardlicapeol Md. but to au ine a Penlaaal ragb, Unbar a dairalt-
Yuma people point out tits el4 sell -"dm*" 41"*Pe-
nee& law intiesee and understand-
lag In malt a MANIA boll.
• • •
gmeln 301 hes ladle wham-
ever be wide:
•
MAR ABBY . I know you've
had several ewers an tate mutt-
jack but will yen preen mower
it again, and dm tinle a Sane
more apintleM.;,
What tan I do about people
wee) now saga out and at me
lm aid I AM! I know there mute
in animal way. to avoid ansower-
Nog tape rade Quenon, but I am
atainned woen sometime asks
Mr._ 1 hiintios aurt IAA tha truth.
AU ma that. ain adorned M
fOf age. Angry. I jut resent the
nerve at theae people who ma me
and get ease IMO It.
Maas ante tm with a max-
harp answer: I'm sure lout of
wution hate me win biers You be
GOING ON 30
DEAR GOL'en: Lean over, and
In a very atm neaten meaner ask.
(an yes keep • seereir Thei
twistable reply will be, -Yee*
,then you my. -Nell. SW tan
• • •
cnili-Wi-N1l AL To G. G.: The
W4 nes oho anatia more than
Mil.001 to deckle alto to wear
bee mere obsibes than she need&
DEAR .AY: I an trying to
plan May elimarates a ainur, and
I myproblem 1. that Mr fiance hos[Aso tiLsoy parent& EA mother wee
earned mix times and his Whin
wog married tour Unica. They ham
remained friendly with all their
ex-metea, and nos May that. there
Li? MN-s.& and hail -brothe to
and ateuthildren galore. not to
mention grandparecta on a..1 nets.
The on er nada my cheigh ler
started dountAng them and atm
qua at 48.
U I invite all theme folks to the
wanking there no% 't be room for
alhirOdff one. Whar*-- dal% OW
draw the. bile
Writ CAII we tactful/3' get this
movistge aches to my daughter's
Lance/
MOTHER OP TILE BRUM
•••
•
• • •
• • •
Grace Wyatt Circle
Has Meeting Friday
The Chace %log Circle a the
rt.% Preibmerian Church mot
LitailemWar 8, in the thumb
palms. Reirmiumeili wen pro-
vided by Charlotte Gregory.
Devotions .aiteu by the MEW.
man, /dation Palumbo. Malted a
teem, -1 Stumbled Into cainet-
mar, and a short story. " A Bro-
tawr Lam That, bmn at which
empludad .he si4aomaitm of
keeping Ghent foremost W the
chrlitnata mietwahma
JACK BASILDON
A thought-provoking prwrarn
taken from the took, "The Christ-.
San lege", by Waldo Bete h wee
presented by Lou
Those present were Murton Pa-
lumbo, Sherrie Osten, Joyce
Wright, Lillian liareweu, oeo
Bertha Ph*.
Ow'
at lira Witham liagnos sod lie
late Malaga limbniss 04Phierivari
Nt.-st York, on aattralay. Nommber
Rev. Wiliam Porter, minister of
the ehnch. pereonned the double
rhorhangbe oenernonty at flee
(Mock in the evening.
The altar ags tanked with
state Orel= oakum= Miami
utos tit Wigs chrgsmalgameaus
with dales antique agile
he cm on either side legliggg eathd-
rat candies. At the MOW of the
agar dialed be Viin adder Mellid-
'bra, wore Mem amities edicts
Wald MI Mete adited camas
anneal In each side of the Ord-
log bilillah- The communion table
was magared wilt a Margie tail
goodie gag eille BOW
Op the Weide aid
WNW Mash Men nalmituiduid
Igatir3nd eadidle
Ws the at two lays. Mita
0120.
The pews were matted alit
Ann candle twitters entwined
whit leather leaf and Mike swim
Ilas Madams of Um eandellin
Jitat armilligif stilb elbre peen
nee at the Imm and Oman.
"We 11144 wt. Prafieltilb
MOMmad by t gift 4.100g1
nalklnA bib* PIMA -1.11At kin
UM ii‘pedine, The headpiece of
QOM Man Mivet and amem mm
aiglailpsed ash a, emitter vat W
Ak lalleien.
The maid of honor mmmad a hlt,yer of Lexington: Vernon 00- and CUM Detmmh
alatrate howitote W ohm WOO Main and T. Morris of OMM: attended the New York rmat)tiirl.
hoe thryaustrumume ammtled °hear Pryor of Murals. Mr. and 
• • •
with white and °bye ti leaves and MM. Jock Hum and Mrs Bun
drummer mmelm 14) wall a tial-
mie bow at (stave veltat tubing
WW in /save bunk
andimomilla were Mn. Jer-
i)! °mean. Ml.. Joinder °mtge.
Mrs Ittulord Turnn, and dm
Prtdece. ThtUr gawns and
Mumma. we alianMW to that of
40 honor atteisci.km.
Nfaintits Rideti and our ahhae.
iamb= a tihe wick, were the
Caanallablealax'
Willatall Dade HAWnis, WW1&
d the gmmn, served at boa mon
MO titian and grounameti were
Adtus Dibilikr, Robert (arum,
Dormid Rdmm mad Marks Wu-
Mrs Dbble, mmher W . the
trxLe. dmilaned and. memaiW tor
We wedding a °EXAM* 01 1/10A
Witre *It Mantung klawrais an
a-line Meath clesiguM wAti a au&
Onn Limit fed from the mWrun.
her Maliching fated coat of miff-
ed glientsmg tealured UMW
quiatter deem* mad Ito Am* sae
dimgmeta wfth a met pima that
fel :nem the wain One. Bar hind-
Plane Vas a Wale and b*M-13111.:
alio plum She menithiftd her
mmennewlaimaiedgem OOP in-
Jew ooreege wee a green
Milelemdkum orchid.
gamene mother chnie to
Weer he ibis waddled s green Mai
Omm tommod bg a mimic midget.
Met he mai soigius Waite satin
• Oniglememary simimmnm.
• iintehlty MAIM cent of padf-
Maeda
Illse iambi mminer use kept by
Albs David Duncan at gm tend
03111PM1 Mb a Main Amm Oath
mW geamad by a mamma portratt
at tha Wade and a comM OW
vase of gm* maenads
neettedsa
Mae Ann Kay Sondem pwateo
the gums; an the, momd kr the
remptIon MUM lamin the
louranipk of the dmoM tot-
• hat wedding.
The insmottilly appoWon tank
was Mimed with Mane man over-
▪ 5130 Mime net and darted
with a double ruffle of Mate net.
amsle d *hate net mos caught
aphi ne center sod owners with
pink mramMons md pink new
eibbona. An arrangement af white
JAW oftiounotniniumw pun meow
nod pink Undnm W a ominous
ateoling Atm prime/am mntend
the table. The Maim owed wade-
114 aide sem topped with FMK
allidgme mmOmM Placed OA the
roar ei the rempum teibM were
canceesibra holding mkt whlte
Win ',bide limb 305 weateemil bathed been Minn ailed a soft
candies enteibied wale leather lent 0.64  poor a. Lau.
Awn Ned wall Mein men Wnw
Mies Miss Itheinew mment
end *AA Wm" Orem soloist.
• 11Mb PININIIM at =W-
NW man MN Wald= ~el
miratel aliglakint trodwillap the
traditiansi undies smoolun foe
toe pummana and de romp.
dem& Maw Orme meg "Because,
"Whither Thou Clone'. "One
Hand. One %ma-, and "Tim
Lard's Pray".
The Ivrea yotgig bride was m-
onied W the Mae by him hither
Mao gave him In montage.
bride's Dean
Her firma/ plintg deigned and
united by her mother, of 1V517
milk and wed ottoman wee fads-
Scala with a antra* stoop neck-
line send 304awl storm with
tray covered buttons that dosed
at the wild The empire waistline
was accented with • bkis band
anti the skirt was fashionsd into
• dight a-hem. The wrists of the
sleeves as wee as the debt front
panel wave esquadieb accented
re eredwith Trench -esolorad
can Ism Nut wee lined appliqued
ranatng a paint over -the hinds
end a synced design extending
up Me" front panel The badma04
the gown Itaa Wab a
acaBoped border or mataniag A-
len= hoe.
Her mandrel 'math Spenigh
mantilla. also designed end beat-
ed by he:- mother, at Wory Sag -
Usti Mk Masan' wee bordered with
scalloped re-embnoidered Abeam
lace. Toe center bonen elf the
veal featured hand appliqued Ms.
in a pyramid design klantand to
that of the goals with additional
aapbqued des.iins extending up
the wed 1•nd wong the Odes. Her
sittachea ofto a plebes
Ivene AA and wool °UMW:1M fam-
ed granted* into a cathedral
length 
babe.An opal pendant a gilt f:
the groom, was her only jos.,
Its. bride carried a (
bouquet of gardenias too a
white swan ribban and marsoters
of pea* *knob somaxaise Moe.
Alleadanta
Miss Dencrati othbie, mister Of
the bide, was the in.tad of hamar,
and wore a fluor length scorn of
olive green crepe dimignisel vrith a
mow neckline old Caere lereall
MEM luiteding an empire woad-
.Min Busy Bprunger weeded
at the never punch bowl and Mas
Judy Howard sod Mrs. tarry
Wade at the min Mies Bar-
ham Sue Dandy, Mem Malts Les-
ter. MMMmfereeley ham *a-
gue IL". W Pedly.
Mrs ccileinan Mogen, seat Mrs
A. C trawlers emileted with the
reception.
lila Jane Saxon greyed back-
Mead pimp adeations during the
recattolga.
Pallopetter the ceremony the
couple Met to the ecoompanimena
04 ringing church bens for an un-
annovniced wedding trip Baton
departing tat their nip the bride
and groom joined We wedding
party and ove, 04 town paella for
a trif fee supper at the Kenlake
Hotel
The beide% going away coelaime
Wee a cam* tan three piece wool
knit. testuring • finger tip cape.
Her ho. and memories were black
and pained at her shoulder was a
eardina hew from her bridal.
bouquet.
Mr and Mrs Haakine AM now
residing at 99 Oultrin Street. Pal-
cent", New York, where Mr Hask-
ins is °machine athletics and Mrs.
MasidlaMl soon begin her cho-
sen rum of work at an detnen-
tery at teacher. Both Mr. and
Mrs Heektna are gradtntat of
Murray State University.
Out of toan guests were Mr
and Mrie Glenn Whiteman, Ralph
Dibble. Paul Whiteman, Mr. and
Mra. James Name, all of Bangor.
Michigan; Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Beat, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Donald
MARK KVILRY GRAYS
Since 1886
Murray Marble
Works
finilders of Fine. Memorials
Porter White - Manager
Ill Maple St. 753-2513
Bat Jr., and Larry Best, al of
Vahan, Indiana; Mrs. Witham
Doyle Bataikins.
Mr. and Mins. Aimee Plaids, Don-
ald Negro. WI of Falconer. New
York; Mrs. Pearl Keay at James-
town. N. Y.; Mrs. Lee Barger of
Mean._ N. Y., Mr. and Mrs. Rich-
d Punier, and Miss Marilyn
Woodmen of Mayfield: lhas
Lester. Mi..% Barbara Sue
mid Idea Ann Bradley, aSef
Benton; Mr and Mrs. Robert
Gran of Peelnah. Mr and Mrs.
Ladd mow Of Fulton Mr. and
hrrs. Dated Duncan of Manville.
Tenn: Mr. Mid Mrs Clarke
Wnertaer of Munftedioville.
Rehearsal Maser
Mrs. Wilms ifiaskino, mother
of the groom was hatted for the
rehearsal Maier held on Thurs-
day evening In the Red Room be
the Holiday Inn
The couple presented Arta to
their attendants. Covers were laid
for lereity-eight persona.
Ilsideansids NreaAtan
Mee. Rdsest IinidistlY entertained
with the beldismakle tweakinet at
her home on Cabe Dime on Sat-
urday. November WA. th tune-thlr-
ty oda* in die morning.
A lovely acresigreeent or Pint
can:anions and Japanese true were
illuminated by Mite tapers
held by orlatal candle *6th' which
oerstered the tank that was over-
laid- With a white linen cluth.
Cowers were hid tor M..ea Deb-
orah Dithie, Mrs. Jerry Gnaw
Miss Jennifer George, Mrs Rich-
aid Tomer, Mrs, James renders.
Mrs. 1lam Haien& Mn.
letanickn MOM. kein eieele, and
Maw timothy.
New Test Reasgelee
ilatureles evening, December
2, the beirid ample, Mr. and Mrs.
Orville Jack lintkn, were honor-
-
Household Hints
Knives are not for opening Jars
nor are huge screw carmen side
to me on small serer* heads.
• • •
iteh cggla-a and 'printers with.
dawn witch of paper. To dawn of
broken gla,o, maw blades and
Jogged tin mos, wrap Well in pap-
er and mark than clearly to en-
minete hamrds fir the garbage
collect/or
Wake Up Your
PERISTALSIS
And Be Your
SMILING BEST
Per:Urania is the muscular action
of your digestive system. When
peristaltic action slows down,
waste materials can build up in
the lower tract. You can become
Irregular. uncomfortable. stuffed.
The unique laxative formula
of today's Carter's Pills gives ef -
fective, temporary relief of the
irregularity by activating the
slowed-down muscles of the lower
tract and stimulating peristalsis
So If you're sluggish due to Ir-
regularity, take Carter's Pills to
wake up your peristalsis and you'll
bounce back to Your are.11uni best
Millions of satisfied users take
Carter's Pills for effective tempo-
rary relief of Irregularity. Why
don t you. 40..
Hey Santa
You can
Completely
Outfit
that boy
or young man
on your
list at
the Complete
Clothing Shop
For Boys and Young Men
The Pace Setters Shop •
Located on the Second Floor
CORN-AUSTIN CO.
402 Main Street Phone 753-2472
Playing Santa without a sleigh?
It
41•11MIat
e---
sywrsw
Well,that's a problem
close to home. But so are we.
So rent a new Ford from us.
'Tis the leason to be jolly. And it's a lot jolli‘r when
the family has enough cars to go wound. Here's the
easy answer. Jtkat drop around the corner and ask us
for whatever size sleigh you'
need. Then . . . Ho! Ho! Ho!
Dash away Mustang. and Fair-
lane, and Ford, and all!
P.S. You'll find the rates won't
upset even a holiday budget
(insurance is included).
, 4f/c;ne
RENT-A-GAR
Or 1,44i IMO,,,M MI • 440
PARKER MOTORS, INC.
1.
187
e Pere-
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mother,
molted
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id Mrs.
Railphe
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ception.
nir late
re rale
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to web/
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TUESDAY - DECEMBER 12, 19137P •
FOR SALE
HANDCRAFTED CANDLES all
types and Saab. Dc.or pieces, cent-
& pieces. Inekvedially styled.
Ruth's Designs, iihotw 752-0605 be-
tween 7:00 and 11:00 a. in. and
1:00 atm 4:00 p. in, 13-14-C
- 2 USED CB OUTS Would make
Or socrieune a great Chilatmas gift.
Leech's Music Store. Harrel 13-13-P
-  
NEW AND USED office desk,
chairs. Ming cabinets, eobed mat-
toes. one itier fire proof mile,
adding machine. one typewriter,
mobile home parte. Hale's Lock
Shop. Call 753-5000. D-14-C
•
•
•
•
A
0
•
•
Si -BED, BOX SPRINGS and mat-
tress. Pnone 753-6e38. 0-14-C
57 CHRYSLER, Radio and heat-
er, Mr. Will trade for peek-up
truck, 6250. Sere at 'thumb:Inds
D-L6-P
TWO GIRLS BICYCLEI3, one 24..
115th. one 20-nich. Call 753-5824.
D-14-C
ONE NINETEEN math aid &gat-
THE LEDGER & TIMES - 11111iRRA'r, KENTUCKY PAM Frits
CLASSIFIED ADS GET REMUS
ered Black Angus Bull, Ptibne. 753-
5796 D-14-C
ARC WEIMARANER puppies, 2o4
months old. Ideal Clot-onion pros-
eke. Will hold unto Ceetainee
Phone e42-2066. Paris, Tennessee.
D-12-C
AUCTION SALE: Rain or shine
an December 16, at 2:00 p. in.,
at the New Hope Methodist
Church, 4 miles from Murray, on
Hwy. 121 South. Will sell New
Hope Church and lot This pro-
perty hos O60 teei, of reghwel
frontage.
We will reserve the right to
Uhe the Church and lot for uma sk yLARK alto two chev.,
result's of regular Blue Lustre Spat
cleaning. Reed, eleclaic shehmooer
01. Hughes Palm Store. D-15-C
1962 PONTIAC Bonneville and
1965 Fbrd 2-door hardtop. Try
and buy from Cain & Thylor ai
eth It Main Stooet. 0-12-C
1962 PORD Q4 seCiati. It/0"5
Billet. Will car see at Cain &
Taylor's, Cult Station, 6th & Maio
Streets. 0-12-C
A 1962 "CHEVY II" and a 1964
olds 96 To great buys from
Cain & Taylor at tith & Main
Streets. D-12-C
64
Church activities and meetings un- roleta. Real go-mobiles from Cain
Ill the new church is finished ot Twylot., 6th or mom sooeto
1)44-C D-12-C-
-
BY OWNER: Extra clean 1966
Pord pick-up. Call after 5.00 p. in,,
753-1578. 0-12-C
PORMDCA DINETTE Set, like new.
table 96'' x 60", 6 amino Phone
4132-1170'%, Heater Charlton 0-12-P
CHRISTMAS TREES for sole by
Murray Optimiat COO Prods go
for various civic projects in the
ocenniunity Location of sale, Chest-
nut aorl 10th Streets. D-12-C
WELL 10EP1' CARS-web show the
- FOR LEASE -
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
Approximate Sizes 30'x85", 20'185' &
Inside Finished to Specifications
Best location in Murray! One-half block from
campus. Plenty of free parking.
If interested write Box 32-N, do Ledger & Times.
D-12-C
•
1967 RUPP Mini .Bake. Honda 65 cc
engine, &ironic fenders, lake new,
priced to sell. 762-4745. 0-13-P
- - -
1964 CHEVROLET, 371-300 h. p.,
2 - door hardtop, 4-speed; al-
so 1962 Ford, 2-door hard: p 36^
cabbie inch, automatic tranamis-
Mon, both In exoellent condition.
(OW 753-8128 after 6:00 p. m.
D- L3 -P
NOTICE: Seale's Missie proudly
announcea the birth ot 6 Siamese
kittens, ready for Valentoneei deo.
Skid service available. 753-'1770
0-13-C
1901 DODGE 1-ten flat-bid truck
Good motto and body. Miller 466-
3143 0-10-1'
3 HORSE Colts a.nd 1 Filly colt, 7
Months old Miller, 3 miles north-
New best-seller 
fiNETICOFIKtji,ISTTIVT
by MARY PARADISE
Front th• by emiard-IteCelle. tee 0,
by D. L Eder. Distributed by Ktt.• features Syndicate.
CI I A PTER 22 the nurs...a mu' gone ott sick hewn reaming about it for
yoCTOIR MAuPhEit..30IN bad fm sure youll find plenty to rays
L.! seemed quite illerillerriele ID*" :Anne her lips. 
restraining -
*boa-Utah WraseAse • asedeesidiek • • • net .ng.-y riesprointment She
-there were more serious Caen Mr Wh..cier nad woken and hsci wen 
wasting net tune with
to heronereet aim -ben Elizabeth talked to the Lieutenant Azad 
mil at his bedside He woke
Willoughby hovered as sear bun fallen tourer) again He was 
up and talked of whiskey and
stronger and mid asked to be 
hi r-
shaved first thing an the morn-
TM sound et voices nad other
patients a-stir Liratie said. S-
ing.
The new „e aao 
orougat , she: anal ply and tiptoed out of
mot was It: from reaaatarms. the 
ward Ten minutes late. she
Both Kimberley and Ladysmith 
was back with a nieMewe glass
were under siege. Twenty thou- 
half full of amber liquid'
Num men under sir George "It's brandy. not whiskey
VW bite were immobilized n 
Mole it out of the medicine cup.
Ladysmith, and the Boers were
reported to be niaasing on the
Mooder River, which would cut •'
oft any :lope at present it its
shook with laughter. 'Youre a
reltei. Such news meant that the worthy iimx"aw'r
tort()rener
relief for !Sacking was even 
Nighprigale But he was too
tarther away. It wornI be only weak 
to err ap She had to lift
the most optimistic now who ex. 
his bead and hold the glass to
pected hostilities to be over by 
his Ilpa.Which virtually would
make her • murderer if the
brandy did kill Men.
It didn t. of course. It merely
made him fall instantly ruCeep
And Corporal Robbins ui the
next bed was leaning over whys-
Ued as possible, determined to
be within call when tie returned
to consciounness.
She was not the only one in-
terested in his return to con-
- • for a Utile settlie at-
, . one of Colonel Ba-
en's °Meer, came to ill
o He bad the matron •
in to do so Mr Wheel-
: ,t nave infornietion toe
luci, they were impatiently
waiting. go tittle news nett come
.nto the tolaseuered town in the
iast weeks that someone who
it4s1 got through the lines MY
in tee greatest importance.
It was nearly an now before
r.do h eyelids qUivered A MO- I
liient later they lifted, and the
dark. quenched eyes iooked
stra.ght Into wane s
"Don't try to talk she said,
nave morn* moth for you.
Lieutenant Manley. she went children getting thin and weak 
paring hoarsely, "Couldn't you
as seven, to We officer Who from malnutrition. A grown 
give me a nip, too, nurse?"
was wariang agerly acme the man like Torn Wheeler could 
"No. I coied not. And it you
dee. 'al/oa the patient to le- stand It, but little children. Intl 
dare to tell Sister-
cover Be arid enough to Way* Henrietta and Fanny and Dairy. 
Sims you, love. I wouldn't•
win until he • mid some flour- Oven torn, face in the dim 
breathe a word. It you're sweet
on the lad. good luck to you. '
raiment light looked skeleton thin.
"Running the piace---aiready she nad halt dozed herself 
The next day Toni Was con•
adorably stronger The bnrbet
:Oise Liebe? Get -- Cap- when she aware of Ma
rye watching her. 
had come and shaved him. so
: that now the nollows In his
''At tete, Offs -titter than the "Lizzie' la that you?" cheek, were alarmingly vialhle
..k.rers Elombeth said. "Yee. it's rne'
-Am I as bad am that 
but his eyes were bright, and in
• • • ?"
rtnre was • brier bitter argu- -Oh no. The doctor saki you 
a day or two, the doctor siot. Or
outsiei :he ward Lieuten- were not had at all" 
would be up and atout. tetholigh
Mabiey was complaining to "Then why are you sitting up 
It would be longer before fte
could use Ms hand
..latron Hill that rie nad not "nib •rie '!"
o-wirt iillosvld to interrogate a "Because I was so glad to see 
That night Annie Ryan dred.
atie lit for Informat ion, for you safely back.- Elizabeth said, 
and two more children were ad.
elects the Colonel was waiting. too happy for anything out non-
ranted to the marital with in
Old me give all ner junior nun- esty .*Safely," said Tom wryly. "Ickmw "Y"lr"
ms.tfl widit"'"
sa fUeg stifithou ity ? 
,./ have a whet wouna. and I., Alice Partridge went down with
',
• 'The .0ItT • in questirin." dehydrated, and I had to 'Moot 
fever ere., came to took fur
said clizabeth hentedl y, "la my horse three days ago when 
Elizabeth. He wahted net to
sweep after taking the first he Mumbled In a meercat bole 
nurse Alice The nowt-mai would
nourishment ne nas probably and broke • fetlock, and I had 
have to do without her. It (Erin t
not for days. I only refused to a touch of sunstroke, hut I sup• 
look as II there would be any.
-Mew him to be wakened." 
pose you wow say vale fighting or any wounded for a
rev.,
The matron's lips tightened. "Yes. You are bow 
Can I get days. because Cronpr was
moving out.
"1 happen to Know who the
patient inquestion is, nurse.
And I appreciate the LIeute-
• a urgency ' She Was reltiet-
ant to take the side or • pular
nurse anti an untrained one at
Sr- 1
that. who seemed to nave be-
suppose 1 hale to behave
come tat too uppish. b 
myself: How am I looking?"ut tier
,wn training aeserted itself The
?Mien! s good mum corn* fleet.
'hut I don't imagine the war
will be lost oy waning another
flour or so for whatever vital in-
fermatiOn Mr Wheeler may
..ave You mat ,,rriply inform
(.11nlet aideil•Powell the pa-
.i.r.tt n** ii
co 
. yet regsined one-
'mmons Norse Willoughby!
Will ...on ire enough to go
"Terrible_ That beard"
His thin fingers felt It
"1 agree. I doubt If even my
Vrtfe would recognfke me."
Elizabeth stood lip, saying
calmly, "I did, so I expect she
would. Now Tm going so that
orre can rest"
His weak, hoarse vole, follovit-
Christmas Rather preparations
!Mist tr, alio* tor a long siege
The threatened rationing
would begin Elizebeth thought
Supposing the food ran out,
Supposing one had to watch the
board. Don't blame me If it kills
"L izzi e!" His weak voice
you anything? The' doctor 'said
Unexpected as that news Was
yOU had to drink a lot '
It was true A cloud ot dust on
"Fine. I'd like a large wills-
the horizon marked his depart -
key."
"Oh. noW -" 
ure. Obviorolly called to another
"Alt
right. I'm in a hospital theater of tne War. fie took twr,
commandos and several guns
But General Snyman remained
and so did Creek, to constantly
heroes the town The enemy
was Min very muen in view
Netoreireless, the depicted num
tiers gave Msart to the dr,tenders
It was too soon to begin tossing
their flats in the all, but at least
they collo he noire optIMIStir
/To Re Continued T *Morrow
Ellyabeth Patel stay away
from Imo. eten If It is di*
and help i'll5vfar.t three One of get me a whiskey. Lizzie I've turbine to %to win,
Clot, the hovel published by Coward.M.Cana In, 0 196- by D. E Elea.
Distributed by Klee leeerne•
hi her.
"Do be a good girl and try o
went of Kirksey. 489-2643. 0-10-P
FOR SALE AT McClure* AntlqUe
and Gift Shop an Highs/MI 121
South of NIurray on Concord
Ptione 753-4170. Have
aladin alum converted into elec-
tric lanipS, Also different parts for
converting different lonote of
enatiee bunters and tripods into
electric Ismos Goisowitre, canner
bell; tes-kettles, old furniture. Co.
Now open 'till 8 p. m. We buy
antiques.
EXTRA NICE Piano. Phone 756-
5866 days and 7534106 after 4:00
p. as, 13-13-C
NOTICE
ELEcoraoLux 34%1113 az Service,
Box 213, Murray, Ky, C M Sand-
ers, Phone 3e1-3176, Lynnville, Ky.
iaec.-32-C
CANCER INSURANCE, $2125
yearly for family group: *1500
for individuala. Pays up to $7,000.00
for treatment,. No use linut. Wa-
bash Life Insuoince, Box 283,
Mayfield, Ky. D-12-C
HORSES FOR SALE horse train-
ing, .rithng lemons, buardmg horses,
at Golden Five Sables, 753-1340,
Jan.-10-C
WEDDING SER.V1OES and party
catering. Ruth's Designs, phone
763-6505 between 7.00 arid 11:00
a. in, and 1:00 and 4:00 p. in.
13-14-C
WILL DO CARPENTER, work, re-
modeling, reefing. Reasonable pri-
ces. Reliable work. Free emanates
753-8260. 0-13-C
FLEE FREE Christmas Tree with
each oil-filter and lubrication
Arnerran 0111/ ford's Gulf Ser-
vice, Foe Panto, Phone 753-9001.
0-13-P
_
PERMANENT HAIR Removal.
Newest Meacronric short wave me-
thod. ChM for an agmougment
Gerald Mks, itel(164. red Eieelenes-
ist. Phone 753-4386 0-14-C
WASTED: Information rewarding- -
accident. December 8, at 5:00 p
in front of Palace Drive Ln -Con-
te& 7011-2227 or write Box 1220,
Hart Hall, Murray State Univer-
sity D-14-C
i•OR REM?
2-11E1)ROO5.f unfurnished wart-
s:toot. Eleoi'ic heat azi..1 air-cane
dioceung. 706o leiyue, near Meet-
nut Street Shopping Center. Adults
only, $60.00 per month. Phone
753-2395. 0-13-C
- - 
POUR-ROOM downstairs apart-
ment. Avalla...As now. Day phone
753-2613, _melts call 758-1628.
0-13-C
HOUSE FOR RENT, unturniehed.
Si beck font can:pare, Also pri-
vate rooms for boys, also across
the street from campus. Cooking
tasinlUee. Cod 753-4771, 1)44-C
ROOMS FOR BOYS, one block
from campus. Cad 753-5962. 13-14-C
- - -
iltr V it9115 Othlefeid
 On. 
itOtoo 111.1"AlltS1) repass:4Kr
- ening* -- graves Las
Oval -- klet andliatais
etvoiiiig LA. ..11,11.1 1Z.3-bour Tel
THOOKING OP BUYING a caMP-
er? Why hot have it custom Wilt?
Also kitchen catortete, and furni-
ture repair. Phone 436-5534. D-12-C
FOR YOUR AUCTION Sale needs
call Otto Chester, 435-4042, Spec-
ializing in household goods, an-
tiques, farm equipment and hav-
elock. Loomed anti Bonded Skies
atx1 Service. HAW
WANTED IL. BUY
1,964 or 65 CHEVY II 2-door, 8-
oytioder. straight shift, in good
oundinun. Call 753-6428 after 6:00
p. m. 043-P
FIRST GRAHAM FLOUR
G7aharn flour was first pro.
duced in Sameraet by Dr. C. C.
Graham.
-
cn
WANT TO EARN extra money in , 12.,
your spare time? Nothing to buy.
Jute call 753-5'164 for details.
D-LIP
Pl.asi
HELP WANTED
ADULT MALE or fernotie to act
as local manager for the Courier-
Journal. Tito yob requires abote.
24 hrs, per week end pays $50.00
salary plus ounumasion. For irt-
'erview write Charles Puller, 502
Cornell Place, Loweville, Ky.
D-12-C
PERSON TO STAY occasional
nights or weekends with buys age
12 and 14, Call 763-26213. TFC
EXPERIENCED Auto clean-up boy.
Contact Howard Blandon 753-4383
D-I4-C
LOST & FeNnet)
LOST:
Or
pleabe
3429
Man's Hrtainian shirt, in
new' Murray Moto If found,
coll Beverly Pastoral 763-
13-11-P
LOST Loge white Collie with
tight urcieri moos. &rowers to
nadir or LodcLe Anyone knowing
whereabouts can Lynn Solomon,
CARD OF THANKS
We with to use this means of
expressing our Meeks arx1
precia.uon 
 up-
iu our mazy framos tor
their sympeorielec winos anti deem
of kinatoto expressed to us dur-
ing these pass daya of grief and
Sorrow tor our Gorr beloved woe
and mother
To Br-u, Wheatley, and Pro.
Archer, Gus Aiken-Lin, Jr.. and
Faye Nell Kelso, you soce an ai-
spriation *to us, and an aSot people
who brougnit food to our nenne
and helped eerie it, you are Mat
the toost. We will ever remember
you Ur our prayers.
Lee, Bub' and Helen Redden
1-IC
BIRTH RATE Losers
HONG KONG In - The -P4-
laat1011 of /long Kong could ream
5.7 mullein by 1961, a census of.
fitual warned Friciay, K. C. Chen
told the western Pacific region of
the Internatuonal Maned Par-.
entlexid Federation Kat Hong
Kong's birth rate had fallen by
36 per cent between 1966 arid
1995, the death rate bad deallo-
ed by $4 per cent
Veterans
Questions & Answers
Q. - I expect to gradiselie-fnim
onlege next spring and go irito
aervice tor to reaot toree years.
Ihroushout college I Moo receiv-
ed a raolittuy check man the
Veterans Atinunistratzon uu..Ler tale
War Orpouns Aaostance Ace.
Worn I manpiete my =unary
service, wL1 I again be eaorime
Lot VA educaotonot &soloist-nue aa
a voterati?
A. - Not Utitial misting WIN.
If you were a tue tone soideuti
in ormiege tool receara a War
Orremens leictuatatiousi Ammaoce
amwance tor :36 nionihs, you wok
nix be entitaera to tunoor eouca-
twos! &hetes as a meow. 'toe
maximum eueititment of troy por-
Nen to Federal aessierauice ior atha
unw eduoittiun is 110 ITICkaras. nitly
114d11440118.1 echo:eosin tor vooth ove
person would receive an miaow-
&Doe from the U. S. Government
wcasid ounstuute :dotalkekon 01
beuelits, ' small 111 pronsaxeci.
- I wait race:toy retired
frion the Army on desseeety. there
is an army hasping near my MAW
whoe I can mane alga aka
tresialuit.. however, the arm*
Vetaa..- Atinunetration isossal
et in another city sums &stance
away. an 1 eta.* to receive V A
cusablelty oompeneation jets set of
my Army retirement pey,Ooan I
st41 be treated at the nearby
Arm,' hospital where my family
can visit me WIthrultt too much
inoonveseence?
A. - Yes. The toot that you
would be receiving disability can-
pensithon from the VA does nut
change your entitlement to mill-
Lary hospitalization as a reiroul
serviceman. The the same tame,
you are also ()abided to VA hos-
pital care me A veteran.
Q. - My deceased hustarices
headstone furnished by the Army
has become unsightly becanie of
age. Will the Amy furdash rue
aorither marker for h-s grave?
A. - Eaell request is decided
au it. own illierraa. You should
apply for a repaoement marker
to Clue! Suppart Service, Dtizart-
mem of the Army, West-wig:on,
D. C. 20315. In your epplioation
be sure to give full delete cx,n-
ce:ning the ageicatrance and ds-
region of the present headstone.
KIDNEY TRANSPLANT
LONDON SE - A surgeon ties
suareaskilly traineplanted a kidney
from the teen-age vieton of a hit
and rust acalcient in a man faring
death, it was disclosed Raw..
Medical sedbmnates withheld the
name of the surgeon and the hall-
paid but said the operation was
performed two hours alter John
Strain, 1.3, was killed two weeks
ego The boy's mother oiunediate-
ly. gave 'Pernusseon, rtoomming
the skotor as tie one who raved
her life five years ago.
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LARGE SELECTION Or
Northern Spruce and Scotch Pine
CHRISTMAS TREES
'1.49 to '4.98
PU""""EM EARLY WHILE SELECTION LASTS!
OWEN'S FOOD MARKET
1409 West Main Street
OPEN SUNDAY FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
And We Are Now Taking Orders for
I PIT BAR-B-Q SHOULDER - PIT I
BAKED HAM and BAKED HAM
0-12-C
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(4TiD WA),
DO6 THNICS NES
ECO.S13 bit WOKE
SKATE N
OLYMPICS?
HOW CAN A STUPID
BEAGLE EVER GO
TO GRENOBLE?!
is top 11. •••- -.11141116c Op by tbc.I Prob.,  Scarab. las
11' 
THE LETTERS WARNING YOu TO LEAVE
TOWN WERE ALL WRITTEN BY THE SAME
HAW MR. RUNTLY, co% You POSSIBLY
RECO6NIZE WE
HANOWRITINCI
IT'S DILLY
O' T14'
VALLEY!!
WHO'S GUARDIN
TN' VALLEY,
DILLY?
NO,.. BUT COU,oN'T
THE WRITER HAVE CON-
CEALED HIS REAL
HAND-
WRITINe
1242,
• I
YES, BUT CERTAiN
CHA;ZACTE-RISTICS SHOW
THROUGH, FOR EXAMPLE,
THAT LETTER "5"-- NOTICE
ANYTHING
KIN
141
DO
TH"
005?
I MEAN NE MAKES
IT LIKE A PRINTER
*S' INSTEAD OF
A WRITTEN *5
5
,
HE'S AS FINE A MARKSMAN
AH IF ANNTNING IN
TN' VALLEY TRIES TO BUST
Q
OUT-HEIL SPLATTER
TO KINGDOM COME. !!t
,
C
sl
EXACTLY.
AND IT'S A
CONSISTENT
HABIT OF
1415, 'TO.'
V
•
b
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'ACM SIX
Norm Dyson, left, and Louis Williams and their four
very nice geese.
• •
Mr. Lank Williams. from the Early Bird Oil Co., went on his
first hunt in four ears last week. He and Norm Dyson, Murray Route
One, and Bob Wright, from Louisville. shared the same blind on the
goose hunt last Thursday. December 7th They were hunting in
Ballard County and used 20 gauge shotguns They bagged 4 geese!
Mr. Wright left before our camera arrived and we missed him. —
— cosingre AUTO LOCK AND KEY SERVICE —
CI RADIO SERVICE • AUTO RADIO SERVICE (All Makes & Models)
Roy's Lock & Safe Service
101 E Main Street Phone 753-8749
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
MARTIN OIL CO. CYPRESS RESORT
— OPEN THE YEAR ROUND —
— FOR YOUR CAR NEEDS — COVERF:D BOAT SLIPS FOR RENT
pc LAKESIDE COTTAGES FOR RENT
EVINIUDE morns. & BOATS
FOR SALE. and FOR RENT
pc ALL FISHING surrLas a BAITS
pc, PICNIC A FOOD SUPPLIES
-Smartin Up With Martin-
Eam Maim Rtparel Then. 733-Ills BUCHANAN. TENN - ROUTE 2
PHONE Area Code 501 247- '211
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
309 So. 5th Street Filonr
We Specialize in
pc AUTO RADIOS
Alao Service
Y. TRANSISTOR
RADIOS
to TV SETS
GOOD SUPPLY of
SPEAKERS and
ANTENNAS
ANDREWSRADIO-TY SERVICE
Hours 7 a. 
. ,
SUPERIOR
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
— FREE —
PICK-UP and DELIVERY
Thome 753-1613
MS no. 4th Mal Murray, Ky,
MORGAN'S
RESTAURANT
On Cypress Creek
WILL CLOSE SUNDAY NIGHT,
DECEMBER 17th,
And Remain Closed Until
FEBRUARY, 19411
ROSE'S
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
pc TIRE BALANCING
ro. BRAKE SERVICE
pc MUFFLERS
pc TIRES
Phone 753-1351
Srd & Olive Streets Murray. Ky.
HUTSON'CO , INC.C
'PROMPT. EFI-1(14:NT suRvIcs ts oust
it
mAJOR BUSINESS"
rtilizer
Call Any Time
753-1933
Veer Premeds. ( 'arena), a Acre t •I
I / ' W. Railroad Avcn.lc
I Wed
GARROLLVOLKSIVAGEN
INCORPORATED 
Your VW
Dealer
TOMMY ('ARROLL
Phone 753-511511
moo ( !walnut Street Sierras, K s.
41h A POPLAR PTIONI 7.0 ":7 &
Remember TAYLOR MOTORS
"WEST KENTUCKY'S TRANSPORTATION CENTER"
comPiLvTY CHRYSLER CORP. Loa DEPENDABLE usED 411tS
-
TRE LEDGER & TIMES — MrRRAY, XENTVCRT
aM.MMAMMAILft..0.MMMMMAMMAM.M
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Feathers
A little worse for wear and showing positive symptoms of
battle fatigue, we're still batting a 1000. We've missed all
sporting events, the winners, any and all pertinent informa-
tion and what-not. With each passing week it's becoming in-
creasingly difficult to contact anyone, for any reason, at any
given time.
While failing miserably at whatever specific mission we
embark upon, a number of new friends and hunting dogs met
recently add a heaping measure of sunshine to balance the
scales. Finding readers in many unexpected places causes
Junior to wonder why you find it so difficult to call or come
by and visit. We are pleased that you read us, even if we don't
hear from you.
•
Sammy Gafford, of Fitts Block and Ready-Mix Co., is a
rabbit hunter. "Rusty" and "Dusty" are his Beagle hounds.
While in the office of this company we were intrigued by a
rumber of mottos, etc., on the wall. This one in particular.
To wit: -Do you help with the solution, or are you a part of
the problem?" When you visit in their office please notice
the one concerning the salesman. Does it remind you of any-
one?
Kenneth Lamb, who works at Rubin James' battery shop.
is a bird hunter with a pointer named "Lady". His hunting
buddy is Jim Farris, of Mayfield "Spot" is Mr. Farris' pointer.
These hunters bagged six on their last hunt.
• • •
Rafe Brooks, from Murray Wholesale Co., and Hub Miller
were squirrel hunting on opening day of the season With the
able assistance of "Bullet" is bull dog yet) these hunters
limited out in less than two hours.
• • S.
Will Ed Stokes, of Stokes Tractor and Implement Co.. owns
two pointers, "Lady" and "Queen". His hunting partner is
Hassel Kuykendall, also from the Stokes Co. Monday these
hunters bagged 14 quail. According to our reports these hunt-
ers would bag more game if Hamel could: hit the target more
often' Hold your fire friend Don't get your "dander up" We
took your trick and "revved it up" a little. Instead of telling
It on radio, we mention it in the 1..8cT where EVERYONE vrill
read it. O.K.?
• , • •
Rill Etherton and Hill Gardner were 'cooning Tuesday
night and caught one out on South 18th Street Bill's bluetick
-Queen" and Hill's registered black and tan "Big Sam- shared
the fun.
• • •
David Hudson, Roger Hudson and Tip Miller, with the six
Beagles (whose names we couldn't learn) were rabbit hunting
Wednesday. December 6th. and bagged 6 They also got 8
quail on the Land Between the Lakes area
The following hunt Owen Nornwortby and David Hudson
bagged 2 ducks
Roger Hudscn is 16 years of age. owns a squirrel dog nam-
ed -Thunder" and id a "seasoned" hunter These two partners
bagged 6 squirrels (3 fox and 3 gray) on their last hunt Tip
Miller labeled Roger Ole Dead Eye" and he lives up to the
name
• • •
C. W. Scott, of Scottie's Standard Station, is a rabbit
hunter, if he had the time. He hasn't been hunting yet this
year. He has two Beag14. "Red" and "Lady" Scottie. you and
the Beagles deserve a day of your own, at least once during
the sea -on We hope you will take a day off and go hunting
This feltow enjoys fishing also
• • •
Tony Gardner took -Jim" and "Moose," the black and
tans of Bill Mohundro, and went squirrel hunting last Satur-
day The. young hunter bagged 4 Must converse with 'Ado"
about our 'coon hounds switching game Tony Ls a nice youngs-
ter and he used some good hunting dogs Wonder why Bill
didn't send our trophy-winning "Mackie" Sorry we didn't
get a picture of Tony, his game and the hounds
• • •
Hill Gardner had started duck hunting Thursday, Decem-
ber 6th, when he noticed a pair of unusually large beavers
building a dam in the lake These specimen being larger than
a beaver "oughts" be, he brought one in. The beaver weighed
41 pounds and that's no runt, ole friend
Naturally we're "grinnin' like a cow eatin' sawbriars" be-
cause this is the first opportunity to get this hunter in our
sights (camera-wise) in fourteen long months of ceaseless
effort Mr Oardner is a good match for Doe Arnett. These
two gentlemen are among the greatest sportsmen, admired
and respected by all. but,by thunder they are the most diffi-
cult pair when you try for a story or picture.
• • •
Joe Pat Jones, Dale Garland, Bill Etherton and Sonny
Robbins went back to No 8 Island Saturday They brought in
3 coon, with the aid of "Queen", "Champ". "Little John", "Pol-
ly" and "Rip Van Winkle". In ca-se you're wondering . . .
these are some of the hounds. Again time has run out and
we're "500 miles away from home". Some year we may get the
full story on some event, but don't count on it.
• • •
The Single Dog Hunt sponsored by the Twin Lakes Coon-
hunters Club Saturday night, November 18th. resulted in two
trophies earned 1st place was won by Bill Mohundro and
"Blatrkie", a black and tan 2nd place trophy went to Ronald
Phillips and "Little Joe", a black and tan we haven't met as
yet.
• • •
Two of the nicest people we have met in many a moon are
Roy and Odell Raientine of Roy's Lock and Safe Service
Please cheek the Ledger 8c Times each Tuesday for his ad and
then share your busines.s with them We won't give you a "bum
steer" on our friends or a place of business Hope to give you
some human interest stories on Mr. Salentine in the near fu-
ture.
••• Au • •—•kr••••••••••••—••11(
Here is Hill Gardner and that Beaver that he picked up on
a duck hunting trip. Old Mr. Flattall weighed in at 41 pounds,
which is going some for a Beaver.
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BILBREY'S
Your Gun Headquarters
(.0 _22 PISTOLS
so SHOTGUNS
so PUMP GUNS • AUTOIKATIt's
so HEAVY LOAD MULLS 51/5
WS TRADE AND REPAIR GUNS
COMPLETE SPORTING GOODS CENTER
210 Main Street Phone 753-561'7
to' USED CARS
to" MINOR REPAIRS
* Phone 753-5862 *
CAIN &TAYLOR
GULF SERVICE
Sib and Male Streets
Merr.sy. Kentucky
VERRLE TAYLOR • C. E. CAIN. IL
HUGHES PAINT STORE
• HT-KLAS PAINTS
• GLIDDEN PAINTS
401 Maple Street
• WALLPAPER
• LINOLEUM
Murray, Kentucky
Quality Job Printing
For the Finest People on Earth
51143 Main Street Phone 71.3-1662
Murray. Kentucky
• CARPET
• TILE
Phone 753-3642
Spann &Wilson
Insurance & Real Estate
Special For This Week . . .
A NICE FaAME HOUSE Full basemen:.
5 room, on a commercial lot 126'2300'
Phone 753-3263
WARD - ELKINS
Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
We Have All Makes of Guns
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!
BOONES, INC.
Phone 753-2552
Five Convenient Locations . . .
1207 Main - 600 Poplar - Story Avenue
1803 College Farm Road
NATE BEAL, Gulf Distributor
GULF SOLAR HEAT k IS HYDROGEN PURIFIED FOR CLEAN-HEAT COMFORT
403 South 2nd Street
MILLER
Funeral Home
••••••••=•
"Your Competent Funeral
Home"
Phone 492-8724
HAZEL, KENTUCKY.
Murray, Kentucky
LIBERTY
Super Market
Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market
We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
• OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway Murray, Kentucky
THE MADEMOISELLE SHOP, INC.
Phone 753-35t.7 VOL ENE YOUNG - : : - MARIE LASSITER
"THE SHOP FOR SMART YOUNG WOMEN" 
111 S. 415 Street
Murray. Kentucky
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